The Yellow and Blue

Sing to the colors that float in the light;
Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!
Yellow the stars as they ride through the night
And reel in a rollicking crew;
Yellow the field where ripens the grain
And yellow the moon on the harvest wain;
Hail!
Hail to the colors that float in the light
Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!

The Victors

Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu'ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the leaders and best

Hail! to the victors valiant
Hail! to the conqu'ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
the champions of the West
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## ORDER OF EXERCISES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*Processional</th>
<th>Crown Imperial</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Composed by Sir William Walton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The University of Michigan Commencement Band</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney Snyder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Associate Director of Bands and Assistant Professor of Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conductor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>*The National Anthem</th>
<th>The Star Spangled Banner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paul Grosvenor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soloist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Master’s Candidate, School of Music, Theatre &amp; Dance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Welcome
Martha E. Pollack  
Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

## Greetings from the Faculty
Silke-Maria Weineck  
Chair, Senate Advisory Committee on University Affairs

## Opening Remarks
Andrew D. Martin  
Dean, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

## Remarks on Behalf of the Graduates
Kathryn Marie Bertodatto  
Senior, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts

## Statement to the Class of 2016
Mark S. Schlissel  
President

## Conferring of Honorary Degrees
Mark S. Schlissel

Michael Bloomberg  
Doctor of Laws

Mary-Claire King  
Doctor of Science

Michele Oka Doner  
Doctor of Arts

Beverly Daniel Tatum  
Doctor of Laws
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Presenter/Recipient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Commencement Address                                                 | Michael Bloomberg  
*Founder, Bloomberg L.P. and Bloomberg Philanthropies  
108th Mayor of New York City* |
| Conferring of Undergraduate Degrees and Recognition of Graduates     | Mark S. Schlissel                                                                   |
| Commissioning of Reserve Officers’ Training Corps                    | Admiral William E. Gortney  
*Commander, North American Aerospace Defense Command  
U.S. Northern Command* |
| Congratulations                                                      | Ralph Johnson  
*Chair of the Board of Directors, Alumni Association* |
| *The Alma Mater                                                      | The Yellow and Blue  
*Composed by Michael W. Balfe*  
*The University of Michigan Commencement Band and the audience* (see words on back cover and melody on page 126) |
| *Closing Remarks                                                     | Martha E. Pollack                                                                   |
| *The Victors                                                         | The University of Michigan Commencement Band and the audience                       |
| *Recessional                                                         | Proud Heritage  
*Composed by William Latham*  
*The University of Michigan Commencement Band* |

*Those who are able are asked to stand for the portions of the program asterisked (*). At the conclusion of the program, the audience will please remain standing until the platform party has left the stage.
### Regents of the University

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael J. Behm</td>
<td>Grand Blanc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark J. Bernstein</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurence B. Deitch</td>
<td>Bloomfield Hills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shauna Ryder Diggs</td>
<td>Grosse Pointe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denise Ilitch</td>
<td>Bingham Farms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrea Fischer Newman</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew C. Richner</td>
<td>Grosse Pointe Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine E. White</td>
<td>Ann Arbor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark S. Schlissel</td>
<td>ex officio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Executive Officers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark S. Schlissel</td>
<td>President</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martha E. Pollack</td>
<td>Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sally J. Churchill</td>
<td>Vice President and Secretary of the University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Royster Harper</td>
<td>Vice President for Student Life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin P. Hegarty</td>
<td>Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. Jack Hu</td>
<td>Vice President for Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy G. Lynch</td>
<td>Vice President and General Counsel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerry A. May</td>
<td>Vice President for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa M. Rudgers</td>
<td>Vice President for Global Communications and Strategic Initiatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marschall S. Runge</td>
<td>Executive Vice President for Medical Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cynthia H. Wilbanks</td>
<td>Vice President for Government Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan E. Borrego</td>
<td>Chancellor, University of Michigan-Flint</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Little</td>
<td>Chancellor, University of Michigan-Dearborn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DEANS AND REPRESENTATIVES

Deborah Loewenberg Ball  Dean, School of Education
Daniel G. Brown  Interim Dean, School of Natural Resources and Environment
Susan M. Collins  Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy
James T. Dalton  Dean, College of Pharmacy
                    (represented by Associate Dean Bruce Mueller)
Alison Davis-Blake  Edward J. Frey Dean of Business, Stephen M. Ross School of Business
Aaron P. Dworkin  Dean, School of Music, Theatre & Dance
Carol A. Fierke  Dean, Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies
                    and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs–Graduate Studies
Thomas A. Finholt  Interim Dean, School of Information
Robert L. Fishman  Interim Dean, A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture
                    and Urban Planning
James L. Hilton  University Librarian and Dean of University Libraries
Laura Lein  Dean, School of Social Work
                    (represented by Associate Dean Jorge Delva)
Andrew D. Martin  Dean, College of Literature, Science, and the Arts
Laurie K. McCauley  Dean, School of Dentistry
David C. Munson  Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering, College of Engineering
Gunalan Nadarajan  Dean, Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design
                    (represented by Associate Dean Elona Van Gent)
Martin Philbert  Dean, School of Public Health
Kathleen Potempa  Dean, School of Nursing
Marschall S. Runge  Dean, Medical School
Mark D. West  Dean, Law School
Ronald F. Zernicke  Dean, School of Kinesiology
M A R S H A L S O F T H E U N I V E R S I T Y

Mika LaVaque-Manty
Presidental Bicentennial Professor
Arthur F. Thurnau Professor
Associate Professor of Political Science
and Philosophy
College of Literature, Science,
and the Arts
Chief Marshal

Valeria Bertacco
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science
College of Engineering
Assistant Chief Marshal

Leigh A. Woods
Professor of Theatre and Drama
School of Music, Theatre & Dance
Assistant Chief Marshal

H O N O R A R Y D E G R E E H O O D E R S

Silke-Maria Weineck
Chair, Department of Comparative
Literature
Professor of German Studies
College of Literature, Science,
and the Arts
Chair, Senate Advisory Committee
on University Affairs

William Schultz
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Professor of Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering
College of Engineering
Vice Chair, Senate Advisory Committee
on University Affairs
Michael Bloomberg

Internationally renowned business leader and statesman Michael Bloomberg exemplifies innovation and entrepreneurship in his public service, professional endeavors, and philanthropy. Mayor of New York City from 2002 to 2013, he now serves the United Nations as its Secretary-General’s Special Envoy for Cities and Climate Change. He revolutionized information technology in 1981 when he founded Bloomberg L.P. and unveiled the Bloomberg Terminal, which organizes and analyzes real-time financial and economic data. Today, Bloomberg L.P. has more than 16,000 employees in 192 locations around the world, delivering business and financial information, news, and insights to a global audience. Born in Boston, Massachusetts, Mr. Bloomberg grew up in nearby Medford. He received a B.S. degree in electrical engineering (1964) from Johns Hopkins University, where he was class president, and an M.B.A. (1966) from Harvard Business School. Prior to launching Bloomberg L.P., he worked at the securities brokerage Salomon Brothers. His philanthropic commitment to the arts, education, the environment, government innovation, and public health has grown along with his business. Mr. Bloomberg has donated more than $4.3 billion, including $100 million to help eradicate polio, $250 million to improve road safety, and $600 million to reduce global tobacco use. His tobacco control initiative has saved 25 million lives since its launch in 2007. He has served on the boards of numerous charitable, cultural, and educational institutions, including Johns Hopkins, where he chaired the board of the Bloomberg School of Public Health. As New York’s mayor, he led the city back from the attacks of September 11, 2001, rebuilding Lower Manhattan and revitalizing long-neglected neighborhoods. He turned around the city’s public education system, raising high school graduation rates by more than 40 percent, while cutting crime by 32 percent and driving job growth to record highs. He created hundreds of acres of new parks, revitalized the waterfront, and championed public art. He also enacted the city’s first smoking ban for all commercial establishments and ended the use of artificial trans fats in restaurants, policies that have since spread across the nation. During his terms as mayor, the average life expectancy of residents increased three years, two years more than the national average. He cut pollution and reduced the city’s carbon footprint by 19 percent. As the U.N.’s Special Envoy, Mr. Bloomberg helps cities set and reach more ambitious climate goals. He is also president of the board of the C40 Climate Leadership Group, a network of megacities working to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. He is chairman of the National September 11th Memorial and Museum. Mr. Bloomberg has received, among other accolades, the Genesis Prize and, in 2014, Queen Elizabeth II named him an honorary knight, and he received France’s top civilian honor, the Legion of Honor.

Mr. Bloomberg, you inspire us with your courage and visionary leadership. You are deeply committed to quality education and public health and have generously invested your talent and resources to solve seemingly intractable social and environmental problems. Additionally, you are a role model for civic leaders, students, and others who aspire to be agents of change. The University of Michigan celebrates your storied career and contributions to business, philanthropy, and effective government, and is proud to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Michael Brown

Mr. Brown will receive his honorary degree at the University of Michigan-Dearborn’s commencement ceremony on May 1, 2016.

Nationally prominent social entrepreneur Michael Brown is chief executive officer and co-founder of City Year, a nonprofit organization dedicated to engaging young people in a year of national service. Armed with a vision for young adults from all backgrounds to perform a year of community service, Mr. Brown and his Harvard Law School roommate Alan Khazei launched City Year in Boston in 1988. Since then more than 22,500 City Year corps members have contributed approximately 33.5 million hours of service and earned access to $71 million in college scholarships through the AmeriCorps National Service Trust. This year, 3,000 City Year AmeriCorps members are serving as tutors, mentors, and role models in schools in 27 United States cities with high dropout rates, creating an environment in each school that nurtures students and helps them cope with personal and academic challenges. City Year also has affiliates in South Africa and the United Kingdom. Born and raised in Boston, Massachusetts, Mr. Brown received an A.B. degree (1983) from Harvard College and a J.D. (1988) from Harvard Law School. As an undergraduate, he took a year off school to work for Congressman Leon Panetta and became intrigued with the representative’s proposal for a national community service program. Mr. Brown and Mr. Khazei began City Year with 50 recruits who served in various community settings and received small stipends for living expenses. The initiative inspired President Bill Clinton to sign the National Community Service Trust Act in 1993 and create AmeriCorps. Since then, more than 900,000 Americans have served as AmeriCorps volunteers. In 2007, City Year sharpened its focus to serve children at risk of joining the million U.S. students who drop out of school each year. City Year addresses the early warning indicators that research has shown make it possible to identify potential high school dropouts in elementary school: poor attendance, disruptive behavior, and failing grades in math or English. A recent third-party evaluation showed that schools with City Year teams were up to two to three times more likely to increase English and math proficiency rates compared to similar schools without the program. City Year is supported by the Corporation for National and Community Service, school district partnerships, and donations from corporations, foundations, and individuals. A renowned speaker on issues relating to youth policy and national service, Mr. Brown is a past board member of Independent Sector, a coalition of nonprofits, foundations, and corporate giving programs. Among other honors, Mr. Brown has received Independent Sector’s John W. Gardner Leadership Award, the American Institute for Public Service Jefferson Award, Boston Bar Association Public Service Award, Harvard Law School Association Award, and Reebok Human Rights Award. U.S. News & World Report selected him one of America’s Best Leaders and The NonProfit Times listed him among the Power and Influence Top 50 in 2015.

Mr. Brown, you are one of the nation’s most respected social entrepreneurs. Under your leadership, City Year has nurtured the academic aspirations of thousands of school children while serving as a national service model that promotes democracy, prepares young adults from diverse backgrounds to achieve the American Dream, and moves the United States closer to a culture that espouses community service opportunities for all. The University of Michigan is pleased to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Mary-Claire King

Pioneering molecular geneticist Mary-Claire King is a world leader in cancer genetics and the use of genomics to address social injustice. Dr. King, the American Cancer Society Professor of Medicine (Medical Genetics) and of Genome Sciences at the University of Washington, identifies and characterizes critical genes in families and populations. She led the discovery and identification of BRCA1, a gene that when mutant increases the vulnerability of women to breast cancer. The 1990 proof of existence of BRCA1, and its cloning in 1994, were early steps in the application of human genetics to identify and treat inherited disease. She has also led the campaign to bring testing for BRCA1 to the clinic and advocates that all women, even those without a family history of the disease, be offered testing for mutations predisposing to breast cancer. Additionally, she has spoken persuasively about the harm of patenting genes, which limits their clinical use. Born in Wilmette, Illinois, Dr. King earned a B.A. degree in mathematics (1967) from Carleton College and a Ph.D. in genetics (1973) from the University of California, Berkeley, where she demonstrated that humans and chimpanzees are 99 percent genetically identical. After postdoctoral training at the University of California, San Francisco, she held faculty appointments in genetics at Berkeley from 1976 until 1995, then joined the faculty at the University of Washington. Dr. King has published more than 300 journal articles. She works with scientists around the world, including at the University of Michigan, to identify genetic causes of hearing loss and cloned one of the first genes for non-syndromic deafness. She also studies genetic bases of influences on schizophrenia and severe congenital disorders. In 1984, in response to requests from grandmothers in Argentina, she developed the use of mitochondrial DNA to identify children who were stolen from dissidents’ families during Argentina’s Dirty War between 1975 and 1983. She also has used these genetic tools to identify victims of violence in Bosnia, Cambodia, El Salvador, Ethiopia, Guatemala, and Rwanda. A past president of the American Society for Human Genetics, she contributes to the Human Genome Diversity Project, which seeks to advance understanding of human evolution and historical migrations. Dr. King is a member of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, American Philosophical Society, and the National Academy of Sciences. Among other honors, she received the Peter Gruber Foundation Genetics Prize, the A.H. Heineken Prize for Medicine from the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences, and the Paul Ehrlich and Ludwig Darmstaedter Prize. She was recognized in 2014 with the Lasker Foundation Special Achievement Award in Medical Science.

Dr. King, through your internationally recognized advances in basic and applied molecular genetics you have transformed the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer and other diseases. You also masterfully apply genomic tools to address global humanitarian crises, providing a role model for students in the sciences and all who are committed to achieving a more just world. We celebrate your leadership and contributions to medical science, higher education, and human rights. The University of Michigan is pleased to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Science.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Michele Oka Doner

Acclaimed artist and University of Michigan alumna Michele Oka Doner is renowned for her pioneering and multidisciplinary contributions to visual culture and the fresh lens she brings to the natural world and its processes. Her best-known work, *A Walk on the Beach* (1995–2010) at Miami International Airport, celebrates her native Florida. Ms. Oka Doner was born in Miami Beach, where she spent her childhood closely observing nature. She earned a B.S.Des. degree (1966) and an M.F.A. (1968) from the College of Architecture and Design, now the Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design. For five decades, she has conveyed a reverence for the physical and spiritual through her symbolic language, a prescience of today’s growing ecology movement. A turning point in her career occurred in 1987, when she won a national competition and commission for *Radiant Site* (1990), a wall of 11,000 gold luster tiles at New York City’s Herald Square subway station. More than 30 other major public commissions followed, including *Flight* (1997) at Ronald Reagan Washington National Airport and *Wave & Gate* (2003) at the Dan M. Russell, Jr. Federal Courthouse in Gulfport, Mississippi. Her functional objects, furniture, jewelry, prints, and sculptures are treasured by private collectors and are in public collections worldwide, including at the Art Institute of Chicago, the Detroit Institute of Arts, the Musée des Arts Décoratifs at the Louvre in Paris, The Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City, London’s Victoria and Albert Museum, and the Whitney Museum of American Art. She has contributed significantly to the University through her public art, gifts to the Museum of Art (UMMA), and as an artist-in-residence and a Penny Stamps Speaker Series presenter. The Ann Arbor campus is home to, among other works, *Angry Neptune, Salacia, and Strider* (2008) outside UMMA, *Science Benches* (1990) on Ingalls Mall, *Positron* (1996) near the Harrison M. Randall Laboratory, and *Ancient Arb* (2011) at C.S. Mott Children’s Hospital. Ms. Oka Doner has co-authored, among other books, the social history *Miami Beach: Blueprint of an Eden* (2007). Her new book, *Into the Mysterium* (2016), celebrates the beauty and inherent life force in the increasingly endangered pelagic ecosystem. She also brings an illuminating underwater perspective to her set and costume designs for Miami City Ballet’s 30th anniversary production this spring of *A Midsummer Night’s Dream*. Ms. Oka Doner serves on the UMMA National Leadership Council, is a founding board member of the Wolfsonian–Florida International University Museum, and is a former trustee of the Pratt Institute and *BOMB Magazine*. She has received numerous accolades, including the Pratt Institute Legends Award, United Nations Society of Writers and Artists Award of Excellence, and the Stamps School’s Distinguished Alumni Award.

Ms. Oka Doner, you are one of America’s most distinguished and prolific artists. Through your transformative art you invite individuals to see the world in new ways and engage at a deeper level with the relentless forces of nature and life. You also exemplify the success that comes to those with vision, drive, and an openness to creative challenges. The University of Michigan is delighted to welcome you back to campus and to present to you the honorary degree, Doctor of Arts.
HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT

Beverly Daniel Tatum

Spelman College President Emerita, psychologist, and University of Michigan alumna Beverly Tatum is a distinguished and inspirational leader in higher education and a renowned race relations expert. Through her research on development of racial identity she has increased understanding of the influence of race and privilege in educational settings and sparked crucial conversations about how race frames society's norms and power dynamics. Born in Tallahassee, Florida, she grew up in Bridgewater, Massachusetts, where she often was the only black student in class. She earned a B.A. degree in psychology (1975) from Wesleyan University, M.A. (1976) and Ph.D. (1984) in clinical psychology from U-M, and M.A. in religious studies (2000) from Hartford Seminary. She taught at the University of California, Santa Barbara, and Westfield State University before joining the Mount Holyoke College faculty in 1989, where she served as dean and acting president. President of Spelman from 2002 until she retired in 2015, Dr. Tatum led the college through an innovative and dynamic period during which alumnae giving and student scholarship support tripled. The Gordon Zeto Fund for International Initiatives, established in 2008, expanded travel opportunities for faculty and students and increased funding for international students. Today Spelman is among the nation’s top 100 liberal arts colleges. She currently is updating her acclaimed “Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?” And Other Conversations about Race (1997), which addresses racial identity development in both whites and youth of color. The National Association of Multicultural Education selected it the 1998 Multicultural Book of the Year. She also wrote Assimilation Blues: Black Families in White Communities: Who Succeeds and Why? (1987) and Can We Talk About Race? And Other Conversations in an Era of School Resegregation (2007). She has provided diversity training to hundreds of individuals and groups and led multicultural organizational development sessions around the country. A role model and mentor, Dr. Tatum has encouraged many outstanding students to pursue advanced degrees at Michigan. She also has enriched the campus as a King-Chávez-Parks Visiting Professor and presenter at the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts theme semester commemorating the 50th anniversary of Brown v. Board of Education. Dr. Tatum is a member of the American Philosophical Society and an American Psychological Association (APA) fellow. She received the APA's highest honor, the Award for Lifetime Contributions to Psychology, in 2014. She also has been recognized with the American Council on Education Donna Shavlik Award, Brock International Prize in Education, and Carnegie Academic Leadership Award. She serves on the boards of the Educational Testing Service, Georgia Power, Institute for International Education, and Teach for America, as well as a number of Atlanta organizations, including the Georgia Early Education Alliance for Ready Students and Woodruff Arts Center.

Dr. Tatum, through your contributions to Spelman College and higher education, scholarship, and frank writing about racial identity development you have expanded awareness and understanding of the influence of racism on individuals and educational and other organizations. One of Michigan’s most distinguished alumnae, you have artfully melded research, teaching, and activism to advance the dream of a more just and equitable society. The University of Michigan is pleased to welcome you back to campus and proud to award you the honorary degree, Doctor of Laws.
**UNIVERSITY FLAGS AND FLAG BEARERS**

The flags behind the platform are arranged in the order in which the schools and colleges they represent were founded. As the audience faces the flags, the arrangement from left to right is the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College/University</th>
<th>Flag Bearer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College of Literature, Science, and the Arts</td>
<td>Lehman D. Robinson, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical School</td>
<td>Bella R. Shah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Law School</td>
<td>Rachel Ann Jankowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Dentistry</td>
<td>Samantha Bordener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Pharmacy</td>
<td>Karthik Pisupati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College of Engineering</td>
<td>Olivia Elaine Kuenzi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies</td>
<td>Alfred Ogola Okello</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. Alfred Taubman College of Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
<td>Kathryn M. Albee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Education</td>
<td>Claire C. Forhan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen M. Ross School of Business</td>
<td>Amber Michelle Blanks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>President’s flag</td>
<td><em>on stage</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University flag</td>
<td><em>on stage</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regents’ flag</td>
<td><em>on stage</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Natural Resources and Environment</td>
<td>Cody R. Yarbrough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Music, Theatre &amp; Dance</td>
<td>Cassidy Chey Goldblatt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Nursing</td>
<td>Taylor Nicholson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Public Health</td>
<td>Jhordan O. Wynne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Social Work</td>
<td>Brett Jones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan-Flint</td>
<td>Thomas G. Steele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Michigan-Dearborn</td>
<td>Abeer Yassine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Information</td>
<td>Mojolaoluwa Faith Bolaji</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny W. Stamps School of Art &amp; Design</td>
<td>Mariah Nicole Gardziola</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School of Kinesiology</td>
<td>Claire Victoria Shabet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy</td>
<td>Marjory Anne Marquardt</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The University's mace, a symbol of authority, is carried at the head of academic processions on such important ceremonial occasions as commencements, convocations, and inaugurations. The mace being used today was given to the University in 1968 by the Senior Board, representing all the undergraduate schools and colleges. Crafted of red oak and trimmed with silver, the mace features the seals of the University and of the State of Michigan. Also engraved on the mace are the names of the University Presidents.
ACADEMIC COLORS

The colors of the various disciplines are as follows:

- Architecture and Urban Planning: blue violet
- Business Administration: drab
- Dentistry: lilac
- Education: light blue
- Engineering: orange
- Fine Arts: brown
- Information: lemon
- Kinesiology: sage green
- Law: purple
- Literature and Arts: white
- Medicine: green
- Music: pink
- Natural Resources and Environment: russet
- Nursing: apricot
- Pharmacy: olive green
- Philosophy: dark blue
- Public Health: salmon pink
- Public Policy: peacock blue
- Science: golden yellow
- Social Work: citron

Mingled colors distinguish combined curriculums.

ACADEMIC DRESS AND CUSTOM

The colorful gowns and hoods worn by faculty members at commencement and other academic ceremonies represent the degrees, disciplines, and alma maters of the wearers. The American academic costume tradition, imported from England, dates to Colonial days.

Gowns

Bachelor’s or master’s degree gowns traditionally are black, as are many doctoral gowns in the United States. Some universities prescribe that their graduates wear gowns of another solid color such as blue, crimson, or green. Gowns differ in sleeve cut and trim. For example, the bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves while the master’s gown has oblong sleeves. Doctoral gowns, with their distinctive bell-shaped sleeves, feature velvet panels down the front and around the neck, as well as crossbars of velvet on the sleeves. Colored trim denotes the field or discipline in which the degree was earned. Usually only a single degree from one institution is indicated by a garment. If more than one degree is held, the gown and hood of the higher or highest degree usually are worn.

Hoods

The hood most precisely describes the wearer’s level of degree earned, the major field of learning, and the alma mater. The level of the degree held is indicated by the hood’s shape and size and the width of its velvet or velveteen trimming. The bachelor’s, master’s, and doctor’s hoods are 36 inches, 42 inches, and 48 inches long, respectively. The velvet trim is two, three, and five inches wide, with the narrowest being for the bachelor’s hood and the widest for the doctor’s hood. The color of trim on the hood, as on the gown, identifies the major field of learning in which the degree was awarded. The hood is lined with the official colors of the college or university conferring the degree.

Caps

Caps vary in style from the traditional black mortarboard to eight-, six-, and four-corner tams, and Elizabethan-style caps. The mortarboard may be of any appropriate material, such as cotton, poplin, rayon, or silk, to match the gown. Velvet is reserved for holders of doctorates.
The order of presentation is by the year of founding.

**College of Literature, Science, and the Arts**

The College of Literature, Science, and the Arts, founded in 1841, was the first duly constituted college of the University of Michigan. Today, with more than 15,000 undergraduate and 2,000 graduate students, LSA is the largest of the University's schools and colleges, and it is still the heart of the campus. Distinguished in the humanities since its earliest years, the college became preeminent in the natural sciences during the early 20th century and went on to become a world leader in social science research. The college has always been dedicated to providing a richly diverse liberal arts education that prepares students to lead fulfilling lives as responsible citizens within a wide range of professional careers.

**Medical School**

Since opening its doors in 1850, the Medical School has been a leader in medical education, patient care, and biomedical research. In addition to its professional doctor of medicine program, the Medical School offers master's and doctoral degrees in the basic medical sciences. The school established the nation’s first university-owned and -operated teaching hospital and created the first departments of pharmacology and human genetics in the United States. It also played an important role in the development of the electrocardiogram and in the development of iodized salt as a goiter preventive. The Medical School was among the first major American medical schools to graduate women and African Americans; today there are more practicing M.D.s from the University of Michigan than from any other medical school in the United States.

**Law School**

Founded in 1859, the Law School awarded its first bachelor of laws degrees in 1860. In 1870, the school became the second in the nation to confer a law degree on an African American candidate and the first major law school to admit a woman. In 1871, one of the school's graduates became the first woman with a law degree to be admitted to the bar. A national law school from its earliest years, the school's graduates work in every state of the union and in more than 73 countries, in business, as practitioners and professors, as legislators and members of Congress, and as distinguished civil servants and members of the judiciary.

**School of Dentistry**

Established in 1875, the School of Dentistry first granted the professional degree, doctor of dental surgery, the following year. A national leader in the training of professional dentists and long active in oral and craniofacial research, the school offers the doctor of dental surgery, master's degrees, and graduate clinical programs in several dental specialties and general dentistry. A doctoral degree is offered in oral health sciences and in an interdepartmental program in biomaterials. The School of Dentistry also offers baccalaureate and master's programs in dental hygiene.

**College of Pharmacy**

Established as a department in 1868, Pharmacy became a college in 1876, the first in any university in the United States. Today, the college has an average annual enrollment of 260 doctor of pharmacy and 70 graduate students, and is consistently ranked among the top pharmacy schools in the nation. The college offers the doctor of pharmacy degree; baccalaureate programs in medicinal chemistry and pharmaceutical sciences; and doctor of philosophy programs in medicinal chemistry, pharmaceutical sciences, and social and administrative sciences. Major areas of research include the biological, chemical, clinical, genomic, economic, and social aspects of drugs and therapeutic agents.
Instruction began with a class in civil engineering in 1854. Historically, the College of Engineering has been a leader in establishing departments in emerging fields, including metallurgical engineering, naval architecture and marine engineering, electrical engineering, chemical engineering, aeronautical engineering, nuclear engineering, and computer engineering. Today, the college and its 60,000 alumni provide leadership in various technologies, healthcare, business, and the sciences, improving the quality of people's lives around the world.

The Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies oversees and coordinates graduate education, bringing together graduate students and faculty from across the institution to experience and take full advantage of the University as a scholarly community. The University awarded its first master of arts degree in 1849, first master of science degree in 1859, and first doctor of philosophy degree in 1876. Organized as a department in 1892, the School of Graduate Studies became an autonomous unit in 1913. In 1935, a generous gift from Horace H. and Mary A. Rackham included the site and construction of the Rackham Building for graduate studies and a substantial endowment for carrying on graduate work and research.

Michigan offered its first courses in architecture in 1876. The program became a department in 1913, and by 1931, the College of Architecture was established as a separate entity. During the 1940s, the college was one of the few schools in the country to consider research a necessary part of architectural education, and in 1946 it became the first to introduce a graduate program in urban planning. The college offers master of architecture, master of urban planning, and master of urban design degrees; bachelor of science and master of science degrees in architecture; and doctoral programs in architecture and in urban and regional planning. In 1999, the college was named in honor of A. Alfred Taubman, founder and chairman of The Taubman Company, Inc., and a longtime friend, supporter, and adviser to the college.

The School of Education was founded in 1921, 42 years after the University established the first chair in any United States collegiate institution devoted to the “science and art of teaching.” The school prepares students for professional careers in teaching and administration, and offers advanced training for researchers and practitioners at all levels of education. Teacher diplomas were first offered in 1874; the first master's degree in education was conferred in 1891, the first Ph.D. in 1902, and the first Ed.D. in 1938.

Building on faculty and course offerings that began in the latter part of the 19th century, the school was formally established in 1924. Today, at all levels of instruction—bachelor’s, master’s, doctoral, and executive education—its programs rank in the top five among American institutions. Each year nearly 1,000 new School of Business graduates enter careers as business professionals and teacher-scholars, joining the approximately 37,000 who already serve in leadership positions in business, government, and academic institutions throughout the world.
The School of Natural Resources and Environment’s overarching objective is to contribute to the protection of the Earth’s resources and the achievement of a sustainable society. Through research, teaching, and outreach, faculty, staff, and students are devoted to generating new knowledge and developing policies, techniques, and skills to help practitioners manage and conserve natural resources to meet the full range of human needs on a sustainable basis. The school jointly administers the undergraduate Program in the Environment, and it offers master’s and doctoral programs in ecological, social, and design sciences.

Consistently ranked among the top performing arts schools in the nation, and one of the oldest, the School of Music, Theatre & Dance is committed to creating an environment of educational and artistic excellence, nurturing creativity, academic integrity, and professionalism in its students and faculty. With degrees offered at the bachelor’s, master’s, and doctoral levels, the School is deeply engaged in the creation, practice, scholarship, and pedagogy of music, theatre, and dance. It fosters a spirit of social responsibility and principled entrepreneurship, and serves the community and state of Michigan through public performances, cultural resources, arts education, and outreach programs.

The School of Nursing has held an unsurpassed reputation of excellence for more than 100 years. It has been a national leader in the advancement of nursing knowledge and the promotion of new trends in health care. The School’s baccalaureate programs include a four-year B.S.N. program, a second career nursing program, and an R.N.-B.S.N. completion program. At the master’s level, the School of Nursing, through the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, offers advanced study in clinical specialist, nurse practitioner, and management roles. The school’s prestigious Ph.D. and postdoctoral programs prepare nurse scientists to develop the knowledge necessary to support and advance nursing practice.

The history of the School of Public Health dates back to 1881, when the first course in sanitary science was taught in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. Established in 1941, the school has awarded master of public health, master of science, master of health services administration, and doctor of public health degrees to more than 13,000 students. Doctor of philosophy programs were established in 1947 and now include concentrations in biostatistics, environmental health sciences, epidemiology, health behavior and health education, and health management and policy. Key areas of research include vaccine development, air and water quality, reproductive and women’s health, and health care costs, quality, and access.

The program in social work began in 1921, and was granted the status of a school in 1951. Faculty maintain high research productivity while teaching an innovative curriculum. At the master’s level, the school prepares professional practitioners for work with individuals, children and their families, the aged, organizations, and communities. Students may focus their studies in the fields of substance abuse, mental health, education, child welfare, program evaluation, and public policy. The joint doctoral program in social work and social science is one of a kind and prepares students for academic and research careers. Graduates of both programs are found in leadership positions around the world. The School of Social Work consistently ranks as one of the best in the nation.
**School of Information**

A formal program began in 1926, when the Department of Library Science was created in the College of Literature, Science, and the Arts. In 1948, offerings became entirely graduate and a doctoral program was inaugurated. Establishment of an independent school, committed to the interdisciplinary study of information and library principles, came in 1969. In response to the rapid change brought on by present technology, the school broadened significantly further in the 1990s. It now pursues a highly interdisciplinary approach to educate professionals who will serve as leaders in the information age. Recognizing this broader mission, the school was renamed the School of Information in 1996.

**Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design**

The Penny W. Stamps School of Art & Design traces its history at the University to visual arts education in the late 19th century, awarding its first degree in 1960, and becoming a University of Michigan school in 1974. In 2002, the school launched a unique curriculum that prompted the National Association of Schools of Art and Design to report, “The School of Art & Design and the University of Michigan have created an opportunity to lead the academic conversation in art and design in this country.” The school prepares graduates for a broad range of creative professions through its undergraduate and graduate programs. Commitment to the integration of art and design, community engagement, international experience, connections to the academic resources of the University, interdisciplinary pursuit, and public presentation of creative work are required of all majors.

**School of Kinesiology**

Kinesiology has been part of the University of Michigan curriculum since the turn of the 20th century and joined the ranks for the schools and colleges as an independent unit in 1984. Concentrations have the common thread of human movement and span a wide range including movement science, physical education, sport management, and athletic training. Kinesiology prepares undergraduates for careers as diverse as medicine and physical therapy to athletic administration, marketing, and law. Master’s and doctoral students expand their opportunities in higher education, research, health care, public health or medicine, business, and law.

**Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy**

The School of Public Policy prepares graduates for distinguished careers in policy analysis and management, and promotes improved public policy through research. Its curriculum combines rigorous grounding in contemporary social science, opportunities to develop expertise in a variety of policy domains, and practical experience. Graduates work in government and the private and nonprofit sectors, using their knowledge, judgment, and new ideas to solve social problems, both domestic and international. The school traces its history to the Institute of Public Administration, established in 1914 as one of the first programs in municipal administration in the United States. In 1999, the regents approved the naming of the school in honor of Gerald R. Ford, the 38th President of the United States and a 1935 graduate of the University.
The following is a list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements. A candidate is listed alphabetically by degree, and in some cases also by field of specialization, under the school or college which awards the degree. In this program, candidates are presented in the order of which their respective schools or colleges were founded.

The Executive Board of the Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies awards doctoral, master’s, and some graduate professional degrees (e.g., master of public policy, master of urban planning), although most graduate professional degrees, such as doctor of medicine, master of social work, etc., are awarded by the respective schools or colleges. The Graduate School does not offer course work, and advanced studies are conducted within the school or college of a candidate’s area of specialization.

This program presents as complete and accurate a record of candidates for degrees as is possible as of the publication date.
HORACE H. RACKHAM SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Founded in 1912, Carol A. Fierke, Dean and Vice Provost for Academic Affairs–Graduate Studies

Candidates for degrees granted April 29, 2016

Doctor of Musical Arts

Arianne Guingona Abela, Field of Specialization: Conducting (Choral).
Melisse Brunet, Field of Specialization: Conducting (Orchestral).
Martha A. Guth, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.

Hyo Rim Han, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.
Caroline Nicole Steiger, Field of Specialization: Music Performance.

Doctor of Philosophy

Sarah Miranda Aarons, Field of Specialization: Geology. Dissertation: Evidence of Regional and Global Climate Change in the Mineral Aerosol (Dust) Record from Ice Cores Through the Anthropocene and Pleistocene.

April Adams, Field of Specialization: Cancer Biology. Dissertation: Targeting Cancer Stem Cells in Mucoepidermoid Carcinoma.


Mattia Begelli, Field of Specialization: Romance Languages and Literatures Italian. Dissertation: As Seen on TV: Programming Cinema and Entertainment in Italy in the Long 1980s.
Barry James Belmont, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Multimodal Non-Invasive Hemodynamic Monitoring.


Elaina Breznau, Field of Specialization: Cellular and Molecular Biology. Dissertation: Regulation of Epithelial Cytokinesis and Cell-Cell Junctions by MgcRacGAP.

Doctor of Philosophy

Jade Burns, Field of Specialization: Nursing. Dissertation: In their Public Space: A Qualitative Analysis of Young African American Males' Views of Social Media as a Mode for Condom Use Education.


Alexis Jo Carulli, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: The Dynamic Regulation of Intestinal Stem Cells by Notch Signaling.


Jason Chen, Field of Specialization: Business Administration. Dissertation: Geographic Dispersion of Investors and Price Discovery around Earnings Announcements.


Yuan Chen, Field of Specialization: Chemical Engineering. Dissertation: Designing Heterogeneous-Based Cascade Catalytic Systems for Carbon Dioxide Hydrogenation.


Chan Chung, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Niemann-Pick Type C Disease: Protective Mechanisms from Neurodegeneration and Targets for Therapeutic Intervention.


Cailin Terese Collins, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Cellular Pathology. Dissertation: Role of Collaborator Proteins in HOXA9/MEIS1-Mediated Leukemogenesis.
HORACE H. RACKHAM SCHOOL OF GRADUATE STUDIES

Doctor of Philosophy


Shawn Christophe Eady, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Design of Catalyst Interfaces for Heterogeneous Dihydrogen Production Manifolds and Incorporation into Photocathode Systems.


Anthony Aaron Emanuele, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: An Antibiotic Discovery Campaign Targeting VirF, the Main Transcriptional Regulator of Virulence in Shigella flexneri.

Michael Engstrom, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: Regulation of the Uropathogenic Escherichia coli tos Operon and Its Implications for an Expansion of Microbial Reciprocal Regulation Between Adherence- and Motility-Related Genes.


Tamar Yael Feinberg, Field of Specialization: Cellular and Molecular Biology. Dissertation: Extracellular Matrix Remodeling and the Control of Branching Morphogenetic Programs.


Gail Butler Gifford, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: Notch1 and Notch2 Receptors Regulate Human and Mouse Gastric Epithelial Cell Homeostasis.


Doctor of Philosophy


Hyoung Seok Ham, Field of Specialization: Asian Languages and Cultures. Dissertation: Buddhist Critiques of the Veda and Vedic Sacrifice: A Study of Bāhi civaka’s Māmansā Chapter of the Madhyamakadhydayakārīka and Tarkajyālā.


Daniel Hirschman, Field of Specialization: Sociology. Dissertation: Inventing the Economy Or: How We Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the GDP.


Victoria Iome Holden, Field of Specialization: Microbiology and Immunology. Dissertation: The Impact of Siderophores and Iron Acquisition on Klebsiella Pneumoniae Pathogenesis.


Mike Xuli Huang, Field of Specialization: Aerospace Engineering. Dissertation: Low Complexity Model Predictive Control of a Diesel Engine Airpath.

David Andrew Hufnagel, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Environmental and Molecular Control of the Uropathogenic Escherichia coli Extracellular Matrix.


Doctor of Philosophy


Frank Kwarcinski, Field of Specialization: Medicinal Chemistry. Dissertation: Developing Kinase Inhibitors as Chemical Tools and Potential Drugs.


Michelle Mai Kwok, Field of Specialization: Educational Studies. Dissertation: Tracing the Mediating Contexts of Disciplinary Writing Instruction from Professional Development to Classrooms.


Doctor of Philosophy

Jinjing Li, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Repeatability of High-Yield Micromachining by Decoupled Chemical Vapor Deposition. 


Yang Liu, Field of Specialization: Information. Dissertation: Mining Social Media to Understand Consumers’ Health Concerns and the Public’s Opinion on Controversial Health Topics.


Zhaojian Li, Field of Specialization: Aerospace Engineering. Dissertation: The Relationship Between the Adoption of Patient Centered Medical Home and the Quality of Medication Use: Results from the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey.


Matthew Patrick Morabito, Field of Specialization: Medical Engineering. Dissertation: Acceleration Methods for MRI.


Matthew John Muckley, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Acceleration Methods for MRI.


Dao Xuan Nguyen, Field of Specialization: Statistics. Dissertation: Iterated Filtering and Smoothing with Application to Infectious Disease Models.


Doctor of Philosophy


Gina J. Park, Field of Specialization: Education and Psychology. Dissertation: Exploring Teachers’ Knowledge and Beliefs About the Value of Psychological Knowledge for Teaching.


Joshua Glenn Petrie, Field of Specialization: Epidemiological Science. Dissertation: Vaccine Induced Protection Against Influenza: Persistence of Serum Antibodies, Vaccine Efficacy as a Function of Time, and Use of Transmission Models to Estimate Vaccine Effectiveness in Household Cohort Studies.


Lindsay Regina Pool, Field of Specialization: Epidemiological Science. Dissertation: The Health Consequences of Negative Wealth Shock During Late Middle Age.


Hang Ren, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Electrochemically Modulated Generation/Delivery of Nitric Oxide (NO) from Nitrite for Biomedical Applications.


Doctor of Philosophy

Leela Ruckthong, Field of Specialization: Biophysics. Dissertation: Crystallographic Comparison of Tris-Thiolate Sites in Designed Proteins to Control Metal Geometries.

Garrett Adrian Ryan, Field of Specialization: Greek and Roman History. Dissertation: Placing Power: Greek Cities and Roman Governors in Western Asia Minor, 69–235 CE.


Aaron Sciore, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: A General, Symmetry-Based Approach for the Assembly of Proteins into Nanoscale Polyhedra.


Chenhui Shao, Field of Specialization: Mechanical Engineering. Dissertation: Data-Based Spatial and Temporal Modeling for Surface Variation Monitoring in Manufacturing.


Amy Sutton, Field of Specialization: Molecular and Integrative Physiology. Dissertation: Dissecting Paraventricular Hypothalamic Neural Circuits Involved in Energy Balance Control.

Adnan Khalawa Syed, Field of Specialization: Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology. Dissertation: Factors that Influence Colonization with Staphylococcus aureus: The Role of Triclosan, the Immune Response, and Polymicrobial interactions.


Doctor of Philosophy


Kuei-Nin Tseng, Field of Specialization: Chemistry. Dissertation: Structure and Reactivity Studies of Bis(pyridylimino)isoindolate Transition Metal Complexes.


Sriram Vaidyanathan, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Disruption of Endosomal Membrane by Cationic Vectors Drives Endosomal Release and Enables Successful Gene Delivery.


Yichun Wang, Field of Specialization: Biomedical Engineering. Dissertation: Three Dimensional Cell Culture: A Window into Transport of Nanomedicine in Tumor Tissue.


Amanda B. Wehner, Field of Specialization: Neuroscience. Dissertation: The p75 Neurotrophin Receptor Augments Survival Signaling in the Striatum of Presymptomatic Q175<sup>WTD</sup> Mice, an Animal Model of Huntington’s Disease.

Leah Gayle Weinberg, Field of Specialization: Music: Musicology. Dissertation: Opera behind the Myth: An Archival Examination of Einstein on the Beach.


Doctor of Philosophy


Yanxiao Zhang, Field of Specialization: Biosinformatics. Dissertation: High-Throughput Bioinformatics Approaches to Understand Gene Expression Regulation in Head and Neck Tumors.


Junnan Zhao, Field of Specialization: Materials Science and Engineering. Dissertation: Morphological Design for Block Copolymer/Homopolymer Based Thin Film Blend Systems.

Linbo Zhao, Field of Specialization: Cancer Biology. Dissertation: Host Genes Associated with BK Polyomavirus Entry and Intracellular Trafficking.


Certificate of Graduate Studies

Complex Systems
Gregory John Foakes
Colin Patrick F. Shields

Computational Discovery and Engineering
Joel Aaron Kulesza
Bharadwaj Ram Kumar Mantha

Data Science
Xiang Li

Industrial Ecology
Daniel Bator

Museum Studies
Jeremy Golubcow-Teglasi
Alicia Liane Juillet

Real Estate Development
Katrina Felice Celo Chaves
Maximilius Jarik Paul Cupp
Ryan Michael Goold
Mark Allen Langrehr
Frank Junior Romo
Chad Alexander Schram
David Sterrett Shellabarger III
Tung Yu Yeh

Master of Science

Applied and Interdisciplinary Mathematics
Adrian Gabriel Carballeira
Derrick Taylor Sund
Erick F. Vega

Chemical Biology
Mahmoud Thabet Abedaljawad
Faiza Nasser S. Alotaibi
Theodore Demetri Davis

Pradeep Moon Gunasekaran
Everett Clinton Hall III
Lindsey Allison Karp
Karson Jack Kump
Azhar Mohamed Baqer Saeed
Yuang Sun
Kristi Wang

Survey Methodology
Maura Elaine Bardos

William Wah Chan
Jennifer Ross Durow
Rachel Anne LeClere
Yimeng Ma
Alex J. McMillan
Stacy Lee Pancratz
Martha Jane Rozsi
Yi Wang
Emma L. White
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Founded in 1841, Andrew D. Martin, Dean

Bachelor in General Studies

Michael Joseph Albrecht  Lucas Myles Blumenfeld  Benjamin Alan Braden  Michelle Lynne Burns  Leslie Marie Butts  Christopher Campbell Cameron  Cooper Knight Charlton  Jesse Huaimu Chen  Alec Charles Dockser  Ross Trevo Douglas  Glenn Bernard Eden  Christopher Roy Elrod  Julia Constance Esposito  Mohammed Furhha

Allen Gant  Marie Felicia Georgier  Dominique Brandon Green  Jenna Morgan Helfant  Peter McAndrews Horton  Sione Veu Houma  David Gerard Joseph  Daniel James Kinek  David Matthew King  Isabelle Ku  Andrew Stewart Leahy  Caris Coleman Levert  Wei Don Lim  Helen Maynard

Bachelor of Arts


COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Bachelor of Arts

Sarah Elisabeth Bogaards  
Lauren Elizabeth Bohac  
Chalem Bolton  
Tori Katarina Bonn  
Alexa Brooke Borstein  
Julian Elizabeth Boryski  
Cameron Lucas Bothner  
Zachary Scott Boucher  
Harlie Sue Bourgo  
Michael William Bower  
Emily Allott Bowman  
James Douglas Boyd  
Erron Mikel Boykin  
Thomas Dugan Boyle  
Madeline Marie Boyle  
Olivia West Brackett  
Hogan Patrick Boyland  
Mary Alexandra Brahos  
Micaela Sophie Brand  
Janay Shari Brandon  
Ira Brandon III  
Drew Patrick Brangian  
Eri Brewer  
Joseph D. Briggs  
Joshua Paul Briggs  
Elizabeth DeVine Brilliant  
Jacqueline Olivia Britva  
Alexander Eric Brody  
Sophia Renee Brookman  
Paulina Bromberg  
Michael Joseph Brosseau  
Christian Michelle Browne  
Chase Brown  
Julie Lauren Brown  
Kimberly Ann Brown  
Lindsay Kathryn Brown  
Obadiah Clark Brown  
Samantha Mary Brown  
Sydney Morgan Brown  
Taylor Lauren Brown  
Zachary Michael Brown  
Zachary William Bruch  
Rachel Louise Brumley  
Tony Lorenzo Bryant  
Allison Helen Brzeczinski  
Audriana Janee Buchanan  
Gavin Hamilton Buck  
Maria Anne Buczowski  
Emily Susan Budicin  
Jennifer Claire Bullen  
Giancarlo Buonomo  
Meredith Noel Burke  
Brian Joseph Burlage  
Elizabeth Anne Burns  
Tania Monica Burns  
Ashley Danielle Burns  
William Martin Burstein  
Ashley Elizabeth Byskkonen  
Marikha Khan Cabel  
Nicholas Franklin Cabrera  
Benjamin Jackson Caleb  
Jennifer Amanda Callas  
William V. Callewaert  
Iliara Camaj  
Casey Alexandra Cameron  
Amber Deshaun Campbell  
Julia Ruth Campbell  
Margaret Anne Campbell  
McKenzie Taylor Campbell  
Anne Elizabeth Canavati  
John Theodore Cannis  
Jeffrey Caio  
Richard Paul Capricciosi II  
Grace Mary Carbeck  
Emily Elizabeth Carl  
Emma Chapman Carlson  
Erik Douglas Carlson  
Chaplin Joseph Carmichael  
Julian Rene Carmona  
Tazjay Shabree Carpenter  
Sabin Denae Carrier  
Amy Patricia Carroll  
Sarah Greer Cartwright  
Andria Elena Caruso  
Laura Anne Caruso  
Paulina Andrea Carvajal  
Shannon Kelly Cash  
Charles Stephen Cashman  
Matthew Raymond Cassar  
Rogelio Rodrigo Castro  
Jamie Lynn Chadoff  
Hyun Wook Chae  
Briana Marie Chambo  
Amanda Maria Champagne  
Claire Marie Champlain  
Amelia Chan Yee Li  
Chak Hei Chan  
Chun Hei Helen Chan  
David Chang  
Kelsey Anna Chapekis  
Austin Jeffrey Chapman  
Nathaniel Edwin Chapman  
Tyler Ryan Charboneau  
Simran Nishith Chadva  
Annie Chen  
Chen Chen  
Jessica Y. Chen  
Linyi Chen  
Qi Chen  
Stacy Yitien Chen  
Yirui Chen  
Carren Choy Man Cheng  
Gabrielle Choy Wan Cheng  
Jehu Femi Chesson II  
Cody Alvin Chipman  
Olivia Chiu  
Ahyoung Cho  
Alice Dain Choi  
Jimin Choi  
Jungie Choi  
Stephanie Jeewon Choi  
Stephanie Nan Choi  
Jenna Elizabeth Choszczynski  
Jennifer Chow  
Fatima Chowdhury  
Tahmid Ibrahim Chowdhury  
Alexander Chrapliwy  
Kelly Kathleen Christensen  
Aaron Nicholas Chuey  
Cherima Ngum Chungag  
Wesley Graham Cimmarrusti  
Alexa Rose Cinque  
Danielle Jordan Cipinik  
Joseph Gregory Citriniti  
Alyssa Carolyn Clark  
Meredith Anne Clark  
Khalen Celia Cleary  
Corey Flemons  
Emily Faye Cloch  
Jacob Scott Cloode  
Mylaica Darnique Cobbin Conner  
Audrey Yi Coble  
Andrew Michael Cohen  
Daniel Joseph Cohen  
Keegan Redman Cohen  
Zachary Mark Cohn  
Kathryn Elizabeth Colasanti  
Allie Cole  
Jason John-Charles Colella  
Amber S. Collins  
Barbara Rose Collins  
Ben Collins  
Bianca Collins  
Cassandra Lynn Collins  
Carly A. Colonese  
Katherine Taylor Colosimo  
Gabriela Maria Coluga  
Margaret Ann Command  
Graham Patrick Conlan  
Lauren Alexis Connell  
Bradley Ray Cooney  
Amy Elizabeth Cooper  
Allison Marie Cope  
Audrey Elizabeth Cords  
Alissa Marie Corera  
Samuel Harrison Corey  
Kathryn Grace Costello  
Olivia Jayne Cottrell  
Kyle Benjamin Crane  
Alissa Justine Cravens  
Milo Simone Crawford  
Antericka Audrey an Crawford  
Abigail Anne Crites  
Blaire Elise Crockett  
Caira Leah Cronin  
Hannah Cross  
Bennett Edward Crowl  
Stephen Andrew Culbertson  
Jennifer Lee Cusmano  
Catherine Elizabeth Cybert  
Emily Anne D’Amico
Bachelor of Arts

Caroline D’Andrea
Rebecca Rose Daaleman
Alexander Michael Daar
Lauren Michelle Dahar
Raymond Young Dai
Mira Ariel Dalal
Nicholas Frederick D’Alessandro
Leah Elizabeth Damon
Charles Bradley Damron
Mollie Jordyn Darmon
Faith Lauren Darnell
Christopher David Darnton
Lily Meredith Dart
Allison Mary Davis
Jacqueline Michaela Davis
Kepriah Jacquennaye Lorine Davis
Matthew Joseph Davis
Andrew Joseph Day
Michael Robert De Boer
Anthony J. DeRiso III
Lauren Ann DeVincent
Breah Alexis Dean
Griffin Arthur Dean
Jaime Lynne Dean
Gabriella Marie DeFlorio
Albert Benjamin DeFluri
Nicole Therese DeGrace
Samantha DeGregory
Jackson Burns Deloria
Constantinos R. Demetral
Sydney Alexandra Demo
Dakota Denison
Andrew Crane Deodato
Nicholas Francis Deordio
Tanner James DePriest
Rupal Siddharth Desai
Elaine Marie DesEnfants
Miriam Dessailly
Lauren Nicole Deutschman
David Stuart Dever, Jr.
Paradi Devi
Kathryn Amy DeVor
Victoria Grace Dey
Sunny M. Dharod
Aishwarya Dinesh Dhume
Amie Sarah Diamond
Fabiana D’iaz
Keiko Suely Diaz-Pezua
Matthew Michael Dibartolomeo
Emily Rose Dibble
Erica Shaine Dickinson
Daley Jayne DiCircia
Christopher Louis Dillon
Marie Élaine Dillivan
Tehmina F. Dinshaw
Colton James Ditto
Robert Michael DiVincenzo
Britten Jon Docter
Abby Rose Dolan
Trevor Clark Dolan
Rahul Mukund Dole
Aima Dong
Jordan Vance Donker
Allison Kay Donnelly
Carter Philip Doyle
Catherine Lisa Rodriguez Doyle
Hannah Louise Doyle
Megan Elizabeth Doyle
Jessica L. Dozier
Addie Nicole Drach
Rachel N. Droebner
Logan Kyle Drummond
Wenting Du
Savannah Ilise Dupin
Jacob Paul Dykema
Blake Douglas Ebright
Jack Henry Edelman
Gabrielle Corissa Edwards
Joshua George Ehrlich
Rana S. Eid
Nadia El Ayoubi
Ryan Michael Eley
Leah Michele Elliott
Ashley Elizabeth Elliston
Emma Marie Elsewood
Sara Beth Engelhard
Shoshana Elsey Englenton
Bradan Daniel Engstrom
Michael Scott Enochs
Amy Gabrielle Erlich
Caitlyn Espiritu
Sara Margaret Estes
Celia Rose Ettinger
Lacy Nicole Evans
Spencer Isaac Evans
Morris Albert Fabbri
Lev Wollenfeld Facher
Shukria Farzana Fairozoo
Alexa Faire
Michael Walid Fakhoury
Vincent Joseph Falcone
Taylor Ashley Falgout
Matin Fallahi
Yasmeen Mohamad Farran
Allison Marie Farrand
Shawn Farshchi
Julie Marie Fassnacht
Quinn Anica McSurely Faylor
Zoe Iris McSurely Faylor
Jessica Lynn Feathers
Timothy Edward Featherston
Alyssa Elaine Feenstra
Hannah Meredith Feldshuh
Zheng Feng
Catherine Nicole Ferguson
Jacob Aaron Ferguson
Ana Beatrix Ferrer
Andrew Francis Fiasco
Erin Megan Figley
Jason Richard Fike
Andrea Filisko
Daniel William Finn
Kaitlyn Grace Finnegan
Amina Lee Fishburn
Emily Joy Fisher
Henry Paul Fishkin
Gabrielle Grace FitzGerald
Steven Timothy Flack
Maya Teresa Flores
Nathan Michael Flynn
Shannon Elizabeth Folsom
Stephanie Alexa Forbes
Starr Lillian Maureen Ford
Conrad Cleveland Foreman
Karly Rae Forman
Anna Louise Forringer-Beal
Alexandra Elizabeth Fotis
Erin E. Fowler
Polina Chaya Fradkin
Chris Fraga
Rhani Richelle Franklin
Matthew Jay Frederick
Shanene Mc’Shell Frederick
Ryan Steven Freeland
Benjamin Reed Frey
Will Thornton Frey
Elena Danielle Friedberg
Jonathan David Friedman
Robert Adam Friedner
Natalie Ware Friell
Jacob Anthony Fritts
Madison Anne Frohna
Dana Marie Frost
Claudia Patricia Fuentes
Taylor Nicole Fulton
Jaclyn Joyce Gabel
Emily Jenna Gach
Corolette Ruth Gaenssle
Yoav Ezra Gaffney
Katelyn Elaine Gaither
Cristobal Gabriel Galan
Elizabeth Ann Gall
Jamie Elise Gallup
David Alexander Galura
Connie Gao
Gavin Gao
Michael Evan Garbade
Olivier Paris Garcia
Taylor Jahn’ Garland
Elizabeth Grace Garth
Kayla Nicole Garthus
Christopher Luis Garzón Rivera
Jacqueline Gase
Aric Dong Gaunt
Mehul Gaur
Allison Louise Gawura
Emily Jean Gazall
Rebecca Ann Gelfand
Eliana Rae Geller
Evan Jon Gennrich
Isabel Louise Geraciotti
Sarah Marie Gerlach
Olivia Rose Gerrato

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts

Emma-Louise Gersh
Max S. Gershenson
Evan Benjamin Gerstein
Brooke Meredith Gerstem
Mohammad Saleh Ghazvini
Milo Ghering
Emma Jane Gies
Brigitte Kaitlin Gilbert
Laura Elizabeth Gilinsky
Evan Benjamin Gerstein
Brooke Meredith Gerstman
Mohammad Saleh Ghazvini
Milo Ghering
Emma Jane Gies
Brigitte Kaitlin Gilbert
Laura Elizabeth Gilinsky
Chloe Elizabeth Gilke
Jessica Marie Gilligan
Cameron William Giniel
Hillary Renee Ginsberg
Kelly Dara Ginsberg
Fatjona Gjoka
Briana Katy Gladhill
Evan William Louis Glaser
Henry Lucas Glick
Sydney Alexa Glide
Juliette Amanda Godshall
Margaret Clark Goelz
Jason Tyler Gold
Spencer Matthew Gold
Corrie Jean Goldberg
Lindsay Nicole Golden
Henry James Goldman
Maxwell Michael Goldschein
Brittany-Lee Goldstein
Edinam Esi Gomez
Jasyn A. Goode
Spencer William Goodman
Grant Martin Goodstein
Andrew Cole Gordner
Hitahk Nicolae Gordon
Jacob Ross Gordon
Samuel Eli Gordon
Alexander Robert Goren
Rebecca Jean Gott
Emily Jean Gottschalk
Keith Maxwell Gould
Sherilyn Sara Gould
Christian James Graham
Hannah Margaret Graham
Brandon Terek Grant
Kedishia Tina Grant
Essence Gray
Trevor McKenzie Grayeb
Robyn Green
Matthew Jordan Greenfield
Surpeet Kaur Grewal
Robin Elizabeth Griffin
Daniel Keith Gril
Gabrielle Elise Groh
Alexander Joseph Grombal
Taylor Allison Grothe
Maya Grumeretz
Haleigh Irene Guerin
Kaitlyn Marie Guest
Katherine Priscilla Guillette
Sally Guimond
Nikhil Aryaman Gulati
Imani Danielle Gunn
Isha Gupta
Jacob John Gustaveson
Gabriella E. Gutt
Sara Rose Guttentag
Lindsay Elizabeth Gutting
Michael A. Guzman
Millicent Adjoa Gyamfuah
Jordan Michelle Haag
Rachel Collette Haas
Lauren Elizabeth Haber
Laura Leigh Habrowski
Olivia Anne Haddock-Carter
Cady Alexandra Hadesman
Darwin Lambert Hadley IV
Zachary Cole Hager
Layal Haidar
Lauren Elizabeth Hall
Lauren Rose Halperin
Garrett Reid Halpert
Katherine Anne Halsos
Eli Elodie Hamelin
Mary Hannosh
David Campbell Hornback
Daniel Joseph Hartlep
Lauren Michelle Hartman
Amanda Wickes Harvey
Jonathan Mark Harner
Gabriella Lindsey Hassan
Christopher Richard Haughey
Gabrielle Lillie-Danielle Hayes
Andrew Lawson Hayse
Nicholas Russell Hazen
Daniel Lee Hecker
Andrew John Heiser
Taylor Lynne Helber
Brian Alan Henderson
Marissa Michelle Henri
Jennifer Kristine Henry
David Heinrich Hermanoff
Mena A. Hermiz
Nicole Mary Hermiz
Jessica Marie Herron
Michael Alexander Hersch
John Francis Hickey, Jr.
Emily Jennifer Higgins
Kimberly A. Higgins
Grace Mary Hildensperger
Curtis Wayne-Germond Hill
Evan Riley Hill
Claire Ida Hillman
Taylor Marie Hilton
Rebecca Lauren Himmelstein
Trey Charles Hines
Ashley Loren Hinojosa
Takahiro Hirayama
Van Sui Hnem
Kirsten Ellen Ho
Lillian Classen Carbosin Homan
Jacob Stephen Hoeset
Hannah Renee Hoelscher
David Michael Hoffman
Lucy Hoffman
Michelle Rebecca Hoffner
Jonathan Doyne Holder
Pierce David Holland
Brandon Michael-Ashley Holmes
Andrew Ares Holtz
Seung Il Hong
Bradley Jay Hooser
Brian Richard Hopkinson
Brandon J. Hori
Rachel Marie Horn
David Campbell Hornback
Elana Beth Horwitz
Lukas Archer Hosford
Michaela Devine Houff
Nico Jordan Howard
Gordon Harrison Howey
Polina Emilia Hristova
Xuefei Hu
Annabelle Yuye Hua
Karen Hua
Tammy Huang
Rachael Mariah Hubbell
Adrianna Stevens Hughes
Samuel Sung-Young Huh
Jacqueline Marie Hunter
Kate Huntington
Nayeem Habibul Huq
Andrea Ye-Gin Hur
Madison Renae Hurtubise
Nathan Michael Huyck
Nancy Huynh
James C. Hwang
Sara Elizabeth Hyman
Jeffrey Daniel Iles
Lauren Marie Ingram
Sara Gayle Isaac
Ryan Donald Isaaccs
Nancy Rachel Isaacson
Scott Isham
Alex David Izen
Camryn C. Jackson
David Kyle Jackson
LeTorrion Simone Jackson
Danielle Jacobson
Sarah Margaret Jahnke
Kiril Aco Jakimovski
Bachelor of Arts

Renato Dominic Jamett
Saad Jangda
Carlin Colleen Janquart
Daniel Adrian Jauregui-Volpe
Nida Javid
Elise Loni Jayakar
Iris Elisabetta Jeffries
Eugene Ronald Jehl, Jr.
Charlotte Hannah Jenkins
Lauren Susan Jensen
Candycy Nicole Jessamy
Laura Marie Jessmore
Connor Keoni Jewell
Dennis Wei Jing
Aly-Reza Jivani
Bennet Sterling Johnson
Bryan Robert Johnson
Danielle Rae Johnson
Jediah Thomas Johnson
Lindsey Marie Johnson
Sterling Robert Johnson
Kori Ashely Johnson-Lane
Alex Jolliet
Elizabeth Andrea Jones
Samantha Jo Miles Jones
Hyeri Joo
Ashley Marie Jordan
Irving Jordan
Annette Shaneil Joyce
Grace Randolph Judge
Jimmy Jun
Kayoon Jung
Yoolim Jung
Megan Ann Kaczanowski
Samantha Michelle Kagan
Gabriel Eli Kahn
Ashley M. Kallabat
Maya Gabrielle Kalman
Chiara D. Kalogjera-Sackellas
Sarah Nan Kamstra
Alexandra Rae Kane
David Kang
Melissa Danielle Kantor
Amanda Leigh Kaplan
David Joseph Kaplan
Emily Bing Kaplan
Irinna Aiakaterini Kapouano
Kunal Karan Kapur
Zachary Aaron Karmin
Fredric Matthew Kasten
Mia Angela Kataisto
Ariella Mira Kattler Kupetz
Anne Morningstar Katz
Hannah Rose Katz
Joshua Evan Katz
Lily Rose Katz
Simon Joseph Kaufman
Victoria Lynn Kause
Charles Connolly Keady
Kristin Elizabeth Keesee
Timothy Peter Kellett
Michelle Lee Kelley
Cassandra Jordan Kelly
Jacob McRae Kennelly
Brittany Nicole Kepler
Rachael Alexandra Kernath
Morgan Lee Kernohan
Kaberi Das Keya
Carly Elizabeth Keyes
Mishaal M. Khan
Sagor Ahmed Khan
Sarah Samreen Khan
Ashna Khanna
Shriya Khanna
Miranda Janan Kharsa
Ben Junghan Kim
Dillon Martin Sunyung Kim
Esther Dasol Kim
Grace Shion Kim
Hyeon Min Kim
Judy Daheae Kim
Ki Bum Kim
Juna Kim
Timothy Yejun Kim
Madeleine Rose Kimmel
Sarah Elisabeth Kimmel
Abigail Carol Kincer
Shannon Marie King
Mara Jeanne Kclo
Nicole Lily Kleiman-Moran
Gregory Charles Klein
Evan Joseph Klinkoski
Matthew Brown Knauss
Elizabeth Bailey Knight
Jess Knight
Sarah Jane Knowlton
Allison Farah Kobrick
Adrian Louis Koch
Katherine Grace Koelzer
Andrew Steven Koffsky
Moe Harry Kolton
Sang Hoon Kong
Megan Moriah Koopman
Gabriella Sasha Korkes
Yael Nina Kornfeld
Jessica Kornstein
Stephanie Eleni Korona
Jack Charles Kotcher
Sophia Faye Kousouros
Tony I. Kovachev
Kristina Nicole Kowalenko
Daniel John Kozla
Thomas Carl Kramer
Anya Krasnov
Peter Wallace Kraus
Dane Alexander Krauzowicz
Jonathan Eric Kris
Eni Kruja
Amber Jean Krupp
Elisabeth Katheryne Kryska
Chelsea Lynn Kubasiak
Michael Gregory Kubik
Robert M. Kuhn
Stephanie Ann Kulmaczewski
Abhishek Kumar
Janani Kumar
Vincent Kuo
Theodore Joseph Kupper
Kevin Robert Kurstin
Sarah Marie Labadie
Rachael Kathleen Fields Lacey
Alec Thomas LaFontaine
Arber Lajqi
Tak Hong Lam
Matthew Joseph Lamb
Victor Aaron Landry
Halle Lauren Landsman
Andrew Landon Lang
Leah Louise Langhans
Rebecca Ruth Langsam
Matthew Ryan Lapeer
Nicole Marie LaPlena
Jared N LaPoff
Christopher Larkin
Paris Joy LaRock
Carly Lasagna
Nina Renee LaSalle
Darian Martay Lasenby
Ryan Tate Becker Lash
Tsz Huen Lau
Margaret Marie Lautenslager
Joseph Mark LaVigne
Mark Charles Lawson
Alexandra Rose Lawton
Bianca Lazar
Madeline Elizabeth Leamon
Stacy Angela Lecznar
Deborah Chanmi Lee
Eddie Choongik Lee
Grace Lee
Haein Lee
Hannah E. Lee
Janice Jae-Min Lee
Joon Lee
Juyeon Lee
Rachel Irene Lee
Jacqueline Jewell Leeka
Margaret Lynn Lefanowicz
Jacob Michael Leichtman
Samantha Ried Lemmen
Erin Elizabeth Lennon
Samantha Marie Lentz
Kerrie Leonard
Brandon Eric Lerner
Jordan Christine Lesman
Garen Kawan Leung
Rebecca Lauren Levin
Hannah Rose Levine
Maya Bess Levine
Nicole Jenna Levine
Margo Michaels Levy
Katelyn Elizabeth Lewert
Devin Gerald Lewis
Bachelor of Arts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Li</td>
<td>Mark Yurievich Malakh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tin Yan Christy Li</td>
<td>Karan Malhotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yifan Liao</td>
<td>Haidar Malik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Annette Libka</td>
<td>Kathryn Maly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucy Inge Licht</td>
<td>Salvatore Mills Mancina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Liddy</td>
<td>Quinn Kevin Manfredini</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradley David Lidgard</td>
<td>Elyse Marie Maniaci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Lynn Lignell</td>
<td>Mary Kate Kildree Marchesi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison Kyu Lim</td>
<td>Ryan Jude Marchetti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Lime</td>
<td>Elena Jane Marenghi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Joy Lindner</td>
<td>Carly Robyn Margolin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maiya Lindsey</td>
<td>Nicholas Richard Margolis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Lynne Lipschutz</td>
<td>Lucas Bradford Marion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Pearl Lipsman</td>
<td>Samuel Charles Markel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Rochelle Liss</td>
<td>Drew Maron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandrea Katherine Liston</td>
<td>Aarica Jan Marsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Beth Littman</td>
<td>Corrina America Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shangwei Liu</td>
<td>Natalie Marie Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Isaac-Gutfriend Livers</td>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Shikany Lloyd</td>
<td>Darin Carl Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khrysta Jean Locke</td>
<td>Kerry Jean Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spencer Locke</td>
<td>Michael Delaney Martinez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randy Joseph Lockett</td>
<td>Elle Pelagia Martins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jaleel J. Lockhart</td>
<td>Samuel Maxwell Martorella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Michael Logan, Jr.</td>
<td>Andrew Thomas Mertz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Marie Lohmeier</td>
<td>Kevin J. Marus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maya Matrice-Sallie Long</td>
<td>Olivia Violet Mason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peter Longan</td>
<td>Julia E. Masters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karina Mercedes Lopez</td>
<td>Dominic Benjamin Mastruserio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Jade Lostill</td>
<td>Andreea Matei</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Rowan Loveless</td>
<td>Mayank Mathur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reed Hill Lovitt</td>
<td>Brendan Patrick May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Stark Lowenstein</td>
<td>Rachel Elizabeth May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida Ying Lu</td>
<td>Brianna Jo Mayer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Lu</td>
<td>Anna Mayerson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yuehan Lu</td>
<td>Brianna Anna-Marie McCann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan M. Luck</td>
<td>Daniel Charles McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devon Luckey</td>
<td>Morgan Jade McCarthy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonka Violet Lulgjuraj</td>
<td>Caroline Anne McCastle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Alexandra Luoma</td>
<td>Michaila Caitlin Mccloskey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mambwe Cindy Luptiya</td>
<td>Megan Lynn Conkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juliet Faith Lusson</td>
<td>Madison Claire McCullough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordanara Sara Lutz</td>
<td>Megan L. McDermott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Andrew Lynch</td>
<td>Ryan Albert McDonough</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Perry Lynch</td>
<td>Timothy Joseph McElaney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Austin Lynn</td>
<td>Laura Catherine McElroy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Marie Lyon</td>
<td>Sarah Jane McGinn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shannon Terry Mabee</td>
<td>Jacqueline Suzanne McGuinness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Nicole MacMillan</td>
<td>Erin M. McClinis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Richard Mack</td>
<td>Mackenzie Rae McIntyre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Marie MacLaren</td>
<td>Joseph Thomas McKenzie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ross Nett MacPherson</td>
<td>Daniel Michael McKinney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Joi Madison</td>
<td>Allen Reid McManus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Michelle Madjeric</td>
<td>Olivia Ann McMurtry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haolong Magaro</td>
<td>Michael Vincent McNally</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kristin Emily Magee</td>
<td>Gina Marie McNamara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Gabriel Magenta</td>
<td>Jasmine Liên McNenny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Diane Maher</td>
<td>Charles Mead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter Paul Main</td>
<td>Daniel Mark Medendorp Escobar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon J. Makhani</td>
<td>Ayesha Tara Mehrotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ali Meisel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joseph Michael Mele</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gordon Benjamin Mellin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carly Claire Mellos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sophia Alessandra Mendel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aviva Rachel Mendelsohn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryne P. Menhennick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Austin Timothy Menzies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Katherine Anne Mercieca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gabriel Ray Chih Le Meredith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dillon Joseph Mermell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Casey Jean Merrill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Diane Mesa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Irene Messina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Danielle Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>McKenna Lee Meyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alisanne Kesi Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Loeb Meyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marie Victoria Michels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eleni Nicoletta Michos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hailey Harper Middlebrook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Rosmie Mielewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jordyn Halle Migdal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eni Mihilli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sari Beth Militzok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samuel Joseph Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zoe Aya Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Noel Mims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erica Heidi Mindel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grant Thomas Minick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Isaac Abel Miranda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>John Edward Mirandette</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jacob Robert Mitchell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leland Scott Mitchinson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Agnes Mitroka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parker Cole Moesta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Savannah Rose Moffat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Imran Hakim Mohamedsha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stone Colt Monarch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marlee Martine Mones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelsey Nichole Monkiewicz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>David Paul Monticelli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amber Lynne Moody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eva Mooney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leilani Moore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bruna Peixoto Morais</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeremy Ryan Morak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jessica Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sulamita C. Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiffany A. Morales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Brewer Moray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Michelle Moreno</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christina Ruggiero Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>William Russell Morgan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mary Patricia Morkes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mark Nicholas Morley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gregory Stephen Morsfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hannah Catherine Moscati</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Benjamin Walpole Moss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yulin Mou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Krista Marie Moussavi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nina Mozeihem</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bachelor of Arts

Patrick Mudroch
Aysha Muhith
Danielle Mukamal
Crista Rochelle Mulder
Lukonde Mulenga
Anina Lee Punahele Naegeli Muller
Lydia Ellise Munn
Sola Rose Celine Muno
Matthew T. Munzel
Colleen Clare Murphy
James Michael Murphy
Rosemarie McQuillen Murphy
Joseph Hall Murray
Abigail Marcella Musch
Kristen Savanna Musson
Aida Mustafa
McKenzie Suzanne Myers
Kiri McLaurn Myntti
Fadel Nabaksi
Jordan Lee Nachbar
Sowdeepya Nadimpalli
Emma Catherine Nagler
Arjun Sebastian Nagpal
Andie Nam
Joshua Alexander Nance
Saisha Nanduri
Anthony Thomas Navone
Aidan Charles Newell
Alexandria Lee Newland
Jodi Elizabeth Newton
Madison Fay Nezich
Ka Man Ng
Kelly Lynn Nguyen
Benjamin Edward Nichols
Timothy Joseph Nichols
Cristoval Renato Nieves
Jane Galvin Nixon
Jill Ellen Noeh
Madison Kailee Noll
Alison Paige Nolte
Davis James Nordeen
Danielle Alise Norman
Mikhaella Alexandria Wilson
   Norwood
Nathan Robert Novaria
Isabelle Novoa
Patrick Ross Nowlin
David Forre Nyren, Jr.
Meaghan June O’Connell
Aubrey Lauren O’Neal
Christopher James O’Neill
Rachel Ann Ochoa
Raven Shaquoria Odom
Billy Binder Offer
Ashley Uzumma Ogwo
Jinwoo Oh
So Ye Oh
Mario Osareme Ojemudia
Andrew Dana Olsen
Samuel Morgan Olson
Sara Ann Olson
Taylor A. Oosting
Christina Ordonez
Mia Margaret Orlove
Colby Camille Orse
William Solomon Orwig
Seiji John Osawa
Kelly Christine Owens
Daryn Kirby Packer
Monica Comeau Pagani
Alexandra Sherda Page
Matthew Alan Page
David John Pagnucco II
Julia Louise Paige
Benjamin Lee Palmer
Xian Pan
Sorin Pantea
Susan Elizabeth Panetta
Kelli Jo Pape
Cosmo Forest Xavier Pappas
Evan Noh-Eun Park
Jong Beom Park
Joseph Park
Yun Jeong Park
Hallie Diana Parker
Lucas Hendrik Paschal
Brooke Rice Pashman
Julie J. Patel
Partha Patel
Verushka Arun Patel
Carlinia Maull-Baird
Nicholas Lawrence Pauzé
Devon Ellen Pawloski
Blandelia Shanelle Payne
Daniel William Pearlman
Connor Joseph Pearsall
Gage Lyn-Alan Peavler
Elliot Arthur Peck
Emily Jane Peirce
Allison Burson Pellerito
Maria Camila Peña
Stephanie Elaine Peña
Presley Nicole Pender
Ella Rose Pendy
Christopher Paul Penoyer
Alanna Monique Peoples
Amy Louise Pepe
Jake Nathan Perlmutter
Eva Elizabeth Peter
Courtney Lynn Petersmark
Andrew Albert Petkus
Jessica Lynn Petrovsky
Lauren Rae Petersen
Kendall L. Petykiewicz
Hailey Alexis Phelps
Ashley Latrice Pickens
Philip Jason Picon
Ashley Margaret Pikula
Jake David Pilarski
Ethan Gerard Pilzner
Ryan Alexander Piza
Daniel James Plagens
Joseph David Plastino
Kasie Marie Pileness
Jacob Evan Plotnik
Stephanie Elyse Podolsky
JJ Storm Politis
Haley Sara Polkes
Sarah Danielle Ponczek
Avery Hope Poposky
Nicholas Robert Posada
Jenna Marie Post
Molly Elena Potel
Trevor Steven Potter
Andrew Barry Powers
Jacob Briegel Powers
Victoria Anne Powers
Costanza Frandoni
Kelsey Jo Frideomore
Parker Procida
Brian Rozman Prope
Shanae Monique Pruit
Shikahra Danielle Pugh
Nicole Ann Pugliese
Brandon Goh Qing Ryung
Allison Katherine Raeck
Jean Christine Rafaelian
Adria Louise Raggio
Aanchal Rai
Kristina Raines
Trishanya P. Raju
Julia Kennedy Rampton
Karl Jacob Randall
Mahesh Rao
Charles Colin Rapson
Olivia Rolls Raths
Mohit Kumar Rathi
Allie Ravid
Olivia Adele Raxter
Cyi Emeka Ray
Raychele Josee-Marie Ray
Seth Mills Rayburn
Danielle Raquel Raykinsteyn
Aaron Miller Rea
Nicholas John Reade
William Simon Reagan
Blake Palmer Reback
Allison Reck
Arnold Edward Reed
Donovan Paul Reed
Olivia Nicole Reed
Veronica Jane Reiff
Adam Keegan Clarke Renuart
Allison Marie Rettig
Michael FitzGerald Reuben
Timothy Gerard Rhein
Amanda Marie Rhodes
James Laurence Rice
Cara Amelia Richard
Danielle Marissa Richards
Kary Alexandra Richardson
Terry Jerome Richardson, Jr.
Jillian Ann Richman
### Bachelor of Arts

| Katie Shaine Richman          | Caroline Fanyin Shao                   |
| Olivia Faith Richvalsky       | Emma Alyse Shapiro                     |
| Thomas William Rieckelman     | Tessa Leigh Shapiro                    |
| Brendan Ryan Rieberg          | Kaveri Sharma                          |
| Shannon Elaine Riggins        | Darien James Sharp                     |
| Jonathan David Riley          | Orlando Jamil Shaw                     |
| Nicole Kimberly Riley         | Lorenzo Alexander Shaw-Graham          |
| Rebekah Marcella Rinckey     | Sarah Katherine Shea                   |
| Joshua Michael Ringette      | Sean Michael Sheely                    |
| Madison Kathleen Ristovski   | Mariam S. Sheikh                       |
| Shirley Marilyn Rivas         | Hussein Hassan Sheikh-Aden             |
| Jean-Francois Brossard Roberts | Rebecca Thea Sheinman                 |
| Lynelle Deidre Roberts       | Nicholas Allen Shelton                 |
| Zephyr Alexander Rogers      | Michael Brooks Shenfeld                |
| Derrick J. Roldan            | Stephanie Marie Shenouda               |
| Celina Ann Romano            | Nora Katherine Shepard                 |
| Madeline Lee Rombes          | Leah Rachel Shepherd                   |
| Madison Rogers Romney        | Nathan Brandon Shi                     |
| Claire Smith Roos            | Madeline Mary Shields                  |
| Melanie Rosado               | April Euljin Shin                      |
| Ray Rosal                    | Jason Shin                             |
| Emma Ruth Rosen              | Juhwan Shin                            |
| Rebecca Hanna Halper Rosen   | Danielle Brooke Shindler               |
| Alexandra Ilyse Rosenbaum    | Allen Shirian                          |
| Steven Mitchell Rosenberg    | Caitlin Emerson Shneider               |
| Gabe Rosenberg               | Meagan Deep Kaur Shokar                |
| Matthew Ryan Rosenfeld       | Michael John Shopp                     |
| Allison Joy Rosenstock       | Eric Frank Shyu                        |
| Austin Bernard Ross          | Stephen Nathaniel Siddall              |
| Elena Hadas Ross             | Henry Elias Siegel                     |
| Emma Pearl Ross              | Kaley May Siegel                       |
| Erin Anne Ross               | Kathryn Louise Sienkowski              |
| James Austin Ross III        | Jade Erica Silver                      |
| Andrew Douglas Roth          | Marti Alexa Silver                     |
| Jack Frinkel Roth            | Elizabeth Simmons                      |
| Jordan Alexander Roth        | Jacob Joseph Singer                    |
| Emily Palmer Roy             | Melissa Jane Singer                    |
| Jason David Rozbruch         | Raj Singh                               |
| Jason Brett Rubinstein       | Breonna Nicol Singleton                |
| Jacob Benjamin Ruby          | Emily Paige Sioma                      |
| Joseph Bradley Ruchman       | Nicole Marie Skehan                    |
| Julia May Rugg               | Matan Joshua Skolnik                   |
| Max Benjamin Rujan           | Matthew Robert Skoro                   |
| Christina Shalonda Russ      | Robin Marie Skrbina                    |
| Delaney Rebecca Ryan         | Jaime Danton Skriba                    |
| Angela Soomin Ryu            | Jeffrey Blair Slade                    |
| Samantha Blake Sabety        | Jacqueline Suzanne Slavik               |
| Caroline Michelle Sacca      | Cortney D. Smalley                     |
| Daniel Eli Sack              | Heather Lynn Smallwood                 |
| Amanda Noor Said             | Cooper Alan Smart                      |
| Desiree Clarissa Salazar     | David Patrick Smellie                  |
| Madeline Salazar             | Al Smith                               |
| Mohammed Saad Saleh          | Bailey Lynn Smith                      |
| Nisreen S. Salka             | Caroline Marie Smith                   |
| Alexander Joseph Salloum     | Kayla Carmella Smith                   |
| Jeannie Marie Sandefer       | Kiara Crystal-Louise Smith             |
| Camille Marie Sanzi          | Mackenzie Aubrey Smith                 |
| Layla Allan Sareini          | JJ Smudski                             |
|                               | Sarah Elizabeth Sny                     |
|                               | Mary Kathleen Snyder                   |
Bachelor of Arts

Leah Megan Sobel
Yu Jun Soh
Maria Sohail
Jordan Jesus Solano-Reed
Paul Gabriel Soley
Stephan Gregory Solomon
Iris Song
Katie Weijia Song
Yuchen Song
Charles Dominic Sorge
Christina Sophia Soukar
Ilana Chaia Soumekhian
Sagar Sow
Elijah Stephen Sparkman
Nicole Corinth Speck
Anne Louise Spence
Samuel Robert Spero
Sara Emily Spiller
Kerrel Eric Spivey
Ki Anna Renee Spivey
Catherine Dale Sprague-Manrow
Samantha J. Spraker
Brendan Connor Stafford
Margaret Bennett Stafford
Rachel Lee Anne Stanford
Elizabeth Mary Stapleton
Sara Marie Stappert
Howard Mark Starer
Constantine Paul Stasinopoulos
Daniel Walker Stauder
Michelle M. Stefandl
Bing Sun
Troy Martin Surdyk
Gurdit Singh Suri
Laurencia Susanto
Megan Cronin Sutton
Dominic Gerard Silveri Sweeney
Keren Esther Swergold
Nicholas James Swider
Jordan Briana Swope
Stephen Carl Sykes
Evon Scott Taback
Jon Peter Tallerico, Jr.
Teck Sheng Tan
Owen Tannenbaum
Tamaras Nicole Tanso
Amane Tawarada
Anti Shay Lexus Taylor
Terence Page Taylor
Walter Teng
Carina Jen Ai Teoh
Neeve Coleman Terman
Alexandra Mary Tharp
Evangelos Robert Theodoracatos
Alexandra Lauren Theuer
Precious Monique Daseraye Thomas
Anna Lynne Thompson
Jack Andrew Thompson
Emily Kate Tiffen
Christopher Joseph Tighe
Megan Lisa Timko
Jacquelyn Marie Timoszyk
Steven Anthony Tobias
Megan Elizabeth Tobin
Madison Alexandra Togrul
Tyler George Tokarsky
Emma MacKenzie Tompkins
Nonie Lynch Tompkins
Rania Farouk Tootla
Michelle Elizabeth Torby
Zaire Adia Totty
Alexandra Hanna Trecha
Lauren Marie Trulik
Matthew Ryan Troumbore
Stamatia Angela Tsakos
Joyce Tsao
Jason Maggay Tian
Jessica Ilena Tucker
Kyle Owen Tuckman
Zoe Tullis
Ariel Caitlyn Turjanski
Julian Turley
Nikaes Samone Turner
Rachel Elizabeth Tyson
Tdjiri Uche Yakini
Claire Keely Ulak
Eliana Miriam Ungar
Anastasia Isabel Urian
Kiki Monique Martine van Acker
Zoe Ann Van Dyke
Allison Leigh Van Wye
Gwendolyn Thompson Van de Graaf
Drew Logan VandeDere
Elizabeth Marie Vana
Leah van der Werff
Janna Berth VanderZyden
Nicholas William Vanek
Leslie Yaritza Vazquez
Nathan Kumar Vellayan
Paul A. Vicinanza
Alexandra I. Vidaeff
Megan Marie Viecelli
Sarah E. Viera-Patron
Kristy Anna Villarosa
Felipe Viveiros de Moura
Anna Joyce Volante
Daniel Paul Vollrath
Nicole Erika Volpert
Carmella Marie Vong
Evan Dennis Vowell
Jaclyn Violet Waara
William Edward Wagner III
Jasmine Mary Walker
Ruby Sue Wallau
Chandler Elliott Walley
Danielle Jean Wallick
Wan Adrian Binti Wan Zarawi
Elayne Wang
Jenny M. Wang
Yvette Wang
Zhuo Wang
Bianca Neari Ward
Estavian T. Ward
Scarlett Eliza Wardrop
Carly Joanna Warner
Polly Elizabeth Washabaugh
Ethan Matthew Way
Rachel Savannah Elizabeth Webb
Micalah M. Webster
Katie Jon Wedemeyer
Gretchen Marie Weed
Nadia Rashidah Weeks
Ari Matthew Weil
Cara Helaine Weiner
Daniel Victor Weinstein
Jenna Meredith Weintraub
Lamar Stefan Weir
Andrew Mitchell Weiss
Daniel Joseph Weiss
Emily Corinna Wentworth
Joseph A. Werner
Gabrielle Onalee Werth
Lawrielle Simone West
Samuel Nicholas Whaley
William Anthony Wharton
Hannah Ellen White
Jesse Nathaniel Lingard White
Sara Elizabeth White
Elizabeth S. Whitty
Brianna Rose Wiater
Max Frederick Wiggins
Shea Elizabeth Wilcox
Evan Jacob Wildstein
Elena Sophia Wilk
Paul Joseph Wilk, Jr.

COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS
Bachelor of Arts

Connor Alan Wilkinson
Aaron Christopher Blake Williams
Alexandra Joan Williams
Brittney Marie Williams
Connor J. Williams
Anna Irene Wilner
Tom Wilson
Stephanie Alexandra Wineland
Kasey Alexandra Winshall
Alexis Natasha Witkin
Claire Johanna Wittbracht
Ana Isabelle Grace Witteveen
George Fitzgerald Wohlgemuth
Marissa Leah Wojcik
Jessica Jane Wolf
Emily Ann Wolcott
Jansen Wolf
Jessica Jean Wolf
Mackenzie Loughrey Wolfgram
James Stephen Wolhart
Justin Moon Nader Wong
Tsing Yeung Wong
Lauren Elizabeth Wood
Melanie Marie Wood
Ashanta Monáe Woodard
Robert Travis Wooley
Alex Mason Wozniak

Allyson Mary Wright
Angela Catherine Wright
Lael Elisahma Wright
Brendan Z. Wu
Hanan Ali Yahya
Katherine Mika Yamano
Jiefan Yan
Calvin Tae Won Yang
Jingru Yang
Jingyi Yang
Mark Ta-Jong Yang
Yanshuo Yang
Rui Syern Yeow
Wing Kei Yeung
Jingzi Yi
Jordan Marie Yob
Christina Evangelia Yotides
Justin Nabil Younan
Andrew Thomas Young
Sarah Catherine Young
Taylar Roseann Young
Megan Younker
Christine Winny Yu
Daniel Kie Jae Yu
Hongjun Yu
Leslie Ann Yu

Bachelor of Science

Lana Abdole
Kathleen Anne Abenes
Jessica Leigh Aboukasm
Alexandra Marie Abowd
Tasneem Majdi Abu-Zahra
Dana Sami Abufarha
Lauren Genevieve Achtemeier
Eric William Ackerhof
Matthew Victor Ackerman
Alexander James Addiego
Laura Elizabeth Addison
Hana Ahsan
Ankita A. Ajampur
Marian Maleka Akhtar
Oyeniyi Olufemi Akinleye
Katarina Alajbegovic
Farah Haferz Alam
Mitchell Alameddine
David Michael Alcenius
Eric Alemen
Brandon David Alford
Alisa Aliaj
Ammar Wadi Alkhafaji
Hannah Faith Allanoff
Tyler Isaac Allerton
Zaynah N. Almoothafer
Ivan C. Amies
Calvin Z. Amin
Mason Kareem Amin
Soo Chan An

Katherine Elizabeth Anctil
Haliie Elizabeth Anderson
Felix F. Angelov, Jr.
Dalia Antebi-Lerman
Joseph Donald Anthony
Tiffany Allyson Anthony
Edwin Antony Anyosa Gálvez
Andrew Gilbert Armendariz
Guevara
Arianna Masoumeh Armin
Melanie Ann Armstrong
Blake Curtis Arnold
Fritz Arns
Rohan Arora
Trevor Bozkurt Assaf
Nanaki Atal
Adriana Inez Avila
Abir Sardar Azeem
Jamaal Bacchus
Rohit Reddy Baddam
Erin Elizabeth Bagazinski
Christie Alexa Gofrank Bagne
Zachary Nishan Baharozian
David Bai
Vamika Bajaj
Jacob Riley Balicki
Cory Ball
Christian Wayne Banner
McKenzie E. Barber
Timothy Joseph Barron, Jr.

Lea Jeanette Bart
Rebecca Marguerite Bartke
Matthew Russel Bauerle
Kaitlynn Victoria Bayne
Sarah Ming Bedoyan
Madeleine Zoe Bell
Peter Ochi Bell
Christopher Mathew Berger, Jr.
Adam Phillip Berkley
Ashley Renée Anna Berry
Rhea Estelle Berry
Elizabeth Tina Bertan
Zeinab K. Beydoun
Amanda Irene Beyer
Rishabh Bhatia
Tony Bieser
Joseph Kevin Biglin
Rachel Barbara Blaisdell
Caitlin Renée Blake
Avery Evans Blanks
Lindsay Anne Blore
Mitchell Robert Bobcean
Nolan Frederick Bock
Gregory Donald Boehm
Jeffrey Leonardus Bohnen
Neha Vijay Bokil
Bradley Thomas Bolton
Brandon Fredric Bonine
Jenna Michele Borgstrom
Kristina Stephanie Bortfeld
Bachelor of Science

Michael Theodore Bota
Lila Y. Bouzit
Alison A. Bowman
Emily Kirsten Boyd
Benjamin Thomas Brady
Benjamin Gordon Branman
Timothy Ryan Brash
Jarred Victor Bratley
Alexander John Bredenkamp
Molly Breen-Bondie
Aubrey Anne Brewer
Rebecca Kathryn Brewster
Eli Walker Brintlinger
Sarah Catherine Brock
Brianna Marlene Broderick
Scott Ian Brody
Sarah Rose Bronson
Amelia Claire Brown
Christopher Barrett Brown
Stephanie Louise Brownstein
Hailey Lauren Brownstein
Cody Jay Bruder
Jessica Victoria Bruhn
Cristina Genevva Bruno
Rosario Robert Bruno
Catherine Ann Buchanan
Megan Leigh Buranosky
Zachary T. Burns
Boris V. Busov
Katherine Elizabeth Butler
Quinlan Jenna Cacic
Bowen Cai
David L. Cai
Allison Therese Cain
Joseph Alexander Calabrosotto
Majesta Gladys Calderwood
Mario Calle
Linda Camaj
Erica Lynne Canavan
Alexa Christine Cannon
Abby Elizabeth Carlson
Andrea Jessica Araboni Carrillo
Anthony J. Caruso
Joshua Nelson Carver
Christian Taylor Cavanaugh
Justine Anne Ceradoy
Alfred Christian Cerrone
Lillian Jane Chadick
Jordan Douglas Chamberlain
Callie Rodgers Chappell
Nicholas Christopher Charney
Max Everett Chason
Alishah Amir Chator
Katerina Nikolayevna Chekhovskiy
Anna Chen
Guanting Chen
Jenny Chen
Kai Feng Chen
Karen Yirjing Chen
Lawrence Tyng-Hann Chen
Tina Chen
Dean Chenensky
Doris Cheng
Yi-Chen Chiang
Lauren Nicole Chibucos
John D. Chinchen
Sujay Chitta
Sungwoo Cho
Jaeyoung Choi
Rachel Jeeseue Choi
Thomas Jesung Choi
Jody Chou
Aulina Chowdhury
Michael L. Chrzan
Madeline Chu
Yingying Chu
Christine Chuang
Christopher P. Chung
Rachel Chung
Nicholas W. Chung
David William Ciciora
Julia Deborah Cimpan
Brandon James Ciollo
Jordyn Brianna Clark
Kaitlyn Louise Clark
Kyle John Daniel Clark
Brian Patrick Cleary
Daniel James Clegg
Samuel Young Clinton
Matthew Grant Cloutier
Caila Carolyn Coale
Sydnee Jaclyn Cohen
Crystal Ann Cole
Katelyn Maxine Colter
Kelly Elizabeth Compton
Matthew Justin Coo
Anna Marie Cooke
Jade Nicole Cook
Katherine Rowe Coppess
Alison Corace
Ellen Rachel Corder
Adan Matthew Coric
Zachary Kyle Coughlin
Cody Michael Cousineau
Carisa Gabrielle Covins
Kevin James Covell
Katarina Sarah Crause
Lindsay Elizabeth Cross
Patrick Joseph Cummings
Alyssa Currao
Monica Maeve Curry
Michael George Curtis
Samuel Frederick Cusimano
Christopher Paul Cyr
Lynn Daboul
Armin Sean Dadkhah
Evan Raphael Dahan
Changqi Dai
Dichuan Dai
Caroline Marie Dailey
Andrea Ruth Daniel
Angela Rose Danielski
Kelsey Tyler Daniel
Mara Araxie Darian
Christina Nicole Darin
Allison Rose David
Elyse Dominique Davis
Emma K. Davis
Kylie Hamilton Davis
Samantha Joy Davis
Terren Parker Davis
Reid Michael Davison
Brandon Thomas Deere
Kimberly L. Deering
Kali Elizabeth Defever
Paul Lawrence Deford
Jacqueline Cleope Dela Pen
Bilge Ipek Demirdag
Eric Joseph Denha
Peter Matthew Dennis
Alyssa Catherine DeRonda
Niki Desai
Alexandria Leigh DeVincent
Sanjay Reddy Deviredry
Pauline Marie Devlin
Paige Amanda DeVries
Anna Naomi Dewey
Steven Anthony DeWitt, Jr.
Avery Bryce Dews
Nicholas William DiLoreto
Israel Aleandro Dieg Guerra
Claire Kathleen Dijak
Sally Jeanne Dillon
Mingyu Ting
Sushmita Priyadarshini Diraviam
Maggie Lynn Dishmann
Michael James Doa
Graham William Dominick
Rachel Beth Donabedian
Fangyuan Dong
Lauren Mari Donley
Jacob Taylor Dorr
Megan Renee Dotson
Miriam Rose Laura Dow
Brittany Arianna Dowe
Erin Margaret Dreher
Lindsey Morgan Duboff
Michael Peter Duczynski
John Patrick Duvra
Bryan Dun
Samuel John Dunham
Michael Mahood Duric
Jennifer Rose Dusendang
Kelsey Elizabeth Duvall
Michael Lawrence Ebbitt
Sunasia Saran Echols
David Paul Eckrich
Daniel Mark Efting
Kathleen J. Eick
Alen Toni Eid
Bachelor of Science

Noah Charles Tobias Eisen
Andrew Raphael El-Alam
Adham M. El-Batal
Peter Gerry Elliott
Monica Renée Ellis
Annemarie Rose Ellman
Mackenzie David Ellsberry
Jaafar M. Elmenini
Eric Nicholas Enache
Scholastica O. Enechukwu
Sarah Elizabeth Epstein
Nicolas Manuel Espinosa
Rebecca Elizabeth Fabian
Mohamed Michael Fakhri
Yue Fang
Maria Elizabeth Faris
Aiman J. Faruqi
Kristianna Catherine Fata
Cameron Brayden Fattahi
Zachary Michael Fattal
David Ryan Faulkner
Farah Hani Binti Fauzudin
Alaa Fawaz
Robert Corbin Fertig
Katelyn Elizabeth Fiehler
Brandon Bank Finkelstein
Mark Finlay
Colin Michael Finley
Katherine Elizabeth Feaver
Alexander Clement Fedder
Johanna Isabel Fie
David Andrew Feinerman
Adam Scott Feingold
Seth Myles Feldman
Nicholas Alexander Felicidario
Jesse Fenno
Olivia Jane Fenwick
Alexander Joseph Ferrini
Robert Corbin Fertig
Katelyn Elizabeth Fiehler
Brandon Bank Finkelstein
Mark Finlay
Colin Michael Finley
Mira Lynne Fishman
Marcus Foo
Alison Paige Foster
Rudy Franco
Kaitlyn Marie Frank
Travis Alan Frasier
Alexandra Rebecca Friedman
Elizabeth Diana Friedman
Jahna Nicole Fritz
Zachary Lee Fuller
Joseph Michael Fulmer
Katherine Barrett Galen
Shane Patrick Gallagher
Alexander Ryan Galluppi
Kristina Rachel Gam
Jonathan Michael Gamiao
Guanyu Gao
Zhenyuan Gao
Kayla Paige Garner
Kelly Christina Gee
Matthew Daniel Geiger
Abigail George
Dragana Gerasimova
Michael Emil Gersten
Harutyun Gevorgyan
Sammie N. Ghabra
Tyler Michael Gierc
Kristen Nicole Gilbert
Mitchell Brian Gildenberg
Steven Logan Gilpin
Andrew Giugliano
Xheni Gjergo
Michelle Elaine Gleason
Jennifer Mollie Glet
Helene Eve Glickman
Matthew J. Gluck
Johanna Grace Goeman
Brian Gerard Golasa
Rebecca Hallie Goldberg
Sheba Meghna Gollapudi
Keerthi Gond
Michelle Gong
Julia Marie Goodhart
Patrick Ryan Goodney
Nisha Gopal
Kendall Marie Gordon
Alyssa Nicole Gorenberg
Olivia Karyn Gosselin
Caroline Marie Grachek
Ashley Rose Grant
Adam Indenbaum Green
Robert Casey Greinn
Brigid Mary Greska
Thomas Edward Griffith
Dalton Alexander Grimm
Renee Gu
Rachana Gudipudi
Guillermo Domingo Guerrero
Christa Clara Guest
Christian Scott Guiboux
Patrick James Guisinger
Ankur Gupta
Nishant Ashish Gupta
Lisa Marie Gustafson
Scott Michael Haber
Jonathan Michael Haefner
Katlin Marie Hahn
Kaylee A. Haisma
Henry Robert Haley
Alan Surya Halim
Kaitlin Danielle Hall
Michaela Justine Haller
Alice Jimin Ham
Douglas Keith Ham III
Khuzaima Sajid Hameed
Shannon Leigh Hamilton
Stuart Henry Hammond
John Han
Simon Han
Kevin David Hansen
Spencer Elliot O'Hara Hansen
Kelsey Jean Hanson
Lainah Grace Hanson
Sophia Leila Haoui
Camyll J. Harajli
Desmond Javon Harden
Kenneth James Harden II
DeAnthony DeVonta Hardison
Jonah Scott Harmon
Benjamin Scott Harrmsen
Sedonni Simone Harris
Celia Mary Hart
Sho Bernard Harvey
Taylor Dawn Hautala
Kyle Patrick Havenhill
Gabriela Anne Hawk
Aaron Douglas Hayes
Sarah Katharine Hayes
Binbin He
Jason Pang He
Isaac Nathaniel Hecker
Brian M. Hedberg
Joseph John Hellrung, Jr.
Caitlin Elizabeth Helm
Matthew Elijah Hempel
Matthew Henry
Corrin Delrose Hepburn
Michael Joseph Hernandez
Sara Frances Herrick
Emma Lynn Herrman
James Duncan Hertz
Samuel William Hess
Jeffrey Thomas Hewlett
Jessica Ann Hicks
Madeline Maryann Hileman
Kelly Elizabeth Hilk
Sarah Jane Hiltner
Ann Deanne Ho
Edward Ho
Irene Emily Hochgraf Cameron
Cameron Thomas Hodges
Dara Holliday
Conrad Ross Holtsclaw
Samuel Holtzman
Katherine Elizabeth Hoopes
Nicholas Adam Horn
Alice Yue Hou
Qian Hou
Ediana Hoxhallari
Jianqiu Huang
Jianqing Huang
Stacy Hoyzon Huang
Whitney Marie Hubbell
Elise Anne Huber
Christian Huebner
Arthur Mitchell Huerta
Helen Eva Huetteman
Andrew Clement Hufnagel
Neal Daniel Hughes
Abhay Hukku
EV Hull
Max Hully
Bailey Bergt Hulswit
Anne Abbott Humphrey
Bachelor of Science

Kai-Li Hung
Anika R. Huq
Chloe Margaret Hurley
Kamal Hussain
Mo Hussein
Robert Stephen Huth III
Michael Leroy Huynh
Sin Ye Hwang
Andrea Jeanne Coyne Hylant
Ahmed Mostafa Ibrahim
Emilia Rose Iglesias
Roxanne Alexis Manuel Ilagan
Natalie Simone Imirzian
John Paul Imperial
Sam Inn
Sana Amelia Isaac
Danielle Clarice Isham
Emily Lynn Jackson
Daniel Eric Jacobs
Elizabeth Ryan Jaeckel
Nisha Jain
Christopher Allen James II
Jessica Ann Jankowiak
Nicholas Alan Jansen
Anand Shailesh Jetha
Lanxin Jiang
Oliver B. Jiang
Yusheng Jiang
Hassan Jibril
Rona Wen-Yi Jin
Jennifer Li Johnson
Jonathan Orr Johnson
Karen Anne Johnson
Keith Jens Carl Johnson
Thomas James Johnson
Rachel Leigh Johnston
Diana Jomaa
Austin deReyna Jones
Amber Nicole Joranstad
Hrushi Teja Kadiyala
Madison Jane Kaiser
Tabitha Salam Kalabat
Ryan Kelly Kalsbeek
Lulia Ayman Kana
Andrew Joseph Kanarek
Sunil Kancharla
Lauren Elizabeth Kaplan
Sophia Graydon Kaplan
Adam Thomas Karabatakis
Nikita Anatolyevich Karpov
Aarthee Subramaniam Karthikeyan
Druha Karunakaran
Bradley John Kaschalk
Mara Isabella Kaufman
Quinn Thomas Kauss
Emily DiRado Keenan
Justin Nicholas Keeney
Akshay C. Keerthy
John Gregory Keith
Jesse Keith Kelley
Ryan Michael Kelly
Grace Elizabeth Kendall
Emma Katerina Kerber
Geena Marie Kerr
Anant Kesavan
Preeithi M. Kesavan
Cal Kevorkian
Dalila Khammash
Haseeb Ahmed Khan
Naoshin Khan
Waleed Afzal Khan
Raghad Kherallah
Ronisha LaTreceee Kidd
Harish Chandra Kilaru
Courtney Elizabeth Killeen
Animes Kim
Dana Minyoung Kim
David Kim
Jae Won Kim
James Wooshin Kim
Jane Hyunee Kim
Joshua Sheehyun Kim
Soon Ju Kim
Alieh Vanessa Kimbeng
Jasmine Paula Kipke
Cassi Kirkland
Tyler Christopher Klichtman
Shannon Lee Kloberdanz
Kristen Irene Klochko
Emma Tyler Knorps
Katherine E. Knudsens
Byungcheon Ko
Matthew Younguk Ko
Alexandra Stanton Kocsik
Austin Kokoruda
Nicholas Peter Kondoleon
Kyle Kong
Nisha R. Korakavi
Tanner Case Korponay
Stephanie Nicole Kosche
Ellen Lina Koseck
Dylan Ernst Kosseck
Emilee Nicole Kotnik
Matthew Maurice Kotzian
Megan Nicole Krajeski
Amanda Nicole Kravitz
Joshua Aaron Kretman
Aadi Krishna
Alexander Joseph Krupiak
Kelsey Lynne Kres
Arjun Karthi Kulandaivelu
Harshikesh Devadatta Kulkarni
Jeremy Wei-Yang Kuo
Aaron Y. Kurz
Ana Patricia Kutschat
Ern Fu Kwan
Berkley Evan LaFreniere
Zachary Nathaniel Lahay
Nicole Marie Lalika
Kevin Michael Lam
Kristine Fang-Lin Lan
Christopher Michael Lanctot
Taylor Anne Landeryou
Allison Shaw Lang
Chelsey Ann Lang
Mark Warren Langley
Emily Anne Laske
Alyssa Nicole Later
Samantha Rose Lauhon
Lisa Edith Lavelanet
Keltan Guillaume Lawler
Anna-Lisa Edith Lawrence
Alexis Jo Lawton
Alexander Khanh Trong Le
Jialiang Le
Tosca Thy Le
Tony Le
Gabriel Raphael Leaf
John Charles Ledford
Crystal Anne Lee
Crystal Sun Lee
Joseph Nathan Lee
Jun Ho Lee
Junho Lee
Justin Jun Lee
Kristin Lee
Rebecca D. Lee
Sang Myeong Lee
Michelle Lee
Craig J. LeFevere
Joshua Adam Leibowitz
Mark Thomas Lemanski
Jing Leng
Thaddeus Ray Lenk
Carven Leong
Maria Alexandra Lepore
Nicholas Joseph Lepore
Jessica Ally Leshman
Rebecca Ashley Lesser
Joshua Sunny Leung
Jake Adam Levine
Gideon Ezra Levinson
Ryan Levy
Charles William Lewis
Jessica Michelle Lewis
Alan Li
David Jing Li
Collin Li
Kevin Lincoln Li
Ruohao Li
Sherry Xue-Yin Li
Benjamin Liang
Molly Ryan Liebeskind
Daniel Ryan Liesman
Jiho Lim
Joel Chu Ming Lim
Dylan Lim
Brendon Honjaie Lin
Jeffry Lin
Yaling Lin
Zhi Ying Lin
Kelsey Marie Linde
Caron Elizabeth Lindsay
Bachelor of Science

Evan Wang Liu
Jayne Qian Liu
Jordan M. Liu
Melissa Waiquan Liu
Qingya Liu
Xiaofeng Liu
Yang Liu
Ying Yi Liu
Erik Anders Ljungman
Rebecca Ann Loechli
Shannon Elizabeth Lohman
Rachel Lynn Lombardi
Desmond Anthony Lowe
Hao Lu
Jack Graham Lukas
Kelly Grace Lunghammer
Robert Arthur Luzynski
Alec Eli Lybik
Lucy Xinning Ma
Morgan Ann-Ozanich MacArthur
Rachel Caroline Madley
Alexander Jonah Magged
Emily Clare Maggioncalda
Jack Henry Majoros
Lillian Rachel Malach
Malika Amattullah Malik
Alyssa Marie Mandilk
Taylor Dolson Manett
Constandina Manettas
Anna Mecoli Manilla
Samuel Robert Mansfield
Hannah Kathryn Marcy
Ruth Leah Marder
Katherine Mariko Markin
Carly Elizabeth Martin
Symone Leslie Martin
Alexander Charles Martino
Tor Jarle Martensen
Diane Marie Masket
Todd Alan Maslyk
Aniaah Massey
Pragya Mathur
Stephanie Eling Matsui
Halle Matthews
Ryan Mattingly
Arielle Thea Maxner
David J. Maycock
Ali Mazhar
Bailey Elise McAfee
Martin Brian McAvoy
Janelle Ann McClelland
Megan Ann McConnell
Michael Edward McCullough
Emily Lauren McDonald
Kelly Beatrice McDonald
Zoe Alison McGavin
Nicholas Anthony McGovern
Kyle Michael McIntosh
Emma McKenzie

Brennan Michelle McMichael
Caitlin Victoria McVaney
Sydnie Alonna Medina
Aash Parag Mehta
Chintan Satish Mehta
Robin R. Mehta
Rohan Samir Mehta
Christine Mei
Cameron A. Meininger
Molly Mason Meisner
Jose David Mendez
Naveen Janardhan Menon
Brittany Rae Merritt
Justin Francis Meyer
Ragb Miah
Elaina Rose Michewicz
Zachary Bradley Miklja
Gabrielle Britanny Lynn Miles
Ashley Caroline Miller
Ilana Melissa Miller
Madison Ellis Miller
Rachel S. Miller
Claire Burke Mills
Marisa Sierra Mills
Arjun Minhas
Christopher Joseph Minnis
Fedor Pavlovich Miryugin
Serene Ziad Mirza
David Michael Misch
Haley June Misch
Pritam Kumar Mishra
Chandler Elizabeth Missig
Brittney Nicole Mitchell
Lindsey Ruth Mitchell
Jordan Tyler Mizell
Nate William Mizraki
Joshua Benjamin Mogel
Saara Anjum Mohammed
Santosh Mohan
Shihab A. Mokhtar
Paula Molkovan
Meghan Frances Monaghan
Austin Munro Montgomery
Jessica Ann Montgomery
Katherine Ann Montic
Isaac Arthur Mooney
Alexander James Moran
Joshua Blake Morof
Shanna Rose Morrison
Alexander Swend Mortensen
Erin Lindsay Moser
Kristopher Alan Mosier
Nina Alexeevna Mostovoi
Nicole Marie Mott
Ashley Kate Muehelise
AnneMarie Mueller
Ananya Mukundan
Rebecca Anne Mulder
Rachel Ann Mumby
Aditya Muralidharan
Bridget C. Murphy

Kelly Catherine Murphy
Lisha Nicole Murphy
Amelia Elizabeth Murray
Connor Harrison Murray
Evan Douglas Murray
Katherine Therese Murray
Kelly Maureen Murray
Zach Murray
Nicholas Erich Myers
Syed Tariq-Un Nabi
Sevag Anthony Nadjarian
Rahil Nag
Karun Madhav Nair
Ehab Munier Nazzal
Alyssa Marie Nelson
Brandee Elizabeth Nelson
Gaberial Louise Nelson
Michelle S. Ng
Anh Tuyet Nguyen
Ngoc Nhu Nguyen
Victor Nguyen
Paula Ni
Daniel Robert Nicholas
Shelby Lynn Nichols
Audrey Lois Niemchick
Armin Nihkhah Shirazi
Andrew Chase Noah
Justin Bahjat Nofar
 Codec Michael-Robert Nolan
Gabrielle M. Norton
Lydia Victoria O’Callaghan
Cullen Christopher O’Keefe
Jun Huk Oh
Rebecca Darae Oh
Bryna Hiroko Meehan Oi
Folake Olutosin Olojo
Yasmin Bahar Omran
Ebere Obioma Oparaeke
Matthew Christian Oppenlander
Jessica Washburn-Ortiz
Allison Marie Orzel
Michael David Osterman
Breynna Lee Otlewski
Tonya Tannaz Ozbeki
Jonathan Asher Pachter
Ricki Lauren Paul
Jasneet Kaur Palaha
Jack Palen
Tera Panella
Nicholas Michael Pangori
Molly Nicole Pantelic
Joseph William Paone
Emily Meta Pardington
Alicia Beth Pardon
Audrey Sarah Parenti
Nihar Akshay Parikh
Jun Il Park
Patricia Park
Yeong Jung Park
Jonathon Luke Parker
Nicolas Huston Parnell
Bachelor of Science

Anna Regina Pasternak
Sirisha Chandra Pasupuleti
Anisha Sunil Patel
Avani Rajesh Patel
Mit Rakesh Patel
Emily Sue Marie Patrick
Ian Thomas Patterson
Luke August Patterson
Michael Paul
Michael Terrance Peabody
Ekaterina V. Pechenko
Alexander Edward Peck
Leah Ballantyne Peirce
Paige Pahl Pelton
Jaclyn Marie Peraino
Matthew Todd Pesavento
Amy Danielle Pestenariu
Elise Riley Peterson
Danielle Nicole Peyer
Carly Rae Peyton
Duc Duy Pham
Alan James Phillips
Joseph Patrick Phillips
Sang Quang Phung
Trevor Ryder Picard
Alexander David Pietroski
Nicholas Robert Pigg
Samantha N. Pilon
Jessica Lynne Pitman
Nicolle Valerie Pittman
Sally Jane Plank
Justin Michael Platz
Luke Joseph Platz
Amber Nicole Plemens
Sourav Kumar Podder
Nicholas David Pokora
Zachary Alexander Pollak
Emma Jane Pollner
Madelyn Victoria Popp
Bryan Tiara Porterfield
Nicolette Brienne Potchen
Heather A. Price
Nathaniel Richard Price
Jennifer Kimberly Priessnitz
Caitlin Rose Priest
Jennifer Pui
Elizabeth Saju Punnapuzha
Rishi Purekar
Danielle Nicole Purcell
Mahaan A. Qadir
Saman Qadri
Lisa Bo-Jia Qin
William Y. Qing
Ran Qu
Steven Joseph Quell
Peter Michael Quigley
Alex Michael Quinlan
Eman Ahmad Qureshi
Haya Qutob
Maya D. Qutob
Nayla Tamara Raad
Maria Eleanor Radzwill
Minhazur Rahman
Samia Rahman
Samantha Elise Rahrig
Jeremy Jan-Marc Raisky
Nicholas Saleem Raja
Stephanie Lynn Rakewstraw
Benjamin Nesbitt Ralston
Hamsini Mohan Rao
Pranav Valluru Rao
Michael Alan Ray
Amaya Leticia Redondo
Anna Elizabeth Reed
Breanne Elizabeth Reisen
Alison Jean Rentschler
Nicholas Snyder Resnick
Carlie Somer Rhiness
Luke James Richard
John Patrick Richards
Joseph Laird Richey
Rachel Caroline Richman
Andrew Dominick Rickelmann
Skyler Penn Rietberg
Nathan Riley
Steven James Riley
Alexandra Alison Risius
Evan Richard Ritter
Kevin Patrick Roback
Eric John Robertson
Tyler Joseph Robinson
Andrew Toshibo Rochman
Paul Joseph Rodriguez, Jr.
Erin Quinn Rogers
Peter Sun Rogers
Derrick Brogan Rohs
Michael Hogan Rontzetti
Kendal Frances Rosalik
Allison Maie Rosenau
Kaitlin Anne Roth
Christian Matthew Rourk
Julin Ruan
Alexandra Rubin
Ricardo Rey Rubio
Lauren Elizabeth Rudberg
David G. Ruehlmann
Amelia Katherine Runco
Ryan James Russ
Jennifer Margaret Ryan
Manal Hani Saad
Devika Sachdev
Zayd Ghassan Safadi
Luqmam Harith Bin Saifuddin
Peter Nipat Saikulhuinik
Mitchell Timothy Salke
Amanda Marie Salvi
Michael Merle Samborn
Meaghan Rebecca Sample
Daniel Nicholas Sancricca
Morgan Margaret Sandelski
Roshun Rajiv Sankaran
Matthew Harris Saperstein
Avinash Saravanan
Fahad Sarvari
Jay Benjamin Satonik
Abhinav SaiKrishna Satyavarapu
Quresh Mohammed Savlilwala
Nicholas Paul Scapini
Bryan Harrison Schaf
Trevor James Schaff
Benjamin Charles Schaffler
Matthew Joseph Schanski
Leah Claire Schatz
Michael Albert Scheible
Bailey Nichole Scheich
Zachary Welker Schepers
Maxwell Murphy Scher
Brandy Renee Schilling
Corey Lee Schmitzer
Patrick Rudolph Schoeps
Kaylee Kim Schonsheck
Katie Lynn Schramm
Kristine Marie Schroeder
Brianna Rae Schwarzw
Celestine Bonnie Schwartz
Matthew Alan Schymick
Samantha Ann Sciacqua
Charles Wise Scott
Nia Lynn Scott
Joseph Michael Scrivano
Max Ramos Segal
Efrain Patrick Segarra
Makoto Seita
Jesse David Selvin
Michael Salim Sessine
Aashka A. Shah
Kinari Milap Shah
Lalan Nik Shah
Leena M. Shah
Shalin Kamlesh Shah
Eric Matthew Shably
Mario Karam Shamas
Ali Shamsa
Leyi Shao
Iris Yuefan Shao
Michael Scott Shapiro
Randee Paige Shapiro
Michael Shen
Pak Ho Shen
Pranita Prakash Shenoy
Nathan James Sheppard
Hannah Rose Sherman
Nathan Daniel Sheskey
Sarah Rose Sheskey
Changrui Shi
Qingzhao Shi
Ariel Rachel Shoag
Cristina Maria Shoffner
Shoefeng Shu
Michelle Shimunov
Shubhum Sidhar
Tiffany Joan Sieler
Bachelor of Science

Steven Michael Sikora
Edward Joseph Silver II
Matthew Shane Silverman
Alfredo Silvestre
Kyoaohn Sim
Siddartha Satish Simha
Alexa Rae Simmons
Ryan Simpson
Moaz Sinan
Emma Margolis Singer
Bhavneet Singh
Kushal Singh
Jamie Suzanne Sisca
Matthew Adam Siskin
Pooja Sivakumar
Paul Koji Skorski
Alaina Marie Skotak
Diana Klaudia Slaba
Matthew Thomas Slack
Brett Scott Slajus
Sarah Edwards Sloan
Ilan Small
Austin Tyler Smarsh
Adam Westing Smith
Douglas Bruce Smith
Eleanor Cecile Smith
Jacob Gordon Smith
Logan Cooper Smith
Mackenzie Elaine Smith
Steven Eric Smitka
Dennis Wilkinson Smythe
Colleen Elizabeth Snyder
Adam Jozef Sobilo
Julia Hannah Sokolow
Vidur Kumar Solanki
Yichao Song
Natasha Sood
Mami Khadidiatou Sow
Maxwell Thomas Spadafore
Jane Elizabeth Spann
Leah Klein Spaulding
Alicia Camille Speck
Matthew Burton Spector
Dylan Isaac Spiro
Jerry St James
Alanna Staiman
Alexis Grayce Stanton
Michael Ryan Stathakis
Johanna Siglindre Stecher
Kathryn Elizabeth Steih
Alexis Jayne Stempien
Jennifer Mitsuko Sterbenz
Lizzy Jane Stevens
Ian Patrick Stevens
Matthew D. Stewart
Evan George Stoddard
David Norman Storck
Roberta Elizabeth Storey
Alicia Christine Stowe
Michael Gordon Strathern
Danielle Stephanie Strunk
Carolyn Anne Strzaika
Isabel Suarez
Shruthi R. Subramaniam
Tanisha Subramaniam
Nolan Di Mare Sullivan
Taylor Suzanne Sullivan
Thomas John Sullivan III
Grace Yan Sun
Ji Sun
Jing Sun
Muyao Sun
Chandan K. Suryadevara
Laura Elizabeth Sweatman
Christopher William Swope
Kristin Imani Swope
Stephanie Nichole Szczesniak
Bryan Rosalin Tagudar
Saule Alexandra Tamkus
Hui Chien Tan
Joshua Chyi Xiang Tan
Danielle Nicole Tanzer
Ryan Patrick Tarpey
Kasra Yehouda Tavakoli
Veronica Joann Taylor
Debra Hui Ren Tee
Nikhil Tellakula
Parth Kartikeya Thaker
Neha Thawani
Claire Marie Thomas
Lewis Aaron Thomas
Trey Benjamin Thomas
Jennifer Marie Thompson
Sarah Elizabeth Thompson
Kristin Marie Thut
Andrew Joseph Tigue
Sohrab K. Vatsia
Miranda Eliana Loveluck Veeser
Kristopher John James Vega
Jennifer L. Veith
Allison Marie Velzen
Ariel Makaela Verbrugge
Alexander George Verros
Marc Emanuel Vetter
Ammana Qamar Virk
Josh Aaron Visscher
Caleb Alexander Voetberg
Caleb Clifton Vogt
Kyle Raymond Vogt
Alisha Mahesh Vora
Andrew Vu
Lin H My Vu
William Conant Waalkes
Jessica Ann Wadel
Alexandra Wilson Wagner
Sarah Marie Wagner
Amanda Wahab
Victoria Ann Walden
Joseph Arthur Wakeford
Krysta Sharon Walter
Frank Ankon Wang
Ryder Wang
Jason Lu Wang
Juelin Wang
Jenny Wang
Louise L. Wang
Miao Wang
Miaoxin Wang
Michael Wei Wang
Lindsay Wang
Yuchuan Wang
Yunxuan Wang
zelin Wang
Zening Wang
Ziwei Wang
Lucy Marie Warner
Skylar Marion Warren
Anna Wasewicz
Philip Henry Washington III
Sydney Marie Watkins
Adrienne Rae Watts
Nell Toby Weber
Gregory James Webster
Rachel Sullivan Wehrly
Donald Harold Rivers Weidner
## Bachelor of Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>David Benjamin Weinfeld</td>
<td>Jillian Paloma Wong</td>
<td>Lucy Yuan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Theresa-Sanchez Weiss</td>
<td>Rosita Wong</td>
<td>Haley Alexandra Zabawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily May Weiss</td>
<td>Taylor Ranae Wood</td>
<td>Trevor Joseph Zajac</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsay Anne Welhoelter</td>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Wright</td>
<td>Anna Mary Zaleski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexis Kristina Welsh</td>
<td>Charlie Wu</td>
<td>Yasmine Zein-Phillipson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew William Westerman</td>
<td>Xiang Yu Wu</td>
<td>Natyra Zendeli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James S. White</td>
<td>Avery Wu</td>
<td>Chennhi Zeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallie Marie Wiese</td>
<td>Yuting Wu</td>
<td>Steven Zeng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Wiesenberger</td>
<td>Alexa Michelle Wutt</td>
<td>Erin Elizabeth Zettell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Claire Jordan Wiggins</td>
<td>Marie Anastasia Gotrand</td>
<td>Aaron M. Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Jacob Wikaryasz</td>
<td>Xenophontos</td>
<td>Huirui Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Edward Wilhelm</td>
<td>Jane Xiang</td>
<td>Iris Jiayi Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Elizabeth Wilkins</td>
<td>Yao Xiao</td>
<td>Luna Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Robert Willauer</td>
<td>Lejing Xu</td>
<td>Wanruo Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Wille</td>
<td>Da Xue</td>
<td>Xige Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heather Lynne Williams</td>
<td>Derick Yan</td>
<td>Joyce Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Alan Williams</td>
<td>Catherine Yang</td>
<td>Bing Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale Kaylor Kosarin Williams</td>
<td>Ching Ju Yang</td>
<td>Feilong Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allyson Kai Wilson</td>
<td>Joo An Yang</td>
<td>Sherry Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deja Rachelle Wilson</td>
<td>Jiunn How Yap</td>
<td>Yuanmo Zhao</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ryan Wilson</td>
<td>Kristie Kirana Yapsir</td>
<td>Hao Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxfield Robert Wilson</td>
<td>William Dow-Kai Yau</td>
<td>Jiaxin Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly Christina Wilson</td>
<td>Charlie Ye</td>
<td>Lingzhi Zheng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Rose Wiltsie</td>
<td>Shirley Xuei Ye</td>
<td>Weishun Zhong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Wine</td>
<td>Kyle Dean Yerebeck</td>
<td>Jonathan Lei Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Robert Wing</td>
<td>Pui Ying Yew</td>
<td>Rong Zhou</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karl Glen Winsor</td>
<td>Gordon Yin</td>
<td>Felix Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stefan Michael Tasich Withrow</td>
<td>Brooke Yost</td>
<td>Stephen Huaming Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella Katherine Wohl</td>
<td>Niaoniao You</td>
<td>Xintong Zhu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan M. Wolande</td>
<td>Amber Breigh Young</td>
<td>Jacob Aaron Ziff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Catherine Wolf</td>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Yousif</td>
<td>Natalie Lyn Zink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Derek Andrew Wolfe</td>
<td>Grace Yiying Yu</td>
<td>Kara Nicole Zmyslowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Eric Wolfe</td>
<td>Julia S. Yu</td>
<td>Sabrina Francis Zohoury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Shane Wolff</td>
<td>Xiaohua Yu</td>
<td>Keleigh Christine Zolnierek</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellen Myra Wolgat</td>
<td>Yongjia Yu</td>
<td>Angie Zou</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Bachelor of Science in Chemistry

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steven Patrick Bourdow II</td>
<td>Mark Stephen Hartwig</td>
<td>William Robert Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joel Matthew Chamness</td>
<td>Madeline Irene Herman</td>
<td>Sydney Faye Niles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fei San Andrea Chong</td>
<td>Kelsey Ann Kerr</td>
<td>Michael William O'Donnell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emma L. Coury</td>
<td>Quihan Li</td>
<td>Noah William Schwandt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Henry Daniels</td>
<td>Steve Lin</td>
<td>Kyle Kurtz Stringham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Dunham</td>
<td>Thomas Aiwei Fingfeld Louis-Goff</td>
<td>Wesley Ray Vear</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

Bachelor of Arts

Briana Chisolm Akani
Jennifer Kathryn Allen
Ann Louise Bartkowski
Amanda Elena Bassett
Emma Judith Beauchamp
Justin Samuel Franklin Berg
Marion Grace Berger
Robyn Ashley Bernstein
Bailey Nichols Binke
Sarah Natalie Blume
Kaitlin Murray Bonfiglio
Rachel Ann Braun
Nicole Anne Buccalo
Julia Lynn Byers
Elizabeth Marie Caldwell
Kal James Caukins
Clara Ceccanti
Laurel Sydney Cerier
Grace Eunhyun Chun
Dominick Michale Cortez
Emma Meave Costello
John Austin Downes
Alexandra Christine Dulin
Lillian Anne Ellis
Eileen Claire Enright
Jed Erwin
Cameron Clark Finch
Linda Grace Fisher
Corinne Elizabeth Froning
Samuel Hugh Gaegauf
Mariah Nicole Gardziola
Allison Elise George
Rebecca Marie Godwin
Gina Elizabeth Goldfaden
Karen Olivia Graves
Erica Simpson Gray
Jonah Kleppel Gray
Alana Danielle Greenspan
Amber Marie Gustafson
Anna Louise Hagerty
Megan Marie Harper
Tiffany Jerdean Harvey
Caroline Collins Hickey
John Horton Holland
Andrea Nicole Holther-Cruz
Sarah Horowitz
Katherine Irani
Annie Irene Jacobson
Gillian Leigh Jakab
Cody Richard Keetch
Emily Catherine Kloska
Julia Rose Kortberg
Joseph Halloran Krakoff
Anna Marie Lacombe
Jason Thomas Lafave
Angela Castagnetto Lewis
Natalie Ann Lomske
Donald Alfred Lyons III
Margaret Anne Marshall
Alan Michael McKelton
Mardheanna Binti Md Yasin
Alexander James Miller
Jillian Learner Mills
Sydney Me’Asa Morgan-Green
Lea Nobuko Ono
Emily Rose Ontko
Jesse Israel Ostroff
Youn Ha Paik
India Keane Peterson
John Minode’e Petoskey
Ilana Gittel Rashes
Molly Diane Reitman
Tiffany Rose Reynolds
Stuart Lee Richardson
Olivia Katherine Robertson
Karly Betty Rolls
Emma Benarsi Saraf
Kaitlyn Grace Saslow
Bernadette Theresa Stetz
Kathryn Abigail Topham
Jackson Mark Tucker-Meyer
Michael Edward Van Volkenburg
Sara Wilson
Conner Wood

Bachelor of Science

Irfanul Alam
Esha Biswas
Freida Anne Blostein
Michael John Bourke
Obada Eruekarien Ejoh
Jordan Earl-Lee Killingsworth
Jessica Marie Kowynia
Katherine Ann Laramie
Jessica Lindsay Micallef
Irina Mondescu
Madeline Lee Novack
Hae Min Park
Rachel Eliana Pernick
Tai Minh Phan
Sarah Anne Rice
Lindsay Stuart Rosenthal
Abijah El-Fakih Simon
Sonia Catherine Tagari
Certificate of Graduate Studies

African Studies
Michael Bienz Burbidge

Judaic Studies
Yaakov Herskovitz

Science, Technology, and Society
Nicole Louise Novak
Yiqing Qian

Screen Arts and Cultures
Leah Gayle Weinberg

Women’s Studies
Lauren Nicole Eriks

Master of Arts

American Culture
Kyle Cooper Frisina
Jallicia Allicia Jolly

Anthropology
Bree Nan Doering

Applied Economics
Qiao Chen
Yuxi Cheng
Samantha Le Ling Chua
Wei Fang
Xiang Fang
Danyang Fu
Jeffrey D. Hay
Shan He
Qiansheng Hou
Yuanliu Hu
Jiyeon Lee
Yida Li
Junhong Liang
Xuefen Lin
Erhai Liu
Nabil Sojel Lopez Hawa
Yue Ma
Akira Mizukami
Qiuhong Piao
Jing Ping
Zijian Qi
Charan Ravindra
Suparit Suwanik
Yifu Wang
Yiran Xie
David Yang
Yuanyuan Yang
Tong Yin
Tzu-Yi Yu
Christina Zafeiridou
Yisi Zhan

Applied Statistics
Tinghui Zhu

Arabic Studies
Elizabeth Frances Caton
Matthew James Reed
Caroline Simmons Robinson
Alexander Scott

Asian Studies: China
Ryan Robert Etzcorn
Brett Hazelton Hine
Samantha Hurt
Neal Xavier McKenna
Ting Su
Andrea Cristina Valedon-Trapote

Asian Studies: Japan
Elizabeth Kei Kataoka
Jesse L. Taylor

Classical Studies
Louise Loehndorff

Economics
Will Boning
Rahul Chhabra
Max William Risch
Elchin Suleymanov

Germanic Languages and Literatures
Danny Harald Gronmaier

Judaic Studies
Kelly Ann Onickel

Modern Middle Eastern and North African Studies
Jameel Brenneman
Crystal June Labrosse
Alexander Scott

Philosophy
Kevin Joseph Blackwell
Filipa Melo Lopes
Christopher Roger Nicholson

Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies
Einar David Manki
Jesse Webb Stricklan

Slavic Language and Literature
Amanda Jane Getty

Sociology
José Henrique Bortoluci
Jessica R. Garrick
Jessica White Gillooly
Kendra Ruth Opatovsky
Angela Katherine Perone

Southeast Asian Studies
Zoe McLaughlin

Statistics
Sougata Chaudhuri
Youngjun Choe
Yanxiao Zhang
Master of Fine Arts

Creative Writing
Belle Kikili’a Baxley
Jenny Mae Boychuk
Emily Stevens Chew
Cristina Crocker Escrivan
Elizabeth Ward Dickey
Allie Tova Hirsch
Hanae Uchida Jonas
Menachem Meir Kaiser
William Edward Klein
Kayla Nicole Krut
Christin Michelle Lee
Hannah Louise Poston
Amanda M. Rybin Koob
Francis Santana
Kathleen Schenck
Scott Carl Seres
Helena Anne Smith
Chau Ngo Bao Tran
Hannah Rose Webster
Warner James Wood

Master of Science

Applied Statistics
Olga Borovikova
Richard Ian Bryant
Ziwei Cao
Yiyu Chen
René Armando Crespin
Sumei Hariya
Benjamin Thomas Gutow Hopkins
Ye Liu
Ian Yi-Chan Liu
Yumlu Liu
Lan Thi Thu Nguyen
Huiling Qiao
David Broderick Reynolds
Yeng Saanchi
Yanyi Song
Ying-Ying Su
Ryan Reed Vaughn
Jingwei Wang
Kuan-Wen Wang
Chris Wang
Jung Yeon Won
Wanying Xie
Jamie Roslyn Tan Yap
Jiawen Yu
Weiqing Yu
Shuning Zhang
Eric Zhang
Katarina J. Makaravage
Daniel Alan Polasky
Daniel Jordan Steyer
Rebecca B. Watson
Blair Aryelle Winograd
Brandon Jon Yik
Wuliang Zhang

Earth and Environmental Sciences
Anna Elizabeth Clinger
Peter Jeffrey Cook
Jesse Fenno
Jordan Meridith Hood

Ecology and Evolutionary Biology
Peter Abrego Cerda
Joanna Grace Larson
Nicholas L. Medina
Ivan Vincent Monagan
Carlos Patricio Munoz Ramirez
Johanna Melisa Nifosi
Madalyn Alicia Zimbrick

Chemistry
Adam Jacob Crowe
Sugyan Dixit
Stephen Alexander Ferguson
Peter Keith Goldberg
Mina Jafari
Rosalyn V. Kent
Hilary Ann Kerchner
Rachel Martha Kirpes
Stephen Anthony Lee
Mathematics
Berk Altin
Pelham Conway Barron
Nora Jean Evans
Xiang Fang
Yuzhou Li
Jie Mei
Rohit Ravindra Morajkar
Ji Sun
Tianpei Xie
David Yang
Shuning Zhang

Physics
Peter Raymond Kordell

Psychology
Sammy F. Ahmed
Jillian Suzanne Bean
Emma Elisabeth Anne Beyers Carlson
Raymond Murray Cleveland
Fernanda Lima Cross
Amira Leanne Walid Halawah
Corey Eric Jackson
Zunaira Jilani
Sally Catherine Kim
Kristan Claudia Mallett
Jessica Lynn Matsick
Jessica Louise Nicosia
Andrew Pomerville
Justin Thomas Sarkis
Taylor Mackenzie Shrapnell
Gladys Yee-Kim Tan
Yuqi Wang
Elizabeth Aunying Yu

Quantitative Finance and Risk Management
Feng Wang
M E D I C A L  S C H O O L

Founded in 1850, Marschall S. Runge, Dean

Doctor of Medicine

Daniel Ryan Anderson
Jennifer Kathleen Alcarez Anderson
Miguel Antonio Arribas
Sam S. Bae
Leah Marie Bauer
Clay Bavinger
Ali A. Bazzi
Jonathan David Bender
Rebecca Sue Bickham
Julie Anne Blaszczak
Joshua Jay Bornstein
Alexis Jo Carulli
Apurba Kent Chakrabarti
Nauman Ali Chaudhry
Emily Chen
Daniel Yong-Oh Choi
Alan Chu
Komal Chughtai
Adam Isaac Cole
Caillyn Terese Collins
Riley Jeanette Collins
Laura Rebecca Vera Colman
Carolyn Commissaris
Allyson Claire Connor
Bess Marie Connors
Christopher Heaton Dampier
Max Evan Davis
Zahra Lynette Cook Dawson
Debalina De
Maxwell William Dixon
Alexandria Gale Dulchavsky
Adam Joseph Dzuba
Susan Natalie Helen Eisert
Stephanie Veronica Eldred
Lesley Ann Everett
Elizabeth Bradley Feenstra
Nicole Patrice Ferszt
Peter Finin
LeeAnne Patricia Flygt
Christopher Michael Frost
Lindsey Ann Gakenheimer
Andrew Gardner
Katherine Garfield
Lindsey Gaston
Meti Gebregiorgis
Ndi Geh
Elise Marie Gelston
Jenny Sarah George
Paula Nicole Goldman
Christopher Alexander Grondin
Zhe Guan
Weixia Guo
Allen Peter Haddad
Hussein Sami Hamid
Kaoru Harada
Scott Richard Hawken
Michael Kenneth Hawking
Kenneth Hayes
Peter Franklin Helvie
Nicholas Winston Charles Herrman
Storm V. Horine
Sean Robert Huff
Harris Syed Imam
Elizabeth Mary Irish
Mohamad Raed Issa
Matthew Kalahasty Iyer
Nikhil Raghu Iyer
Eric R. Kazarian
Nayla Kazzi
Eric Patrick Keast
Michael Thomas Kemp
Lauren Kett
Dominic Joseph Kiley
Daniel Jeehong Kim
Edward Kangsuhp Kim
Melissa Sue Knight
Kelly Lynn Koch
Lindsey R. Kolar
David Joseph Kozminske
Casey Thomas Kraft
Naveen Krishnan
Vivian Wai-Yin Lam
C. Robin Lanam
Hong-Gam Le
Joan Leavens
Colleen McGavin Leitner
Evon Blake Leitner
Shelby Ann Lemke
Mark Douglas Lettinga
Linda Li
Tammy Lin
Kerri Elizabeth Lopez
Alina Yinan Lou
Margaret Ellen Love
Elissa DeVos Lowery
Janet Ma
Igor Makovey
Michael Mashiba
Peter Joseph McDonnell
Matthew P. Mead
Tyler Menge
Taha Meraj
Sarah Michael
Ashley Lorraine Miller
Assih C. Misra
Rula Mualla
Rebecca L. Mutesi
Jason Taylor Nagle
Alyssa Raquel Newton
Anastasia Irene Niedzielski
Ezio Francesco Novelli
Khalid Ibrahim Odeh
Caitlin Peirce
Elizabeth Michelle Perelstein
Daniel Alan Perry
Jonathan Richard Peterson
Sarah Ann Pettibone
Amanda Phillips
Gregory Powell
Jason Christopher Pradarelli
Erica Constance Prochaska
Marika Rebecca Raff
Christina Marie Ramo
Noreen Rana
Afrah Raza
Kayla Jean Renier
Katelyn Hope Roberts
Amalia Jo Roth
Cristina Sarmiento
Cody Warren Schultz
Derek John Semaan
Bella Rajendra Shah
Meghna Nitin Shah
Kritika Shanmugasundaram
Amanda Marie Shepard-Hayes
Hailu Shitaye
Kartik Sidhar
John Snider
Yeohan Song
Dushyanth Srinivasan
Sharan Srinivasan
Jonathan Michael Stoddard
Taylor Ann Swabash
Jordan Paul Talia
Kevin Schmidt Tanager
Patrick William Underwood
Sarah Vanarendonk
Bianca Ansu Verma
Belinda Vuong
Jonathan Waldmann
Anran Wang
Chen Wang
George Rostyslaw Wasylyshyn
Adam Weightman
Steven Herbert Weinberg
Benjamin White
Yasmine Nicole White
Shea Breenan Wickland
Ariana Claire Wilkinson
Andrew Williams
Leigha Jordan Winters
Bruce Xu
Jerry Mingtao Yan
Heiko Hui Yang
Timothy Joseph Yee
Katelin Marie Zahn
Helen Zhang
MEDICAL SCHOOL

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Bioinformatics
Sushma Chaluvadi
Ling Huang
Edison Ong
Sara Elizabeth Walker

Cellular and Molecular Biology
Ritesh KC
Viktoria Salzmann

Genetic Counseling
Shenin Adel Dettwyler
Samantha Elizabeth Greenberg
Diane Renee Koeller
Mary Alice Oliver
Linford Anthony Williams

Health and Health Care Research
Gregory B. Auffenberg
Elena Byhoff
Christina Chapman
Alicia Julie Cohen
Mark Healy
Chithra R. Perumalswami
Michael Seyffert
Thomas Sebastian Valley
Maria A. Woodward

Neuroscience
Rasheed Saud A Alameer
Jessica Leigh Cote
Andres Ibarra
Carlos A. Puentes Mestril

Pharmacology
Adam Fischer
Angelina Martha Issa
Zeinab Wajih Kanso
Vikram Kapila
Christopher Ramis Sesi
An-Yi Sheu
Simar Raj Singh

Physiology
Stephanie Carolina Sanchez

LAW SCHOOL

Founded in 1859, Mark D. West, Dean

Master of Laws

Razan Mohammed Mustafa
Abou Zaid
Agostina Allori
Ghada M. AlMuhanna
Remy Asper
Weerayut Boonyabut
John Gray Cameron, Jr.
Milagros Marion Cristiani
Jan Dohnal
Akihiro Goda
Surabhi Gupta
Shinobu Hashimoto
Elke L. Hellinx
Surawong Jannarkin
Shmyla Khan
Milos Koci
Oleksandr Kryvenko
Yulong Lai
Xinran Li
Ann-Ju Liu
Yuko Murakami
Ceara Brehan Murtagh
Naoki Ogawa
Seongjin Park

Bettina Rentsch
Hagar Shechter
Yasuhiro Tamo
Hugo Alejandro Trujillo Fernandez
Shiwei Xu
Xiang Ye
Asena Cansu Yildiz
Youngwoon You
Yi Zhou
Bernardo Zito Porto

Master of Laws, International Tax

Mor Agam
Einat Clemer
Nir Fishbien
Zhengyan Gu
Gianluca Mazzoni
John Gerard VanSlambrouck

Angeliiki Vlachou

Juris Doctor

Zachary N. Adorno
Alexander John Aggen
Steven J. Alizio
Sarah Alsaden
Mallory B. Andrews
Danielle Kathleen Angeli
Anastasiya Antonevich
Brian Theodore Apel
Lori C. Arakaki
Lauren E. Babst
Amelia Holstein Bailey
Michael Charles Baker

Stephanie Victoria Balitzer
Zachary J. Baughman
Elizabeth Ashley Bettler
Amy K. Bergstraesser
Marisa Louise Berlinger
Meera Satya Bhaskar
Jennifer Germaine Bissonette
Adrienne Darrow Boyd
Peter Michael Bratton
Breanenna N. Brewer
Andrew McGrechey Brown
Taylor L. Bruun
Nicole M. Bucheri
C. Elizabeth Bundy
Peter Douglas Calloway
Tori Kathryn Sachiko Campbell
Katherine Rose Canny
Melanie Ann Capuano
Charles Walter Carlin
Cari Elizabeth Carson
Joseph Clarke Celentino
Lindsey Lee Chandler
Rama Mohamad Chebhouri
Andrew S. Chipouras
Christine Jiwon Choi
Eli Jacob Cohen
Laura L. Connelly
Hunter S. Cox
Matthew Russell-James Crorey
Emily Alice Cross
Timothy Steven Cross
Hana Elizabeth Damore
Lauren Delamere Dansey
Lauren Frisch Dayton
Brandon Louis Debus
Kaitlyn Elizabeth DelBene
Megan DeMarco
Lauren M. DesRosiers
Anna Grace Dimon
Matthew J. Dixon
Colin S. Duffy
Louisa Eberle
Maya Efrai
Avi Emanual
Sommer Haering Engels
Kristen N. Escher
Eric Steven Esshaki
Katrina Sachs Fahey
Alanna Rose Farber
Rita L. Feikema
Joseph R. Ferran
Zachary Howard Fichtenbaum
Jennifer Elizabeth Fischell
Samuel Robert Fitzpatrick
Andrew Philip Fluege
Lisa A. Folkther
Daniel Feng
Jacob Frasch
Michael J. Gambach
Timothy Edward Garcia
Michael R. Garcia
Mitchel E. Garnett
James Henry Geiser III
Melanie Elizabeth Gertz
Rod Neema Ghods
Jessica Gerhardstein Gingold
Alex Gish
Elizabeth Florence Gore
Elizabeth Erin Grden
Brittany Danielle Gregory
Jarrett Heaton Gross
Ryan K. Hebert
Kya Marie Henley
Todd L. Hennen
Adam G. Hester
Robert C. Hines
Patrick Liam Hogan
Jacob M. Hogg
Katherine Rica Hopkins
Christopher M. Hruska
Benjamin Joseph Imdieke
David Javier Iraola
Sarah S. Jaward
Nicholas Jackson
Rachel Ann Jankowski
Mallory Ann Jones
Jeremiah D. Junker
Ryan Patrick Kemper
Brian E. Kempfer
Neha Paresh Khandhadia
Nehal Khorraminejad
Eric M. Kim
Kevin K. Kim
Ki Hoon Kim
Jessica M. Kincaid
Robert G. King
Abbye Rose Klamann
Daniel Joseph Koblenz
Julie M. Kornfeld
Zhansos Kuderin
Christianna Kyriacou
James Parker Lee
Katherine Theresa Lewis
John Andrew Lewsley
Alexandra L. Liebetrat
Amy Catharine Lishinski
Alison Barritt Lisi
Britteny Alice Littles
Qian Liu
Nicholas J. Louikides
Charles C. Lu
Christopher R. MacColl
Christopher Chiodzie Maduforo
Jared D. Maher
Nicholas Robert Marcus
Stephanie Aron Marshak
Joan Elizabeth Garcia Martinez
Wyatt Levinson McKean
Gabrielle M. McKee
Mark Joseph McLoughlin
Gaelan Richard McQueen
Edward O’Connor Mears
Nikita Haresh Mehta
Amanda J. Merkwae
Robert S. Meyer
Mary Elizabeth Miller
James E. Millikan
Daniel Christian Montgomery
John Christopher Muhs
Job Thomas Mikkada
Reid T. Murdoch
Elizabeth M. Murphy
Patrick Stephen Myers
Marjorie Alice Mygrants
Frederick K. Neary
Evy Nguyen
Evan Thornton Nichols
Mary Lucille Noah
Emma Notis-McConarty
Nicholas Charles Ognibene
William Thomas Orr
Meredith Elizabeth Osborne
Stephen Harry Brakel Packer
Neil R. Patel
Victoria Peng
Lidiya Petrova
Kyle Anne Piasecki
Megan Colleen Pierce
Alexandra Beaudoin Plutshack
David P. Postel
David Theodore Queroli
Molly D. Quinn
David Rabinovici
Patrick Larry Rawsthorne
Donald Patrick Reape
Benjamin Reese
Liles Harvey Repp
Kevin M. Rivers
Andrew Charles Robb
Jessica Michelle Roll
Ryan S. Rott
Francesca Rufin
Emily Marie Rutzkowski
Rebecca Paige Elise Salley
Yusuf U. Salloum
Matthew Philip Sappington
Miriam Rachel Haag Schachter
Eric L. Scharphorn
John Scrudato IV
Christopher Sesi
Sarah Elizabeth Sessler
Ryan Thomas Shaffer
Joseph Daniel Shopp
Timothy Harold Smith
Ryan J. Spille
Phillip Stadler
Megan L. Staub
Adam Joseph Stefanick
Andrew Joseph Steiger
Monica Julie Steinberg
Sarah Katherine Stellberg
Amanda Morrow Strick
Jesse Webb Stricklan
Jacob J. Styburski
Gita Amrita Subramaniam
Daniela Adriana Tagtachian
Divya Taneja
Jesse L. Taylor
Lance A. Taylor
Gavin Thole
John R. Thornburgh II
Douglas Campbell Tifft, Jr.
LAW SCHOOL

Juris Doctor

Martin Chase Topol  
Lauren Christine Tortorella  
Brian Dennis Towne  
Vasilios Laki Triantafylidis  
Luana Tung  
Jennifer Rachael Turchyn  
Derek J. Turnbull  
Margaret E. Twomey  
Adam R. Uth  
James J. Valenza  
Elena M. Vespoli  
Alyssa Nicole Walker  
Kathy Wang  
Danielle Beth Weinberg  
Rachael Lynn Westmoreland  
Andrew Lincoln Whitley Peters  
Adam B. Wilson  
Luca Winer  
Ben Logan Winnett  
Sophia Rose Wolman  
Harrison K. Wolstein  
Christina Mei Jen Wong  
Matthew Lewis Worsham  
Yuan Xia  
Yuanxiao Xu  
Zhao Andrew Xue  
Catherine Jane Yao  
Kyle E. Yarberry  
Anne R. Yearwood  
Maurice Farid Youkanna  
Sarah Allison Youngblood  
Jessica Esther Zilberberg

Doctor of the Science of Law

Amir Pichhadze

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Sahira Ahmed  
Hunter Daniell Beaubien  
Neda-Z Ishaq Bhatti  
Samantha Leigh Bordener  
Delana Alexandra Marie Cook  
Jessica V. Duell  
Morgan Jane Duram  
Russell Abram Eveland  
Kortney Elizabeth Koenig  
Peter Liang  
Sarah Nicole Mallon  
Wafaa M. Nabilsi  
Avina N. Patel  
Emily Alexis Pedersen  
Deena Rabah-Nasr  
Rachel Marie Rapp  
Allyssa Holloman Robinson  
Alexandria July Schulz  
Marrissa Ann Stalker  
Hope Michelle Woolley  
Allie Xaysavat  
Kristen Bo-Yi Yaw

Doctor of Dental Surgery

Mudita Agrawal  
Aven Albayati  
Trevor Allen  
Mohammed L. Almumaiz  
Margaret Therese Anderson  
Megan Elizabeth Anderson  
John Albert Anible II  
Sohrab Ansari  
Nishi Arondekar  
Jonathan William Asimakopoulos  
Assal Aslani  
Lama Mountaha Bandar  
Trupti Jawahar Bhalgat  
Matthew Paul Borst  
Andrea Rhyanne Branch  
Zachary James Breen  
Rene E. Cabrera  
Arielle Kathe Castine  
Christopher Ryan Chaffin  
Brian Chang  
Rebecca Janine Chicoine  
Kyung Hee Cho  
Dhruvi D. Chokshi  
Trevor A. Coeling  
Corey Alan Cook  
Kelly Catherine Crenna  
Spencer Bernard Crouch  
Joshua Allen Deuel  
Jason Derrick DiTerlizzi  
Mary Karina Dostie  
Mira K. Egbaria  
Allison Clare Everett  
Joseph Martin Farkash  
James M. Fraser II  
Francesca Jessica Gattuso  
Dan Green  
Andrew Grillo  
Jessica Lauren Grimmer  
Thomas Blair Guinall  
Hilary Habel  
Jared William Hector  
Anja Marie Hoffstrom  
Ashley Elizabeth Howard  
Thomas L. Hsieh  
Renee Christine Ismail  
William Ryan Jenkins  
Patrick W. Johnson  
Baxter William Jones  
Benjamin Kang  
Ashley Ilyse Kaploe  
Kyle Nicholas Katynski  
Santoshiratnam Kedarsetty  
Stephanie Lynn Keil  
Shannon Renae Keiser  
David M. Kelly  
Christine Suzin Kim  
Moo Hyun Kim  
Kaitrin K. Kramer  
Maxwell Daniel Kubitz  
Kristina Rae LeCount  
Christin Lee  
Hyeri Lee  
Jessica S. Lee
SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Doctor of Dental Surgery

Glendale Yu-Li Lim
Jared Michael Little
Joseph Long
Brian Mansour Maizi
Andrew Malsbary
Ashleigh Mangas
Bartosz Adam Maska
Kellie Jeanne McGinley
Lucas Thomas McShosh
Kristin Elizabeth Motschall
Nicholas Mueller
Ehsan Nasr Azadani
Abigail A. Nye
Ryan Olzack
Alexis Leigh Omer
Kimi Harendra Patel
Sagar Patel
Jennifer Kristen Persichetti
Chelsea Jo Pinozek
Christopher T. Powell
Ryan Price
Bilal Rahime
Andrea Leah Ramthun
Brittany Ann Rashid
Rabia Bano Rashid
Michael Udall Reid
Amanda Hilary Remer
Derek G. Robison
Michael Yeuk Hang Siu
Kayla King Slatton
Jacob Daniel Streng
Joy Syrjanen
Matthew Tissue
Eric Thomas Tye
Matthew Scott Van Beek
Paul Vanlonkhuyzen
Deepthi Vemuri
Cassandra Lynn Webster
DeAngelo Shane Webster
Ariel Westervelt
Logan Elliott Shane Webster
Kevin Wieczerza
Andrew Joshua Wong
Alex Yang
My Yang
Wei Yao
Yujia Yao
Janet Linn Zalucha
Yizhou Zhu
Mark James Ziemba
Gabrielle Ann Zuzo

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Restorative Dentistry

Jordi Ferre
May Ling Alicia Rodriguez
Villamizar

C OLLEGE OF PHARMAC Y

Founded in 1876, James T. Dalton, Dean

Bachelor of Science

Pharmaceutical Sciences

Amanda Marie Fodera
Susan Lorraine Kresge
Amanda Lauren Searls

Doctor of Pharmacy

Sasha Michelle Barron
Alyssa Catherine Bowling
Richard Anthony Bramer
Stephanie E. Burke
Shao-Ju Chang
Jennifer Chou
Chloe Alexandra Ciarrocchi
Nicholas Alen Cushman
Laura Nicole Cwengros
David Dadiomov
William Blas Danko
John Rupert DeLeon
Nadia Ibrahim El Khatib
Rebecca Evers
Christy Evans Gruber
Stephanie Lynn Hamel
Jeffrey Jojoe Hanson
Gary Allen Houchard
Paul Hubbard
Abdnasir Aden Hussein
Emily Jaynes
Lovitta Jiwanmall
Katie Johnson
Shaina Ann Kalasho
Soomin Kim
Nicholas James Kirkpatrick
Tony Koehn
Michael Stuart Kosal
Stephanie Lynne Kourtakis
Megan Nicole Krol
Christopher Duc Le
Meighan Synece LeGrand
Jade Lee
Jared Lee
Allison Chih-Yun Liao
Swan Lin
Stephen Liu
Connor Sigmund Luczak
Syeda Maahin Mahmood
James G. Mason
Jinny Min
Amy Montague
Hugh Van Nguyen
Stacy Tram Nguyen
Drita Nicaj
Jaimini Sandip Patel
Matthew Thomas Paterini
Kayla Jean Popova
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Doctor of Pharmacy
Rebecca Leigh Racz
Paulina Maral Reizian
Angela Rondon-Begazo
Mary Venetta Rothermal
Allison J. Schepers
Danielle Marie Schian
Rosalyn Kuffner Schloemer
Matthew Charles Schwartz
Ashley Matsuko Shar
Charu Sharma
Ruixin Shi
Sushma Rao Shiravanthe
Krystal Cammie Sing
Ashley Frances Soule
Lynn Alexandra Switaj
Henry Mark Tran
Eric Benjamin Vertin
Rachel Elizabeth Sara Wein
Hanna K. Welch
Alena Wu
Catherine Yang
Yanmen Yang
Robert Alan Yeshe
Charles Yoo
Nadir Zara

College of Pharmacy

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Matthew Ryan Beam
John W. Behrendt
Ryan Edward Benedict
Taimur Naeem Bhatti
Caue Sciascia Borlina
Gregory Lanspeary Brewster
Paul Robert Burns
Julian Rene Cufmeyer
Patrick Thomas Carrier
Abhishek Srihari Cauligi
Dennis Ching Wee Chew
Daryl Chua
Mitchell Robert-Geon Coulter
Peter Nathaniel Dahl
Jessica Lauren DeAngelo
Bryan Russell Delaney
Emanuela Della Bosca
Nathan Jay DeRoo
Dakota Charles Easley
Emma Evers
Tyler Carl Gillespy
Daniel Joseph Goodvin
John Donavan Head
James William Holper
Jesse Hogan Hoskins
Alex Jehle
Ziyuan Jiao
Nathan Andrew Kaisler
Tyler George Kane
Ardak Kozhibayev
Hashmita Koka
Prince Elfrey Kuevor
Ian James Lefebvre
Andrew Steven Lehmbr
Jason Yi Ching Leung
Edward Robert Lloyd III
Gregorio Lopez, Jr.
Xiaobai Ma
Scott Andrew Massey
William Murray Matus
Trevor J. Meiste
Jared Miles
Jonathon Andrew Morley
Rehan Nawaz
Jacob Isaac Noble
Andrew Paul Plave
Ariel Budi Prabawa
Roshan Saravana Radhakrishnan
Samuel Henry Reed
Christopher Lance Reynolds
Andrew Craig Riggs
Alexander Salazar
Brian Scott Schroll
William Samuel Scola
Tyler Jacob Seabhi
Nathan Alphonse Scicinaro
Marcellus Richard Shantz
Brian Kneale Shaw
Kathryn Lenore Shepherd
Koji Shiono
Adam Benjamin Spanseke
Samuel Liam Spar
Ari Michael Stern
Robert Samuel Stranbergh
Michelle Suen
Danning Sun
David Parker Telgen
Brian Tong
Joel Andrew Tylenda
Alexander Jacob Van Kainen
Travis Joseph Wagner
Zhenkai Wang
Matthew Curtis Wozniak
Guan Yang
Yi Yang
Luwei Yu
Bingqing Zu

Biomedical Engineering
Garrett Patrick Ackner
Abdallah Mohammad Alkahalah
Amy Noreen Artilles-Espinoza
Alexa Rae Arvidson
Shruthi Chandra
Andrew Xie Chen
Evan Chen
Jake Claflin
Alexander William Clegg
Bailey Elizabeth Cockerill
Kevin Michael Colish
Eric Louis Colomb
Alyssa Marie Cramer
Changgi Dai
John George Damrath IV
Brian Charles Downey
Brian Michael Fagel
Matthew B. Federbush
Zachary Paul French
Elizabeh Rae Friend
Cameron Bradley Fuller
Connor Terrence Gibney
Jane Guo
Kathryn Nicole Haengel
Henry Joseph Hiloj, Jr.
Terese Nicole Jenks
Christina Kiyoon Jung
Saumya Khurana
Michael Joseph Kobylarek
Simona Ann Krimfman
Kevin Michael LaForest
Dean Joonhwa Lee
Adena Louise Leibbrand
Jacob B. Lemis
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Melissa Marie Lemke
Zhihao Liang
Emily Carol Lin
Zhuohe Liu
Yiyang Lu
Yi Luan
Haitham Mohammed Maaihe
Emily Anne Magurno
Adam Bruch Manders
Thai-Son Nhu Nguyen
Anastasia Katharine Ostrowski
Haresh Jayantilal Patel
Zack James Prebay
Rodrigo Fernandez Rangel
Kevin Francis Renehan
Leilani Joy Sampang
Paul Jerome Schadd
Natalie Marie Setterberg
Andrew Connor Simon
Lisa Solomon
Sandra Stangeland-Molo
Chris Stephan
Ellen George Stewart
Alexander Joseph Swantek
Jordan Phillip Sykes
Manik Tetarbe
Leon Z. Wang
Megan Gabrielle White
Brianna Sarah Wolin
Jerrit Yang
Elena Rae Yarmy
Tsz Kwan Yim

Chemical Engineering

Samantha Marie Arsenault
Tudor Bahmata
Marina Menendez Baker
Christian Wayne Banner
Joseph J. Barber
Matthew Stephen Baringhaus
Tsatsral Battsengel
Miles Alan Beauchamp
Gabrielle Adena Belok
Eric Robert Bidlingmaier
Arjun Bivani
David Benjamin Burkland
Kelly Thomas Carew
Alexander Sands Carley
Daniel James Cartledge
Jillian Paige Charon
Mei Ki Cheung
Jeffrey John Czajka
Charles Henry Daniels
Gordon A. Davis
Lanre Lateef Davoud
Lauren Maria D’Cruz
Nathan Roger Dohm
Omar Sherif Embabi
Allyson Paige Ferry
Travis Scott Fiebernitz

Steven Alexander Fox
Jacob Courtland Fratkin
Kaitlyn Taylor Fravel
Steven John Frey
Ramon Gliumakov
Bridge Diane God
Alexander Wayne Golinski
Ann Katherine Grier
Benjamin Griessmann
Chayce D. Griffith
Michael Hayden Guerra
Nicholas Stephen Harrison
Erica Margaret Hastings
Austin L. Hegg
Lananh Ho
Angela Charlene-Xiaolin Hu
Kevin Hu
Eteyen Thomas Ikperme
Desikan Gopal Jaganathan
Samuel Joseph Jagodzinski
Zachary Michael Jatkowski
Connie Xiaolun Jiang
Jeffrey Robert Johnston
Scott Matthew Johnston
Olivia Laura Kemppainen
Lauren Elizabeth Kennedy
Ashley Lynn Kienmen
Kyle William Kram
Olivia Elaine Kuenzi
Weston Anthony Kujaszi
Prashanth Ashok Kumar
Pavetheran Kumaran
Max A. Ledersnaider
Patrick Samuel Lown
Sindhu Anaswua Madhavan
Manaswee Malugari
Stephanie Tian Mao
Ross Joseph Martin
Todd Alan Maslyk
Michael Vincent Meldrum
Charnelle Alexis Michel
Thomas James Militello
Eric John Miller
Zachary William Moeller
Theodore Francis Motz
Nolan John Muller
Alexander Scott Murray
Arvind Narayan
Clarissa Corinna Nataatmadja
Rachel Lynn Neumann
Kar Hong Ng
Jeffery Alan Noble II
Connor O’Brien
Andrew David Olson
Gunseli Onder
Tina Ying Pan
Prasanna Parasaruma
Saqib Noor Peracha
Alexandria Elizabeth Pierce
Robert Andrew Polik
Matthew Kenneth Posh
Meagan Gabrielle Prax
Lucas Edward Rasnic
Nicole Marie Rojas
Damian Nicolas Rotarova
Katherine Lee Seaman
Stephen Mackenzie Short
Phillip David Smith
Raj Subramanian
John Mark Swets
Zachary M. Tew
Lacey Marie Trelfa
Alexander Joseph Trombley
Michael Alexander Tsuei
Shelby Auburn Turner
Nathan Scott Wallace
Lauren Marie Warren
David Lawrence Wasserman
Douglas William Watts
Zachary David Weinberg
Christopher Davis Welch
Samuel Matthew Wellington
John Michael West
Connor James Whelan
Rachel Lynn Wilson
Nathan Dane Wood
Jacqueline Jean Wolfsohn
Caroline Marie Kinchen Yuhas
Michael John Zelenak
Wenxuan Zhang

Civil Engineering

Youngchan Ahn
Eryn Nicole Alexander
Luis Francisco Alfaro
Matthew David Brow
Brian Waite Buckley
Filip Adam Buniewicz
Kaelynn Rose Clolinger
Lauren Ann Eastes
Jesse Aldon Edick
Jacob Ellis Facey
Bryan Donald Ford
Evan Bradley Fredline
Mark Jonathan French, Jr.
Mariah Ann Gregg
Zachary Daniel Goulson
Julia Louise Hanson
Bingyuan Hu
Saya Mari Kajiwara
Joshua Wesen King
Anya Louisa LaRoche
Miranda Lynn Lepek
Sierra Marlene Morelli-Tomassoni
Yueqiang Ni
Katelyn Alexandra Pekala
Ekaterina A. Rakhmatulina
Lauren Elizabeth Roesser-Nordling
Bridge Elizabeth Ronnisch
Kristen Elizabeth Shetler
Brooke Elizabeth Spruit
Tasha Tiffany Tardieu
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Mitchel Kurtis Thelen
Andrea Colleen Ventola
Carrie Michelle Wagner
Yijia Wang
Hannah Lee Wasserman
Cassandra Rae Winner
Yijia Wang
Hannah Lee Wasserman
Cassandra Rae Winner

Computer Engineering

Srinath Vijay Abburi
Joshua David Adkins
Yusuf Abdullah Azman
Hana Ann Baker
Garrison Clarke Bellack
Hyun Wuk Choe
John William Connolly
Nick Donnantuono
Zhiyi Fan
Genevieve Elaine Flaspholer
Brad James Frost
Seth Michael Goldstein
Nicholas Andy Hsu
Jeffrey Yizhou Hu
Neal Schadewald Jackson
Yuhao Li
Mark David Linington
Chang Liu
Sihang Liu
Connor Alexander Mason
Justin Thomas McLouth
Quifeifei Meng
Klevis Merko
Aaron Richard Mueller
Deepika Natarajan
Megan Mariah Oosthoek
Benjamin Melih Oztalay
Nitish Dilip Paradkar
Caleb Zachary Cobb Pratt
Moei Riaz.
Chad Michael Schaffer
Christopher Michael Schaublin
Joshua Michael Schepel
Amit Shah
Luke Alexander Simonson
Kunjang Singh
Steven Joseph Sloboda
Whitney Elyse Smith
Nathaniel John Steeby
Jacob L. Steffler
Lindsey Rose Stolzenfeld
Matthew E. Stone
Sayyid Sofwan Bin Syed Ahmad
Helmi
Alec James Ten Harmel
Wenching Tsai
Pietro Thomas Vitale
Loren Lo-Wen Wang
Muyang Wang
Yingfei Wang
Timothy Scott Watts
Andrew Q. Wregglesworth
Yifeng Yang

Computer Science

Ali Ibrahim Abdulhamid
Gabriel Saul Aguilera
Muneeb Anjum Ahmad
Amir Alavi
Jonathan M. Ames
Theodore Alexander Arabooglou
Nathan Utiger Argetsinger
Fritz Armon
Trevor Bozkurt Assaf
Asif Aziz
Ishdeep Baid
Christopher D. Baier
Aaron Scott Barber
Charles Augustin Speas Barto
Rolf Nelson Bates
James Christian Bator
Jessi Mari Beck
Clayton Markus Beyers
Ge Bian
Ian Mark Blauw
Jocelyn Erica Bohr
Victoria Leigh Bracht
Jonathan Herbert Brand
Samuel Alexander Brodkey
Daniel Jacob Brooks
Alexander James Brusher
Christopher Spencer Buja
Dominic Andrew Cadez
Qizhe Cai
Tommy Lee Caito
Diego Luis Calvo
Malcolm T. Carey
Ryan Joseph Carrell
Veerapong chaiurungsang
Carl San Chan
Emily Chang
Junhua Chen
Lily Chen
Xi Chen
Alexander Solomon Chocron
Matt Chudoba
Jordan Micaiah Cogan
Richard Ronald Cooke III
Michael D. Copley
Aidan Francis Coyle
Patrick Henry Coyle
Nick Cruz
Sean Michael DeLeon
Alexander Ravindranath Desai
John Charles DeSilva
Yeshwanth Devabhaktuni
Sam Devaprasad

Guergana Vladimirova Dimitrova
Matthew James Dolan
Nadia Dubovitsky
Ekow Arhin Chening Duker
Eric James Edmond
Derek James Eliaisen
Nicholas Jacob Essenburg
Michael Edward Esses
Trevor Matthew Excell
Ghassan Fadlallah
Flavio Campo Fiszman
Brad James Frost
Bo-Ying Fu
Wenjun Gao
Noah Kenneth Glatz
Cameron Cole Graessley
Alex Joseph Grills
Chad Michael Grimaldi
Benjamin David Quick Groh
Matthew Ryan Grossman
Alie H. Hajalie
Jay J. Han
Noelle Catharine Hansford
David Alan Harris
Maximilian Johannes Hemmrich
Matthew Scott Hendryx
Bryan J. Hicks
Maia Yona Hoberman
Connor Michael Theodore Holm
Dapeng Hong
Wesley Jacob Howell
David Thomas Lloyd Howes
Brian L. Hu
Patrick Xiabin Huang
Naomi Hwang
Sachin Kumar Jain
Keith Jens Carl Johnson
Brandon Craig Jonas
Nate Jones
Amaraj Singh Judge
David Cohen Kalpakian
Kushagra Kanoria
Lucas Edward Katt
Waleed Itikhar Khan
Alexander Choi Kim
Brandon Scott Kittle
Stephen Bolek Kovacinski
Deepak Kumar
Reece T. LaFortune
David Andrew Latva
Alex Lau
Chris H. Lee
Matthew James Leibold
Alex Walter Levinson
Christian James Linton
Bhuang Liu
Yuling Liu
Nathaniel Philippe Lizardo
Christopher Andrew Loechli
Aaron Y. Loo
Ren Lu
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Tao Lu
Youjia Lu
Christiane Eva Lueb
Chen Luo
Yizhou Luo
Buting Ma
Ivan Ma
George Douglas MacEwen
Sahil Madeka
Yijun Mao
Olivia Rose Marks
Avi Hillel Mattenson
Kristopher Edward McAtee
Madeline Elizabeth McCoy
Ian Michael McGraw
Timothy Ross McKay II
Nicholas Dean McKay
Tomas Francisco Medina Inchausti
Ariana Mirian
Phoebe Rachel Mirman
Max A. Mizikar
Pratika Mugdha Mohan
Lauren Marie Molley
Joseph Anthony Mondragon
Jesus Alberto Morales
Nick Morgan
Jeffrey Lynn Morris, Jr.
Bogdan F. Mosincat
Yidi Mu
Christopher Joseph Murdock
Maximilian Alexander Najork
Clara Catherine Nees
Matthew Andrew Nguyen
Gavin Ian Nicol
Estefania Nieto
Ning Niu
Noah Christopher Nuechterlein
Charles Harrison O’Connor
Cory Norman Odell
Christopher Wei-Kwan Oo
Nicholas Blake Orlando
Alexander Nicholas Ottenwess
Arthur Alexander Ozga
Benjamin Sandor Page
Neal Rajesh Parikh
Joon Park
Seong Ju Park
Addison Kane Parker
Akshar Rajen Patel
Sajjan Pankaj Patel
Joseph Connor Sumer Pek
Jinhao Ping
Jordan Matthew Potthoff
Ian Eldred Pudney
David Paul Quesada
Siddarth Raheja
Samrudh Rajachudamani
Rohit Ramprasad
Hamza A. Rao
Lauren Ahmani Reeves
Eric Matthew Riedel
Alexander Ernst Roberts
Michael Augustus Roberts
Anna Elizabeth Rode
Yossef Chaim Rosenstein
Xianzhi Ruan
Randa K. Sakallah
Ryan Christopher Sanna
Ramit K. Saraswat
Joshua David Sauter
William Alan Sawyer III
Carl John Scheller
Alexander John Selleke
Kristen Lilian Shaker
Regan Peter Shannon
Joel Alexander Sharin
Mackenzie Kathleen Shelley
Pnak Chandrashekharam Shihare
Anna Lucine Shrestinan
Huniza Masih Siddiqui
Kevin Justin Silang
Samantha Barros Silva
Luke Alexander Simonson
Abhinav Singh
Paramveer Singh
Jared Paul Slavski
Alexander Thomas Smith
Evan William Smith
David Joseph Snider
Jonathan Andrew Soifer
Jamie Frederick Sookprasong
Sterling Price Springgate
Joseph David Stockton
Haitian Sun
Christian Sawyer Tallarico
Kegan Andrew Thorpe
Andrew Daniel Thorwall
Jonathan Tiao
Linda Lin Tsao
Mitchell Raymond Tyson
Connor Gregory Ullmann
Austin Dillon Urlaub
Victor Vainberg Sasson
Deni Lynn VanPelt
Tushar Verma
Raj Jay Vir
Karan Vishwanathan
Parthiv Sanjay Vora
Robert John Walworth
Jie Wang
Kaiwei Wang
Michael Lee Wang
Roger Rong Wang
Yifei Wang
Zeyu Wang
Zhimeng Wang
Yunhan Wei
Charles Mark-Anthony White
Ryan Paul Whittfield
Ben Willshire
Karl Glen Winsor
Jessica Wu
Chuanshun Xia
Chengyu Yang
Adam Geary Yee
Maxwell Daniel Yinger
Austin Hesessang Yoo
Hang Yu
Gordon Zhang
Jin Zhang
Yi Zhang
Allen Song Zhao
Haizhou Zhao
Penghua Zhao
Yisha Zhao
Tiantong Zhou
Mandy Zhu
Qiuhan Zhu

Earth System Science and Engineering
Kimberly Elizabeth Channell
Erik Matthew Kostrzewa
Benjamin Alan Mallernee
Haochen Ye

Electrical Engineering
Kristian Ballabani
Gideon Harry Billings
Eric Phillip Bruch
Germaine Victor Burchfield
Kavinmohini Caldwell
Reed Cao
Kevin Chang
Victoria Cheung
Caleigh Chong
Matthew Jachen Cui
Gwyneth Ann Cunningham
James Robert Davis
Jason Del Rosario
Thomas Edward D’Orazio
Yuchen Fan
Nora Hamid Farouk
Kyle Edward Faulkner
Joshua Udo Franz
Livesey Ninan George
Jacob Daniel Gersh
Sujit Gogineni
James Christopher Hamet
Yun Chan Han
Kyle Wayne Harman
Guannun He
Bradley David Hecht
Xiannan Huang
Doug Kruessell
Jesse Ching-Chih Ku
Cameron Henry Nottonson Lindsay
Yinghan Long
Jeffrey Weipin Lu
Ruohan Luo
Yixin Ma
Thomas H. Marcus III
Colleen Mae Martin
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Jake Richard Moline
Yuxiang Mu
Abhinav Muralidharan
Nua Nicaj
Sudheer Narayan Nuggehalli
Nicholas Alexander Ockershausen
Gautam Rajagopal
Vinodhan Ravichandran
Colleen Frances Regan
William Reed Robinson II
Austin John Rovinski
Stephen Austen Schmidt
Matthew James Schwendeman
Michael Shen
Mostafa M. Shuva
Stanley William Smith
Jie Song
Eric Lawrence Staszel
Alexandria Loire Strother
Ziyu Su
Xun Sun
Hunter Michael Swogger
Sen Tan
Kyle Kim Tanghe
Malia Rahman Taqbeem
Eshann Toteja
Reid James Turnbull
Engineering Physics
Brett Johnston Campbell
David Christenson
Paul Joseph Corbade
Eric Daniel Larson
Colin M. Mahar
David R. Mayers
Justin Gregory Paldowic
Adrian Javier Sanchez

Environmental Engineering
Alexander Volling Bartko
Rebecca Rose Campbell
Carly Jane Chorba
Saloni Sanjiv Dagli
Lauren Ann Eastes
Jacqueline Marie Fortin Flefil
Mariah Ann Gnegy
Shruti Jha
Seongjun Kim
Pratik Lakhanhi
Kelley Anne Langlois
Fangzhu Li
Alexander John Mattia
Srishti Pillutla
Ekaterina Alexeyevna Rakhmatulina
Alicia Revezzo
Sierra Ryan Schatz
Sabrina Abdul Shuman
Devyani Rochelle Spicer
Brooke Elizabeth Spruit
James Yi Tan
Monica Stobierski Walker

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Danielle Elizabeth Adamo
Mohammad Abdulaziz I. AlJammaz
Jessica Lynn Allain
Kiara Marie Anderson
Jainabou Barry
Adam Perry Basson
Jason Samuel Benedict
Rachel Marie Berlage
Ujwal Bharath
Jared Thomas Bishop
Aigerim Askaryrzy Bogyrbayeva
Antonio S. Bosco
Julien Noah Brathwaite
Cameron Evan Brown
Dylan John Brown
Eva Naomi Cahnman
Andrea Rene Case
Corryn Meredith Cawley
Hanna Elizabeth Cervarich
Menghan Chen
Cara Cheshire
Grace Chung
Bradley Fuller Congdon
Alexandra Michelle Connors
Karan N. Deo
Agney Sanjeev Deshpande
Dylan Raymond Sumner DeWitt
Madeline Mac Leod Dray
Nathan William Elliott
Bartu Erdem
Nicholas Crandall Fehrman
Colby Anne Foster
Jonathan Taylor Funk
Michael Kanto Gashaj
Brandon Robert Goethals
Caroline Iwona Gorniak
Christopher Paul Greshover
Sabah Singh Grover
Xianghui Gu
Somya Gupta
Mauricio Guzman
Brian Matthew Hackett
Shwetha Hariharam
Courtney Ann Haupt
Caroline Hawath
Jacob F. Helmsetter
Eric Hsiao
Yanzhe Jin
Nia Kiara Johnson
Amaraj Singh Judge
Sukyung Jung
Brittany Elizabeth Kaplan
Christopher Alec Kerr
Danbi Joy Kim
Timothy H. Ko
Eric Nathaniel Kohn
Neil Snehal Kothari
Nicholas Lee Krajewski
Luke Thomas Laidlaw
Akhil R. Lakhwani
Barbara Gregg Lanier
Jonathan Lee
Emily Virginia Leppke
Kevin Li
Minghao Li
Jessica Baowen Liang
Katherine Q. Liu
Gregory Norman Long
Grant Vincent Loukmas
Yifei Lu
Adrian Lupusorou
Ariel Katherine Lyon
Yuan Ma
Rafael Eduardo Martinez
Tyler Jake Martinez
Marina Marguerite Mathes
Colleen Nicole McCarthy
Jonathan David McCormick
Brett Earl McCurdy
Brigid Fay McNamara
Eric Matthew Meaney
Brett Allen Mecham
James Joseph Miron
Samantha Lynn Mistretta
Jonathan James Mogannam
Paige Elizabeth Mollison
Kimberley Mu
AB Nagpal
Lauren Elizabeth Nonnenmacher
Matthew K. O’Callaghan
Matthew Carroll Olsen
Michael Joseph Ondrejko
Jonathan Nicholas Ottenwess
Mert Ozbilek
Joshua Jun Park
Christina Leigh Parkinson
Anne Jillian Pavlik
Taylor Nicole Pfershy
Sandra Racic
Priyanka Raju
Vedant Ram
Aneesha Boda Reddy
Maila Emma Saghir
Kelsey Aryn Saltzman
Sinem Sargin
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Andrew Christian Schanne
Katlyn Marie Shalosky
Jasmine Katie Sholapurwalla
Maria Renee Simon Rivera
Levi Joseph Smith
Michelle Lu Song
Jacob Paul Stapleton-Reinhold
Gregory Daniel Stearns
Michael Lawrence Sully
Jai Paresh Sura
Anisha Santosh Tamhane
Tommy Tang
David Lee Taylor
Jason Anthony Teno
Christopher Cowlin Towne
Ali Emre Ulusan
Zachary Chace VerSchure
Elizabeth Marie Waldvogel
Jiaxin Wang
Vitai Wang
Lily Marcelle Weinstein
Ashley Lena Marie Werkema
Kelly Nicole Wojcik
Andrew Liang Wu
Nicole Xu
Pengfei Xu
Matthew Alexander Yang
Donald Matthew York
Mingchen Zhang
Shuoyuan Zhang
Mark Zhao
Yuanxin Zheng
Aaron Zhou
Kangning Zhu
Gabrielle Rose Zimbler
Allison Brooke Zimmerman

Mechanical Engineering

Joseph Robert Abrash
Harrison Taylor Addy
Opeyemi Ayobami Akinbola
Matthew Angel Alcaraz
Jail Alidoost
Zachariah Alwin-Snyder
Derek Randall Andreen
James Apfel
Gabriel Steven Apte
Nathan Utegrt Are
t
Michael William Arntfield
Isaac Daniel Baker
Trent William Balogh
Carlos Rodolfo Barajas
Dana Marie Barbera
Jordan Thomas Barrett
John M. Benjamin
Mitchell Steven Bieniek
Andrew Joseph Bao
Sarah Ann Bonhard
Michael James Bowery
Bryan J. Boyer
David Nicholas Brink
Michelle Robyn Brouwer
Paul Robert Burns
Anna Elizabeth Buzolits
Michael John Calvas
Gianluca Matteo Capraro
Michael Alexander Cardoso
Daniel Chen
Khai Yi Chin
Joseph Mika Chou
Yeong-Woo Chung
Harrison Robert Clark
Donovan Lavan Colquitt
Travis Mitchell Compo
Lauren Elizabeth Cosco
Daniel John Frisch Cressman
Megan Elizabeth Darby
Alexander Michael Davis
Eli Alexander Davis
Charles Anthony DeCataldo
Andrew Everett Devroy
Zachary Robert Dieterle
Jacob Andrew Dollman
Erica Louise Dombr
Benjamin Eric Dussault
James Michael Eccleston
Kevin Norton Eckstein
Nathanial Hunter Erickson
Pedro Ricardo Espinosa
Matthew Stewart Evans
Yi Fei
Kevin Peter Fernandes
Sean Francis Flemming
Ian-Fenilo Torres Francisco
Jacob William Fratke
Di Fu
James Edwin Furbee
Christina Marie Gandolfo
Haowen Ge
Sarah Audrey Gershwender
Anthony Neil Gorney
Michael Elwin Gould
Michael William Graves
Samuel Mills Greenwood
Nathan Colvin Greve
Ryan Christopher Gruber
Alexandre Alonso Guimart
Joseph A. Gussert
Vaughn William Haack
Mary Kathleen Haapala
Shashwati Haldar
Robert Cahill Handler
David John Henderlong
Matthew Scott Hersh
Kevin Kenedi Emanuel Himawan
Brandon Wade Hopkins
Ian Huang
Christopher Ray Hughes
Katherine Marie Huiizenga
Alex James Iatrow
Drew Christian Imhof
Tanmoy Islam
Kan Ito
Julianne O'Neill Jackson
Zachary Bassem Jamal
Joseph Jang
Julia Elisse Garcia Javier
Benjamin Youngho Jeong
Eric Jiang
Michael Steven Jocz
Philip Edward Johnson
Reilley Kendall Jones

Materials Science and Engineering

Fahmi Jamel Attal
Sara Ann Beck
Joshua Isaac Becker
Shira Michal Bergman
Emily Clare Burgess
Kaiyuan Cao
Joseph Aurelio Casamento
Timothy Wei-Ping Chan
Haowen Chen
Lawrence Chou
Allison Clare Collins
Katrina Elaine Cribbins
Andrew Thomas Cronin
Brian Della Mora
Tyler Michael DeVries
Eddie Thomas DiLoreto
Justin Samuel Eszlinger
Haolun Fang
James Richard Glantz
Henry John Grierson
Andrew Michael Hartman
Nicole E. Harvel
Connie Xiaolan Jiang
Denise Catalina Jones
Bridget Williams Karsten
Jaime Meryl Landsman
Jinhua Liu
Timothy Ryan Odykirk
Angelica C. Okorom-Achuonye
Lauren Christine Pollard
Bonge Qu
Samantha Jo Raney
Avery F. Samuel
Ted Al Alan Sheets, Jr.
Muhammad Asim Siwani
Robert Grant Spurney
Ryan Liu Su
Uriel Ivan Sudikoff
Betelhem Fetene Tizazu
Benjamin Terao Uttal Veroff
Teresa Marie Vasevich
Pengyuan Xu
Tong Xuan
Zhenjie Yao
Wenxuan Zhang
Yuxiang Zhang
Harrison Robert Clark
Donovan Lavan Colquitt
Travis Mitchell Compo
Lauren Elizabeth Cosco
Daniel John Frisch Cressman
Megan Elizabeth Darby
Alexander Michael Davis
Eli Alexander Davis
Charles Anthony DeCataldo
Andrew Everett Devroy
Zachary Robert Dieterle
Jacob Andrew Dollman
Erica Louise Dombr
Benjamin Eric Dussault
James Michael Eccleston
Kevin Norton Eckstein
Nathanial Hunter Erickson
Pedro Ricardo Espinosa
Matthew Stewart Evans
Yi Fei
Kevin Peter Fernandes
Sean Francis Flemming
Ian-Fenilo Torres Francisco
Jacob William Fratke
Di Fu
James Edwin Furbee
Christina Marie Gandolfo
Haowen Ge
Sarah Audrey Gershwender
Anthony Neil Gorney
Michael Elwin Gould
Michael William Graves
Samuel Mills Greenwood
Nathan Colvin Greve
Ryan Christopher Gruber
Alexandre Alonso Guimart
Joseph A. Gussert
Vaughn William Haack
Mary Kathleen Haapala
Shashwati Haldar
Robert Cahill Handler
David John Henderlong
Matthew Scott Hersh
Kevin Kenedi Emanuel Himawan
Brandon Wade Hopkins
Ian Huang
Christopher Ray Hughes
Katherine Marie Huiizenga
Alex James Iatrow
Drew Christian Imhof
Tanmoy Islam
Kan Ito
Julianne O'Neill Jackson
Zachary Bassem Jamal
Joseph Jang
Julia Elisse Garcia Javier
Benjamin Youngho Jeong
Eric Jiang
Michael Steven Jocz
Philip Edward Johnson
Reilley Kendall Jones
Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Arnold Kadiu
Tyler James-Ray Kaldobsky
Anthony Kaminski
Dylan Graham Kane
Aleyna Moksha Kapur
Peter Thomas Karkos
Aditya Ajay Kashyap
Ryan Joseph Kavanagh
Kyle John Kenkel
Lauren Mae Kettle
Leng Ying Khoo
Daniel J. Kim
Ye Chan Kim
Jacob Meyer Kirschner
Michelle Ann Kleinau
Jang Won Ko
Alexandra Rae Kolberg
Alexander Kurz
Justin Stoker Lach
Helen Ann Lai
Conrad Arthur Lather
Sunghun Lee
Lauren Ashley Letherwood
Nan Li
Gerald Wei Sheng Lim
Jack Dylan Lindblad
Hang King Ling
Amy Chenxi Liu
Mitchell Ross Looman
Justin Lopas
Michael Ma
Matthew Pedro Mangulaban
Nicholas Maximillian Manzek
Jerry Yee Mar
Matthew James Maranzano
Shaun Patrick Marshall
Nolan Ryan Mathews
Jacques Robert Mathieu
Michael Austin Matley
Clayton Jack McCoy
Nicholas Michael McCoy
Siobhan Katherine McDermott
Ian Kenneth McEachern
Travis Gilbert McIntyre
Kelly McKee
Nolan Michael McPartlin
Max D. McVety
Christopher D. Meadows
Eugene Mei
Rachel Mary Menchak
Kyle Robert Micallef
Clayton Donald Mikush
Patrick Joseph Miller III
Caitlin Elizabeth Mills
Anna Marie Moon
Kyle Andrew Morrison
Brandon Joseph Mueller
Chance Allen Munger
Nicholas Erich Myers
Richard Walter Nakkula, Jr.
Ian Nieh

Kerstin Anne Nilsson
Hyunwoo Park
Tyler Joseph Partridge
Spenser William Pawlik
Elliott George Pearson
Vincent Jen-Bang Peng
Frank Calvert Perkins
Veronica Lee Petersen
Taylor Renae Petri
Fernando G. Pichardo
Lindsay Fraser Purvis
Chi Qiu
Chloe M. Randich
Lucas Gabriel Rieckhoff
Courtney Elizabeth Riley
Felipe Carvalho Lopes Rogerio
Jelena Leech Rosenberg
Joseph Craig Rosenthal
Katherine A. Rouen
Mengyao Ruan
Lorenzo Sabatini
Maziyar Andre Sadaghian
Brandon Santana
Jacob Dean Saphier
Lance William Schmidt
Andrew Michael Schneir
Adam Zachary Schroeder
Michael James Schwartz
Ali Shahollahi
Casey Lee Sheetz
Lauren Margaret Sklarsky
Nicholas Allen Smith
Zachary Micah Snyder
Jeremy Jacob Solomon
Michelle Lu Song
Jacob Andrew Stegemann
Jesse Joseph Streicher
Qianyu Sun
Edward Joseph Surmont
Neil Gopal Syal
Kit Siang Tan
Wei Yau Tee
Clark Benjamin Teeple
Jordan Danielle Toor
Paolo Torres
Simon James Hammond Trask
Benjamin Teruo Uttal-Veroff
Taylor Charles Vander Meulen
Kyle Stephen Vander Vliet
Marc Emanuel Vetter
Palmer Lee Walters
Kevin Norris Waterman
Eamon Jasper Whalen
Allyson Jean Williams
Jason Ryan Willig
Thomas H. Woo
Brady Peter Worden
Kevin Thomas Wylie
David Mark Wyman
Tong Xie
Edward Chen Xu
Zhentao Xu
Sunjay Kapur Yadav
Hui Jun Yan
Chenjun Yang
Joseph Gerald Yanos
Wei Hon Yap
Taylor John Zdanowski
Haolu Zhang
Kevin Yunong Zhang
Xiaowen Zhang
Yihao Zhang
Yining Zhang
Jenny Jiahui Zhu
Deane Michael Zimmerman

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering

Taylor Justine Allen
Beau Michael Bremer
Elizabeth Gay Callison
Alexander Nicholas Choi
John Joseph Conklin IV
Andrew Bennett Earhart
Robert James Emmitt
Thomas Layton Etheridge
Ashley Ann Everett
James Michael Garay
Matthew James Haney
Collin J. Helm
Michele Du Bois Hill
Jacqueline Hong
Dennis Michael Hughes
Robert Cushman Kent
Younghun Kim
Christopher James Krebs
Dominique Pauline Kudzia
Seunghwan Lee
Reed Andrew Lillie
Colin Andrew Palmer
Mark Ray Parra-Shostrand
Keith Edward Ransom
Vincent Ruele
Samantha Renee Rutherford
Simeon Ryan
Colin James Schweigert
Jake Cruise Snyder
Michael Bruce Tupper
Yuetian Wang
Claire Marie Wincott
Michael John Wright
Mackenzie Elizabeth Yoas
Xinzhe Zhang

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences

Nickolas Jordan Adamowicz
Andrew Joseph Boria
Sana Cao
Alexander Sutherland Dawson
Julio Eduardo Diaz
Thomas Matthew Grubish
Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Lauren Nichole Guerrido
Johnathan Andrew Klee
Alexandra Rose Klein
Nicholas M. Kucinski
Impu Lin
Stephanie Marie Miller
Parker Troy Olson
Drew Anthony Packard
Marcus Roy Quinlan
Erich Bernard Rasch
Nathan C. Redder
Adam Michael Roberts
Katherine Ann Schneider
Hunter Phillip Smith
Nicholas James Thiros
John Aubrey Trethewey
Benjamin Van
Jackson Nicholas Wagner
Meredith Kay Wood
Nikhit Kumar Yamani

Master of Science

Atmospheric, Oceanic and Space Sciences
Lindsay Ellen Fitzpatrick
Ziqi Gao
John David Haiducek
Xin Li
Annareli Morales
Lu Ren
Jamie Lynn Ward
Pradyumn Agarwal
Steven Peter Basile
Oliver O’Connor Bloom
Amos Alexander Cao
Wei-Lin Chu
Daniel Walter Clough
Dakota Nevans Crisp
Adam Freeman Dear
Nicklaus Henry Diggins
John S. Eid
Ayse Buke Hiziroglu
Grace Nathalie Justinvil
Chih-Ching Lin
Chad Alan Newton II
Rebecca Stevens
Walker Lanier Thompson
Philip Phuognam Vu
Yi-Ren Wang
Dongyang Xu
Yafang Xue
Xiuyuan Yang
Yuke Liao
Peter Lindes
Ya-Yun Lo
Tai-Chuan Ou
Tejas Anil Patel
Vaspol Ruamviboonsuk
Yuru Roy Shao
Mason Davis Wright
Shichang Xu
Sizheng Yu
Rishi Manish Zaveri
Stephen Alexander Zekany

Design Science
Gregory Caputo
Yen-Chun Lin

Computer Science and Engineering
Tie Chen
Abhilash Chetan Dighe
Lynn Hardie Garrett
Vaibhav Vinod Gogne
Nathan Paul Harada
Parker Hill
Chien-Wei Huang
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Biomedical Engineering
Pradyumn Agarwal
Steven Peter Basile
Oliver O’Connor Bloom
Amos Alexander Cao
Wei-Lin Chu
Daniel Walter Clough
Dakota Nevans Crisp
Adam Freeman Dear
Nicklaus Henry Diggins
John S. Eid
Ayse Buke Hiziroglu
Grace Nathalie Justinvil
Chih-Ching Lin
Chad Alan Newton II
Rebecca Stevens
Walker Lanier Thompson
Philip Phuognam Vu
Yi-Ren Wang
Dongyang Xu
Yafang Xue
Xiuyuan Yang
Yuke Liao
Peter Lindes
Ya-Yun Lo
Tai-Chuan Ou
Tejas Anil Patel
Vaspol Ruamviboonsuk
Yuru Roy Shao
Mason Davis Wright
Shichang Xu
Sizheng Yu
Rishi Manish Zaveri
Stephen Alexander Zekany

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Ripudaman Singh Arora
Jose Eduardo Barcenas
Master of Science

Aizhan Berdimbet
Bokai Chen
Ziming Chen
Yi-Jui Chiu
Harshad Dharmatti
Li Ding
Binghong Fu
Xiong Gao
Rashmi Hegde
Hongyan Ji
Dezhou Jiang
Jiahong Ju
Moon Young Lee
Daniel Emmit LeJeune
Han Li
Tai-Ming Lin
Zhou Lin
Jinjin Liu
Tenghui Liu
Wei Li
Juan Camilo Orozco
Ameya Ashok Rane
Shang Shi
Yao Shi
Sarah Ayelet Spitzer
Peng Sun
Yixiong Tang
Yicheng Wang
Yuanzhuan Wang
Chongruo Wu
Jie-Ping Wu
Nan Wu
Haohan Xie
Sheng Xie
Wei Xu
Yibin Yang
Mengqi Yao
Jun Yin
Cheng Zhang
Qi Zhang
Yuxuan Zhang
Bohan Zhao
Hao Zheng

Electrical Engineering

Badeea Ferdaous Alferdaous Alazem
Abdullah Mohammed Alghaihab
Tan Bie
Vishishtha Bothra
Yuanhang Cao
Jingyi Deng
Milind Nemchand Furia
Yu-Chung Hu
Tianyu Huang
Yao Jiang
Yang Jiao
Xiangfei Kong
Gahyeon Lee
Yuzhou Li
Zhe Li
Chengcheng Liu
Jialin Lu
I-Cheng Peng
Yueh Wang
Yuting Wang
Zixin Wang
Rong Xu
Po-Hsiang Yang
Ricky Jui Yao
Mingfei Zhang
Yao Zhao

Electrical Engineering-Systems

Yun Jae Cho
Shuang Guan
Bo Hu
Jiahong Ju
Charles Peter Lacy
Jeffrey Ryan Peil
Yunus Emre Sahin
Yumeng Shang
Liwei Wang

Industrial and Operations Engineering

Kaushik Acharya
Matthew J. Beigh
Mohammed Rifad Moh’d El-Farhan
Handong Gong
Xue Huang
Nabeel R. Kasim
Donald Brian Richardson
Nicolas Signolle
Shuheng Sun
Jing Wang
Wensi Wang
Yue Yin
Xinzi Zhang

Macromolecular Science and Engineering

Brian Lee Berger
Nathan Andrew Jones
Bradley Austin Keller

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering

Claudio Farias de Lima
Soojin Han
Wenqian Huang
Daniel Patrick Kilcullen
Wenqing Zhou

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences

Clyde Joshua Beers
Aaron Gaspar Tumulak

Nuclear Science

Wei-Ting Chen

Robotics

Vittorio Bichucher

Master of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering

Yuchen Bai
Emma Claire Boyd
Brandon Thomas Coloe
Avinaash Subramanian Devalla
James Romme Dietrich
William David Dunham
Mason Joseph Ferlic
Anurag Mahesh Gaggar
Xiang Gao
Nicholas Ryan Goeser
Ayoub Gousami
Kohei Harada
Phillip Tyler Hargrove

Andrew J. Kanei
Raphael Limbourg
Joe David Mesa
Joseph John Miller
Sourav Mohanty
Xiangyu Ni
Isaac James Olson
Ari David Porter
James Patrick Power
Astrid Lea Raisanen
Katie Reichl
Yash Sarkango
Kaiming Sun

Biomedical Engineering

Rohan Krishna Addala
Nathan Michael Allspach
Thomas Michael Balawajder
Kyle Robert Bettinger
Lisa Marie Carver
Jackie Soyoun Cha
Emily Kai Cortright

Nomita Nirmal Vazirani
Chenxing Yu
Yin Yu
Hui Zhang
Ze Jia Zhang
Master of Science in Engineering

Kayla Marie Curtis
James Ronald Day
Cooper Russell Green
Scott Michael Haber
Brianna Lynn Labelle-Hahn
Nicholas Paul Landgraf
Cameron Michael Louttit
Andrea Manoppo
David Robert Mertz
Andrew Thomas Nikolai
Max Louis Olender
Spencer Scott Paris
Paul Robert Parker
Allison Rogers Powell
Alexander John Price
Aniket Ramshekar
Joseph Daniel Salemi
Matthew Schneider
Evran Ural
Marcus William Wogan
Chris Kyoung Jae Yu

Chemical Engineering
Sneha Pramodbhai Agarwal
David Neil Carruthers
Jee-Jay James Chen
Marcus Adam Deloney
Mario Gutierrez
Lindsey Elizabeth Miller
Kendall Rose Moyer
Tanvas Navaratna
Seyed Reza Roghani Esfahani
Hanieh Safari
Jefferson Gustavo Sanchez
Phillip Spinosa
Drew Anthony Vecchio
Digna Lalit Vora
Nicholas Foster Walker

Civil Engineering
Alexandra Apostolides
Nathan Kane Fleming
Elesha Rose Green
Rui Hou
Edmond Shihong Huang
Qingxu Jin
Liana Lantigua Cuni
Chih Hong Liu
Wenxuan Meng
Samar Minallah
Daniel John Rickmar
Rachel Lynn Thompson
Weitian Wang
Alex Vitez Willets
Xiangjun Xiao
Xinrui Yang

Computer Science and Engineering
Abraham Lamesgin Addisie
David Christopher Adrian
Christopher James Baik
Nikita Bhutani
Kuangyuan Chen
James Cheng
Ho Gene Choe
Chengwei Dai
Ali Fadallah
Qi Gao
Helen Arefayne Hagos
Shang-En Huang
Ning Jiang
Essam Muhammad Idris Khan
Noah Akiva Klugman
Alexandros Lancaster
Pallavi Mohan Moghe
Alejandro Newell
Sarah Rae Paris
Ali Hayden Radha
Daniel Andrew Rings
Jaleel Adnan Salhi
Aditya Nott Shankar
Jie Song
Alex Tarrant
Sree Sesha Aravind Vadrevu
Changhan Wang
Hongji Wang
Ryan Michael Wawrzaszek
Chun Wu
Fangzhou Xing
Yilan Zhang

Construction Engineering and Management
Jie Huang
Xinhang Li
Yingyi Liu
Juhyeong Ryu

Electrical and Computer Engineering
Chun-Wen Chen
Zhiyang Chen
Nicholas Chiottellis
Chi-Fan Chu
Kaile Ding
Matthew Evan Eyler
Rinku Patel
Xianghan Pei
Chao-Han Tsai
Hanjun Wu
Mengjiao Xu

Electrical Engineering
Zeyu Bu
Andrew Robert Burton
Yachi Chen
Samuel Thomas Cook
Yu Huang
Isaac Patrick Jarman
Jiqing Jiang
Nephi Ross Johnson
Tae-Hyung Kang
Irina Gueorguieva Klissoura
Jiabo Li
Chenxi Lou
Quinn A. Matthew
Hongsuk Nam
Haodong Shen
Scott Xinliang Su
Xiao Wu
Haokui Xu
Zhen Xu
Kai Yan
Hui Zeng
Chuming Zhao
Dike Zhou

Electrical Engineering-Systems
Siva Aduri
Stephen Frederick Bank
Yu Chen
Yiding Ji
Junming Liu
Jacob Ellsworth Shaha
Mihir Janak Sheth
Piyapath Siratarnsophon
Scott M. Wigler
Jay Zhang
Renhan Zhang

Environmental Engineering
Jeffrey Andrew Battiste
Lu Chen
Keith Heidecorn
Benjamin Emil Kunstman
Peiyuan Li
Cody R. Yarbrough

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Christian A. Abney
Eleanore An
Amanda Josephine Bayagich
Armando Bernal
Michael Thomas Bruk
Eric Arthur Buchbaum
Boyang Chen
John David Di Nino
Lauren Danielle Fitzpatrick
Cooper Russell Green
Yuhao Gu
Nathan Michael Janes
Filip Aleksandar Jankovic
Daniel Patrick Kilcullen
Alp Kiremitci
Justin Graf Koehler
Xin Li
Xinhang Li
Ke Liu
Zachary Lee Mandell
Mitchell Douglas McKinstry
Master of Science in Engineering

Olivia Alexis Melendez
Jonathan Alan Morof
Rama Mwenesi
Martha Jane Neubauer
Etinosa Kelly Ogiesoba
Jong Min Park
Joseph Louis Porcari
Leah Meneka Raschid
Matthew Stephen Rouhana
JoonOh Seo
Apuv Shanker
Colin Patrick F. Shields
Swayam Sikaria
Steven J. Stark
Lauren Nicole Steimle
Melissa Ann Sweeney
Siyuan Tao
Jacob Villarreal Pohlenz
Yuzhi Wan
Jamie Roslyn Tan Yap
Zhenhuan Yu

Macromolecular Science and Engineering
Priyanka Subhash Desai

Materials Science and Engineering
William Beck Andrews
Jonathan Baur Duffett
David Alexander Hinz
Evan Kangas
Shobhita Kramadhati
Xun Liu
Yutaka Oshikiri
Anurag Panda
Olga Shaley
Paul Michael Smith

Mechanical Engineering
Charles Arthur Arentzen
Sergei Sergeevich Avedisov
Robin Andrew Baessler
Daniel James Bertoni
Adrian Bojko
Jian Chen
Kevin Chen
Qisen Cheng
Kevin Collao
Scott Michael Cooper
William Lamont Creighton
Ross Anthony Dijulio
Xin Dong
Wyatt Marshall Felt
Haotian Feng
Ian Edson Fitzner
Yiqian Gan
Xing Ge
Xinyi Ge
Alireza Goshtasbi
Evan David Griffith
Huijiao Guan
Liangce Guo
Tianyou Guo
Luis Gerardo Gutierrez Arsuaga
Martin Turner Harris
Yifan He
Kelsey Anne Hockstad
David Robert Hodgson
Kwangwoo Jeong
Huimin Ji
Junki Joe
Saeed Kazemiabnavi
Sungjin Kim
Rani Han Kiwan
Justin Stephen Koczak
Kai Lan
Liwen Lee
Dominick Michael Lentine
Chen-Han Li
Hao Li
Nan Li
Hong Li
Xiang Li
Fu-Kang Liao
Zhi Zhe Gary Lim
Hou-Yi Lin
Jingxuan Liu
Yushu Ma
Tarun Maandi
Harshit Malik
James Kayode Ofuegbue
Christopher Paul Pannier
Sulbin Park
Anthony Luis Perez
Wubing Qin
Michael Andrew Quann
Pradhyumna Ramesh
Zachary Benjamin Renwick
Jeremy Paul Ross
Robert Fenton Self
Daniel Garrett Shriver
Rosalie Florence Shyu
William James Sobnosky
Fengwen Song
Kislaya Srivastava
Adam Yuki Stewart
David Thomas Stewart
Hyunki Sul
Chen Wang
Henan Wang
Yuanzhan Wang
Zihang Wei
Kevin John Weld

Siyuan Wu
Xixyuan Wu
Hanyi Xie
Peilun Xie
Yinan Xu
Yunxiang Xu
Frank Qiushi Yan
Yang Yang
Yevgeniy Yesilevskiy
Ming-Yuan Yu
Ziwei Zeng
Ding Zhang
Ding Zhao
Yan Zhao
Yingshi Zheng

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering
Mark Bauerle
Zachary Roger Bayoff
Lisa Jeanette Bergeron
Benjamin John Clemens
Chengwei Dai
Ning Deng
John David Di Nino
Jonathan Baur Duffett
Matthew Evan Eyler
Sean Wesley Fabian
Seth Schreiber Fireman
Conner James Goodrum
Eric Mitchell Helder
Reed Andrew Lillie
Benjamin Edward Nagle
Bradley Evan Olson
Alexander Rockwood
Kevin Mendonca Silva
Matthew Robert Springstead
Britton Vansciver Steele
Ryan Thomas Turzewski
Renee Kathryn Wiwel
Juliana Wu

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Sylvia Marie Domanico
Sean Evan Gray
Jungmoo Hah
Lindsay Ann Janes
Yao Elizabeth Kovach
Matthew Jeffrey Krupcace
Joel Aaron Kulesza
Kellen Ronald McCarroll
Marcelline Jade Michell
Tat Nghia Nguyen
Athena Ashwene Sagadevan
Mengqiao Zhao
Bachelor of Science

Meichen Ai
Kati Albee
Abdullah Abdulaziz Alsahafi
Jenna Helene Atkinson
Gage Michael Belko
Tristan Wyeth Blackmore
Adam Richardson Carter
Dyan Gem Castro
Yining Chen
Tiffany Eunsung Cho
Christopher Joseph Doerr
Samantha Lin Eng
Colleen Anne Fellows
Chihiro Fukai
Diego Eduardo Garcia Blanco
Corinne Ellie Gardner
Zachary Christopher Geimer
Jake Arthur Gondek
Marshall Hebert
Anthony Schmel Henry, Jr.
Trevor Nathaniel Herman Hilker
Peyton Leigh Jackson
Daniel Edward Jacobson
Claire Jiang
Elizabeth Shana Joe
James Malcolm Kesler
Gina Elizabeth Kim
Kitae Kim
Joshua Kenneth Knost
Amy Lee Kurtucz
Chloe Sophia Lee
Jihyun Lee
Paul Thomas Imre Ligeti
Jamie Clare Lutz
Christopher George Maj
Andrea Teresa Marquez
Shelby Grace Mitchinson
Dylan Benjamin Pero
Wilny Pierre
Sarah Elise Risko
Kira Keefer Rosenbaum
Antonela Sallaku
Matthew Edward Snyd
Imman M. Suleiman
Yurda Surya
Evan Michael Timm
Y-Nghi Hoai Tran
Nathaniel Lee Veldhoff
Alexander Shea Waga
Aimee Christina Wolf
Garret Michael Wood-Sternburgh

Master of Architecture

Elana Opila Abraham
Zainab O Alaradi
Andres Anleu Vasquez
Veronika Kaloianov Bakalova
Ritvika Banerjee
Andrew Josef Bradford
Sydney Alexandra Brown
Yinan Bu
Beth Coplan Carliner
Chia-Hsing Chang
Peggy Ko-Ying Chang
Jiming Chen
Siyu Chen
Julian Xin Wei Cheng
Jayne J. Choi
Peter Bansok Choi
Kerry Susan Conway
Fang Cui
Zhengcheng Cui
Brooke Lauren Dexter
Chengnan Diao
Min Duan
Di Fan
You-Chiang Feng
Daniel Thomas Fougere
Ye Fu
Kristen Marie Gandy
Ryan Michael Goold
Tianyi Gu
Xinzhuo Guan
Ruiqi Guo
So Young Han
Tara R. Harandi
Eric Michael Harman
Annelise C. Heeringa
Alexander Stephen Hengstebek
Ramon Eduardo Hernandez
Wesley Alan Herr
Troy Hillman
Katherine Elizabeth Honneywell
Isaac Lee Howell
Allyson Kathleen Hrit
Stephanie Ann Hrit
Jakkrit Jannakhon
Farah F. Joyner
Olivia Gabrielle Kempf
Wren Chaffee Kiddler
Stefan Klechski
Kelly Qian-Wen Koh
Andrew Patrick Kremers
Mark Allen Langrehr
Claire Leavengood-Boxer
Steven Michael Lees
Qinying Li
Xiayi Li
Xinying Li
Xingjian Liao
Zhe Jessie Lin
Jueying Liu
Tianbo Liu
Xiaofei Liu
Christopher Persiville Locke
Alan Gregory Lucey
Yingding Ma
Andrew J. Mack
Ryan J. Mason
Reid C. Mauti
Gregory K. Miller
Hyun Seong Min
Si Fei Mo
Kyung Tae Nam
Adam Christopher Nault
Cody Michael Newman
Elinge Natalia Ngongi Feliciano
Michal Ojrzanowski
Jongbang Park
Megan Teresa Peters
Ming Qi
Yubo Qiao
Rubin Odartey Quacoopome
Ava Rahimi Farab
Tafhimur Rahman
Siwei Ren
Matthew Christopher Rheingans
Jaime Rivera
Kevin Lawrence Rosenberg
John McGinley Sampson
Gaurav Sanjeev Sardana
Chad Alexander Schram
Guido Cesar Seoanes
Peter Pasha Sepassi
David Sterrett Shellabarger III
Kallie Lin Sternburgh
Bing Sun
Qing Sun
Suxian Sun
Yuxuan Sun
Esha Rajan Tipnis
Kiranjeept Kaur Toor
Dienmtrinh T. Tran
Quoc Hung Tran
Emily Helen Trulson
Diana Tsai
Mark D. Vanden Akker
Richard J. Walker
A. ALFRED TAUBMAN
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Master of Architecture
Zhenjia Wang
Tianyi Wei
Tracey Anne Weisman
Adam Michael Wilbanks
Xiao Xiao
Xiaoyang Xu
Tomohiro Yanagisawa
Katrina Yap
Stephanie Yuen Mei Yeow
John J. Yoon
Yun Yun
Jiarui Zhang
Mengxuan Zhang
Siyao Zhang
Wei Qi Zhang
Xiaojun Zhang
Xu Zhang
Wenye Zhu
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Master of Science
Architecture Design and Research
Matthew Craig Culver
Fauzia Evanindya
Varun Vinod Gala
Tzu-Chieh Hong
Joseph Michael Jastreboski
Priyanka Khasanvis
Arnotha Sanjeevakkalthia
Fanran Li
Iram Moreno Pinon
Shahida Sharmin
Wei-Chang Adam Wang
Zhijing Yang

Master of Urban Planning
Urban and Regional Planning
Yevgeniya Abramovich
Jacqueline Anne Austin
Pierre Antonio Batton
Michelle Irene Bennett
Jennifer Noel Bohl
Eric Matthew Burkman
Alison E. Carey
Katrina Felice Celo Chaves
Maximilien Jarik Paul Cupp
Michael Richard Davis
Scott Matthew Fox
Stephanie Florence Gerretsen
Shuo Gong
Alexander Franklin Hermann
Mitchell Herz
Alexandra Lawrie Horst
Yuexuan Hu
Wajiha Ibrahim
Caitlin S. Jacob
Susan Elizabeth Landfried
Xiao Li
Kaleah Marie Mabin
Daniel Jackie DJ Mason
James Braden Mitchell
Kathleen Jo Johncock Reilly
Lesley Tracy Rivera
Frank Junior Romo
Derric LaBarron Scott
Gustavo Serratos
Daniel Joseph Sommerville
Weitao Song
Mengwei Sun
Yuting Sun
Dana Kimberly Wall
Bonnie Wang
Yuxiao Xu
Baihe Yang
Yiting Yao
Tung Yu Yeh
Wenting Yin
Mikah Jordan Zaslow
Xueman Zhao
Jianzhao Zheng
Yajing Zhou
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Founded in 1921, Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Dean

Bachelor of Arts in Education
Kristen Kelly Areddy
Mary Elizabeth Arndt
Rachel Elizabeth Aulisa
Sarah Kendall Bernstein
Halea Marie Besemer
Erica Nicole Broder
Kendall Elaine Buie
Stephanie Lynn Bussineau
Julie Melissa Caplan
Sara Lyn Compagner
Courtney Paige Doenitz
Hannah Elizabeth Epstein
Claire Castile Forhan
Jennifer Ann Foti
Lucien Daniel Gerondeau
Hillary Erin Goldsmith
Emily Rachel Greenberg
Jenna Nicole Greiner
Darcy Beckstrom Hackert
Murphy Catherine Hansen
Gabrielle Marie Helmus
Kathryn Ann Hrebec
Emma Lang Huellmantel
Travon Jarod Jefferson
Amy Nicole Kanka
Buljit Kaur
Sally Haein Kim
Lydia Andreae Kline
Jacqueline Anne Kubik
Hugo James Lawton
Stephanie M. Mackey
Megan Genna Malaker
Rebecca Kelsey Mann
Mary Anna Maslak
Michael Denver McIone
Duy Ngoc Mo
Brett Michael Moore
Amanda Colleen Nowak
Anne Elizabeth Pingel
Caroline Dagne Quigley
Kathleen Sara Ralph
Patrick Hamlin Rennell
Breanna Nicole Reynolds
Alyssa Dianne Scrimger
Alana Paige Seidenberg
Chelsie Ann Seruga
Joon Hee Shim
Jordan Robert Smith
Javier Solorzano Parada
Rachel Ann Stemmi
Lauren Chanel Sweet
Christine Terese Thomas
Abdullah S. Tout
Alexandra Jordan Trillet
Eila Kayako West
Jessica Marie White
Casey Kelly Wolfer
Evan John Yee

Bachelor of Science in Education
Margaret Gray McDonald
Noah James Moore
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Master of Arts

Educational Studies
Fulton Breen
Ashley Rae Brown
Lena Mae Carew
Lisa Cervantes
Jessica Covarrubias
Max David Dixon
Heather Ann Halabu
Joel Gregory Hatline
Daniel Christian Jacobson
Alexander Freundel Levey
Yan Liang
William Briscoe Morin
Ying Ou
Erika Reece
Caitlin Graham Schaefer
Catherine Patricia Voss
Kelly Anne Wall

Chengchen Zhu

Higher Education
Terra Molengraff
Chiedozie Eric Okafor
Mary Rose Thornton
Amber Williams
Bachelor of Business Administration

Alexander Michael Adler  
Mitchell Aftalion  
Alexander Akhtarzad  
Brady Seth Akman  
Abdelrahman Allam  
Kevin Michael Allport  
Brandon Harris Alster  
Amar Vimal Ambani  
Harrison Theodore Ammon  
Jessica Lynn Angell  
Conner Wilson Ascher  
Seonmin Bae  
McKenna Pomeroy Bailey  
Tyra Marie Bandt  
Shivanie Barapatre  
Lauren Rae Barrett  
Audrey Elizabeth Bauer  
Alex Joseph Beam  
Michael Andrew Bednar  
Meredith Elise Bell  
Ariel Sara Berger  
Rishabh Bhatia  
Shreya Bhatia  
Amber Michelle Blanks  
Jaclyn Christine Borgiel  
Kane Lewis Boynton  
Noah Sielert Brace  
Alex Steven Brown  
Brittney Jordan Brown  
Raj Brueggemann  
Gavin Hamilton Buck  
Nathaniel Lee Builman  
Forest Montana Burczak  
Sarah Mary Burkhartd  
Brian Jacob Hyun-Woo Burton  
Meredith Haver Bury  
Paola Alejandra Camarena-Aceves  
William Robert Canning  
David Jacob Carlson  
William Edward Cedar III  
Daniel Gordon Chamness  
Emily Chang  
Casey Chayet  
Amy Hua Chen  
Shang Chen  
Sili Chen  
Carren Choy Man Cheng  
Gabrielle Choy Wan Cheng  
Spencer T. Chernus  
Subodh Chinthalapuri  
Thomas Joseph Chong  
Madeleine Faye Clarfield  
Jake Adam Cohan  
Max Abraham Cohen  
Natalie Anne Coletta  
Courtney Colon  
Elena Lee Contis  
Alex Connor Cook  
Ashley Patricia Cooper  
Adrienne Aubrey Corona  
Daniel Scott Cowher  
Erin Cronyn  
Matthew Crowe  
Eric Robert Crowley  
Darius Marquise Crum  
Christopher Andre Curtis  
Sophia Dina Dardashti  
Laura Marie Davis  
Deen Debryn  
David Michael Decet  
Amy Nicole Derene  
Malini Desai  
Sanjay Reddy Devireddy  
Steven Anthony DeVitt, Jr.  
Jacob Lance Dickstein  
Michael Ding  
Brian William Dohrmeier  
Daniel Austign Dobras  
Charles Henry Andrew Dotson  
Saeed Nagi El Saghir  
Derek Engebretson  
David Jay Engelbert  
Jacob Andrew Erhardt  
Amy Jean Erickson  
Alexander Anthony Evangelista  
Luke James Eveler  
Renée Nicole Fedeson  
Adam Harris Feldman  
Syed Rahman Ferdous  
Meghan Christine Ferris  
Robert Corbin Fertig  
Zachary Ryan Fields  
Rose Elizabeth Filipp  
Bradley Max Fingerot  
Trevor Duncan Flegemheimer  
Joshua Bernard Fleishman  
Nicholas Castelo Foley  
Matthew William Forlione  
Ian Reid Forman  
Michelle Staci Forman  
Jamie Michelle Foti  
Samantha Ariell Franz  
Natalie Diane Gadbois  
Smita Garg  
Mehul Gaur  
Hillary Renee Ginsberg  
David William Glazer  
Jacob Thomas Glinke  
Marc Andrew Godlis  
Bradley Seth Goldman  
Emily Nicole Goodman  
Alexander Boree Goodwin  
Jacob Ross Gordon  
Mikhail Leonidovich Gorelik  
Alexander John Gorski  
Shraddha Jayesh Gosalia  
Joshua Blake Gottesman  
Leonard Samuel Gottlieb  
Ryan Joseph Goulden  
Elizabeth Hudson Griffith  
Zachary Alexander Gross  
Ankur Gupta  
Paige Nicole Hackenberger  
Harry Joseph Hadden  
Emma Rose Hall  
Ben Patrick Halpin  
Jillian Micale Hamersma  
Laith Kamal Hasan  
Brandon J. Heller  
Connor Andrew Herman  
Georges Patrick Hermes  
Kane Francis Herrick  
Max Mendel Himmelhoch  
Brian James Hines  
Lyndsey F. Housman  
Spencer Benjamin Howard  
Brian L. Hu  
Vivian Yura Hu  
Angela Enjia Huang  
Daniel Huang  
John Armstrong Hubbard, Jr.  
Macy Rose Hudson  
Samuel Henry Jacobs  
Jeremy Max Jacobson  
Stuti Jain  
Matthew William Jenuwine  
Erik William Severin Jordan  
Yu Jin Jung  
Alexander Samuel Kaminetzky  
David Kang  
Rasika Shashank Karnik  
Matthew Meir Karpf  
Steven Charles Kats  
Joshua Daniel Katzman  
Pit Kaufmann  
Jared Mitchell Kaufman  
Matthew Walker Kaufman  
Lisa Renee Keene  
Uzair Ahmed Khan  
Nicholas Evans Killeen  
Andrew Jin Hyun Kim  
Esther Daye Kim  
Eric Matthew Kirschner  
Avery Marshall Klein  
Samuel Alexander Klein  
Alison Doyle Knysl  
Maxwell Lawrence Kohl  
Jamie Rebecca Korn  
Michael Robert Kovanda  
Nathan Adam Krasnick  
Elisabeth Katheryne Krysa  
Ling Yiu Ku  
Rahul Kumar  
Abigail Marie Kuohn  
Mark Thomas Kurzarc  
Joseph Evan Labes  
Nicholas James Lagerstrom  
Bryan Michael Lapidus  
Stephen Charles Leavy  
Jun Ho Lee
Bachelor of Business Administration

Suyoon Lee
Billy Kwunpiu Leung
Garen Kawan Leung
Allen Daniel Levitas
David Li
Hui Li
Zhangyuan Li
Erik Allan Libbe
Edric Lin
Jie C. Lin
Cameron Henry Nottonson Lindsay
Lauren Jessica Lituchy
Jennifer Patty Liu
Lisa Liu
Mary Yuanmei Liu
Jaleel J. Lockhart
Sean Matthew Londa
Aaron Y. M. Loo
Lina Lu
Jordanna Sara Lutz
Claudia Candice Lynn
Jordan Travis Mackler
Alexander Gary Marieb
Kelly Renee Martin
Lauren Healy Mathews
Zoe Claire Mattingly
Jennifer Rachel Mayer
Patricia James McCloskey, Jr.
Collin William McKernan
Jared Kobra-Malik McNeir
Michael Anthony Mehary
Majfred Memetaj
Lauren Elizabeth Mertens
Elizabeth Angeline Michaels
Linda Michelle Mifsud
Nicholas Patrick Millado
Jessica Leigh Mondics
Jackson Montalbano
Laura Ann Montes
Lilian Bridget Moriarty
Connor Patrick Mulshine
Connor Forrest Munday
Shravya Reddy Musku
Zachary Benjamin Neff
Tyler Joshua Neman
Melody W. Ng
Grace Ngotngamwong
Lauren Chesbrough Nopar
Victoria Sergeevna Novikova
Hayley Noelle Null
David Chukwuemeka Obia
Alexander James O’Brien
Maxwell Quadrozi Odema
Caillin O’Donnell
Markus Francis Olink
Max Edward-Cohen Olive
Mohamad Nassir Omais
Andrew J. Padula
Anna-Maylee Pan
Gaurave Patel
Robert Alexander Perry
Jack David Peterman
Shannon Rae Petersen
Danielle Nicole Peyerk
Sara Elizabeth Phipps
Logan Erickson Pitts
Andrew David Polkowitz
Malvin Wisnuyuha Pranoto
Matthew Bogdan Przybysz
Xiaoxi Pu
Reetika Purohit
Daniel E. Pyatetsky
Maheen A. Qadir
Lauren Renee Rademacher
Peiman Rafiezadeh
Samrudh Rajachudamani
Justin Arthur Rakowicz
Stacy Krista Ramli
Nick Evans Rao
Semaj French Ray
Matthew James Recker
Olivia Nicole Reed
Mariel E. Reiss
Bryce Mackenzie Remington
Nicholas Snyder Resnick
Adam Jordan Ribakove
Elizabeth McCrea Rice
Ciney Jordan Rich
Skyler Penn Rietberg
Steven James Riley
Alexander Armin Rinness
Gabrielle Suzette Rizk
John Maynard Roberts, Jr.
Abigail Rogers
Michael Todd Rostowsky
Danielle Emily Rubin
Jake Harris Rudolph
Nisreen Salka
Matthew Seth Sanfield
Cecilia Abigail Sarikas
Abhinav Saikrishna Satyavarapu
Ian Christopher Savas
Justin Michael Schmittberger
Allison Tolstoi Schneider
Daniel Joseph Schrage
Nicole Alexandra Schrumpf
Robert John Schwartz
Maxwell Edward Schwein
Monica Chapman Scieszka
Brendan Burke Sees
Daniel Nathan Segal
Shalin Kamlesh Shah
Demi Elizabeth Shanahan
Alice Y. Shang
Mitchell Shapiro
Kalyani Sharma
Zachary James Dillman Shaw
Henry Spencer Sholk
Ashley Shuster
Derek Clarence Siew
Samuel Morris Silverman
Michael Howard Simons
Parth Singh
Morgan Rachel Slaff
Jessica Margaret Smith
Trevor Alexander Smith
Howard Murray Sobel
Jonathan A. Soll
Ja Hoon Son
Daniel Louis Sonnabend
Michael Reid Stanley
Michael Evan Starr
Joshua Taylor Staufer
Elkene Kadijah Steele
Jason Bradley Steinman
Daniel Alec Steinnetz
Emily Jordan Stern
Jaewon Suh
Benjamin Gerald Suhajda
Nancy Sun
Gurdir Singh Suri
Larisa Svintsitski
Rohan Tangri
Alexander David Taylor
Brenden John Taylor
Matthew Emil Taylor
Rosiris Paola Tejeda
Lili Tate Thomas
Molly McElroy Tompkins
Stephen Reed Toner
Samuel Torchio
Macario Torres
Austin Wells Trout
Quinton Matthew Trudell
Nathan Francis Tsung
Alexandra Rae Tucker
William Francis Tumpane III
Michael Scott Turow
Kayla Utama
Corey Marc Vacca
Jacob Gerald Van Hoof
Jessica Lee Vander
Alex Bradley Vieder
Allison Jane Vogrich
Mason Wagner
Madeline Grace Walsh
Elayne Wang
Jason Lu Wang
Junrong Wang
Kristen W. Wang
Stephan Allen Wang
Danielle Elizabeth Warton
Miki Watanabe
Tanner Joseph Waterstreet
Sarah Rebecca Waxman
Jordan Max Weiner
Frank Geoffrey Welchier III
Laure Adeline Williams
Jessica Jane Wojtczak
Eric Wong
Bachelor of Business Administration

Michael Daniel Wong
Hyun Dong David Woo
Samuel John Russell Woodbury
Stephanie Megan Wright
Shuwen Ren Sy Wu
Timothy Enda Wu
Kenneth Emery Wulkan
Danni Xia
William W. Xiao
Jerry Jin-chang Xu

Jingwen Xu
Catherine Yang
Andrew Scott Yeager
Sarvani Lakshmi Yellayi
Alex Hou Yin
Chien-An (Anne) Yu
Jeffrey Guang-Qi Yu
Connor Jon Zamiara
Adam Scott Zane
Adriana Marie Zardus

Yifan Zeng
Robert Zhang
Jiaxin Zheng
Michael Yang Zhou
Qixin Zhou
Stephen Huaming Zhu
Thomas John Zidar
Kevin William Ziegler
Zein Al-Labideen Mohammed
Zoulfikar

Master of Accounting

Benjamin Irvin Aronovitz
Daniel James Barber
Melanie Deborah Betel
Xixian Bian
Nicholas Buckley
Matthew James Burns
Maria Caruso
Dillon Chang
Panjiing Chen
Zhao-yu Chen
Matthew Thomas Clark
Adam Bos Clover
Aron J. Corin
Mark Edward Correia
Lianne Elena DiMambro
Erlin Marie Dingrando
Glen Adam Dunayer
Charles Henry Edward Foster
Jarett Friedland
Myles Gaarde
Austin Nolan Geller
Justin Richard Glanda
Chase Michael Goldbaum
Eric Daniel Greenhaus
Shiyu Guo
Ross Scott Gusler
Austin Kerry Hall
Youngsoo Han
Jonathan Michael Hart
Shih-Ning Hou
Matthew Houston
Lumeng Jin
Yutong Jin
Tyler Day Jones

Somee Kang
Jeffrey Samuel Kaplan
James Evan Knox
Ho Sung Koh
Melanie Kyono
Christos Kyriazis
Patrick Edwin Larkin
Gun-young Lee
John Taeyoung Lee
Chaoran Li
Wenting Li
Yan Liang
Marena Jean Little
Xiao Luo
Ashley Marie Lyles
Sarah Makki
Nittai Malchin
Christopher Telang Manuszak
Danielle Maria Mazur
David James Mees
William Ashton Meter
Chelsi Lane-Michele Modest
Brenna Bray Moher
Tara Shridhara Murthy
Paul Ernest Neveu
Ryan Patrick O’Connor
Tyler Charles Peterson
Alexander Steven Piontkowski
Patrick Reedy
Alexander Scott Reid
Jonathan Joseph Robinson
Jacob S. Rosenberg
Kelly Catherine Santicchia
John Sarikas

Dagmar Cäcilie Schöttle
Tom Schumar
Ryan Thomas Seago
Pooja Shah
Anqi Shang
John Shemanski
Ying Shen
Chunan Shi
Jerald Muchen Shi
Zachary Jordan Spellman
Peter Anthony Stoll
Joseph Szmadzinski
James Terry
Kaleb Thomas Tilton
Eric Visser
Courtney Walsh
Chenqian Wang
Jinxiao Wang
Yi-yi Wang
Joshua Weisbrot
Alexander Joseph Wernert
Medagodage Hansani Chamithrie
Wijayasena
Hayley Caroline Wilk
Michael Wayne Wilkinson
Keja Wu
Yiping Xu
Xiaoyi Yan
Mincui Yao
Chenyang Zhang
Sijia Zhang
Michelle Fangshuo Zhao
Yi Zhou
Tong Zhu

Master of Business Administration

Christian Amado Abney
Ebenezer Addisu
Evan Jay Adler
Akashay Kumar Agarwal
Jay S. Agarwal
Vimal Agarwal
Suneeti Agrawal
Stephan Michael Ahern

Abhijith Ajanahalli
Juan David Albán Conto
Daniel Alexandre
Ali Ismail Ali
Michael Richard Anda
Eric Andres
Elisa Angeles
Sandhya Annadanam

Thiago Ayres Gdikian
Pavel Azgaidov
Jeffrey Aznavorjant
Chiemeka Azubuike
Andrew Baker
Kelsey Ballantyne
Ademola Adelaja Balogun
Sundar Balu
Master of Business Administration

Abhishek Banerjee
Samuel I. Barbu
Anujit Baroosh
Chelsea Baumgartner-Ruehlin
John Baxter
Jesse William Bean
Daniel Bellomo
Lanaya Bellomo
Richard L. Benbow III
Hester Bentil
Courtney Bentley
Vamsi Bhadriraju
Gopalkrishna Bhat
Angela Marie Bianchi
David L. Bickel
Sean Birmingham
Christopher Black
Christopher Blackwell
Brian Blesner
Brian Jonathan Bohl
Pierre Boncy
Carl Bonfiglio
Celia Boren
Ryan Benjamin Bouchard
Jay Boyer
Fulton Breen
Henrique Brenner de Araujo
Christopher D. Brower
Christopher Brown
Daniel Christopher Brown
Karl Lorenzo Brown
Tej Buch
Nathan Bugosh
Geoffrey David Burmeister
Eve Rachel Burstein
Jorge Enrique Cabrera Lievano
Diana Maria Callaghan
Patrick Steven Camalo
Kevin Carroll II
Ellen Carter
Brian Caulfield
Simon Elliott Chafetz
Timothy Chak
Brent Chamberlain
Aaron Champagne
Susanna Belinda Chan
Min Chang
Kathryn Chapman
Sam Charner
Peiyi Chen
Tiffany H. Chen
Victor Wayne Chen
Yu-Han Chen
Thomas Chepucavage
Roman Chernykovsky
Shaila Chhibba
Che-Hsi Chiang
Terence H. Cho
Byunghoon Chung
Moo Ho Chung
Peter Mason Ciaverilla
Michael Cisek
Courtney Beth Ciullo
Timothy Clark
Lucius Clay
David Coney
Katherine Lynne Cook
Jonathan-Janam Cooper
Juan Pablo Cordova Lopez
James L. Coronios
Barry Corrado
John Corrigan
Michael Alan Costello
Jessica Covarrubias
William Franklin Covington III
Michael Cramer
Patrick David Craves
Nathan Crenshaw
Christie Crum
Joshua James Crumley
Erica Rose Dancik
Erich D’Andrea
Timothy Lee Daniel
Lynne Darga
William Alex DaRosa
Aneesah Y. Davé
Alison Alma Davis
Imani Davis
Katelyn Davitt
Alessandra de la Cruz
Brian Michael Deckhart
Mark Francis DelGiudice
Scott Jonathan DeMaagd
Vaibhav Dhillong
Peter K. Diamond
Jeffrey Dillaman
Anthony DiPoto
Max Dixon
John Joseph Dooley III
Mark John Doolittle
Emily Catherine Drescher
Keonya Davis Dryden
Saurabh Dubey
Cassandra Ann Duchard
Ian Patrick Dumont
Zachary Duncan
Thinh Duc
Katherine E. Dysarczyk
David Charles Edwin
Steven B. El Aile
Darryl A. Elmouchi
Amgad H. El-Sisi
Jonathan Erdtseck
Julius Erukhimov
Camila Isabel España
Steven Jason Ezell
Chloe Fagan-Tucker
Michael Fairman
Terri Fallon
Mario Fani
Brian Farley
John U. Fauster IV
Gustavo Ferruzzi Martucci
Craig Fiore
Jordan Burr Fischer
Casey Fishman
Dmitry Fitisov
Mark Andrew Fleszar
Emily M. Flink
Christina Fox
Richard Franks
Miriam Fuchs
Elisha Gada
Pratik Gadamasetti
Suresh Gadiyaram
Christos Galanopoulos
Thomas Christian Gallmeyer
Sanjay Gandhi
Juan Pablo Garcia Romero
Brian Paul Garcia
Mary E. Gardiner
Graham Garvin
Niharika Ghose
Jasper Gillespie
Zachary Gilroy
Pierre-Yves Girard
David F. Godoy
Anvesh Goel
Puneet K. Goenka
Ramon José Gómez
Matthew John Gonzalez
Raymundo Alejandro Gonzalez
Ashwinkumar Gopalrahat
Kevin Gorr
Sundeep Goswami
Aidan James Dineen Gould
Kyle Nathan Goulding
Matthew Robert Gover
Ryan Goy
Peter Grace
Paul Gracey III
Patricio Griffi
Aimée Marie Grimshaw
Jeffrey David Gross
Justin Grover
Joseph A. Guarnery
Andrew Guild
Saifuluddin Gunja
Mayank Gupta
Kofi Gyasi
Tommer Hadad
Gregory Haines
Elizabeth Talia Hamburger
Scott J. Hamerink
Theodore Wyatt Hamory
James Han
Anton Nasir Handal, Jr.
Joey Adam Hartman
Stefanie Schostak Hartman
Jeremy J. Hartwell
Master of Business Administration

Brent Hasenkamp
Ichiro Hashimoto
Stewart Fisher Hayes
Di He
William Heavener
Margarita Perez Hernandez
Joanna Herrmann
Erin Hibbard
Marco Antonio Hidalgo
Christopher William Hildner
John Hill
Clay Hillenburg
Sarah Hirsch
Louise Ho
Brandon Hodges
Lonzyo Holcomb, Jr.
Allison Holmgren
Michael Benjamin Homorody
Matthew Honaman
Eunpyo Hong
Kristin Mary Horvath
Jeffrey A. Housner
Torey Hovest
Chun-Hsiu Hsu
Mi-Ni Hu
Chao Huang
Jinwoong Hwang
Krasimir Ivanov Iankov
Felipe Ibrahim Duarte
Maab Ibrahim
Sameed Imran
Jodi Innerfield
Marcelo Izuikawa
Jason Jabar Jackson
Ryan Jackson
Curt Jacobsen
Daniel C. Jacobson
Reid Jajko
Laura Jakosky
Liqun Jiang
Josie John
Andrew Johnson
Bradley Alan Johnson
Caroline Johnston
Anjelica DeVonne Jones
David Lloyd Jones
Maniesz Raj Joshi
Takenori Kanda
Raman Kansal
Mohit Kapoor
Shantanu Karkare
Rohan Sunil Karkhanis
Harshavardan Kasturirangan
Nancy Kasvosve
Sachet Kaura
Kevin Kelly
Christopher Michael Kenney
Marianna E. Kerppola
Rashik Khan
Ryan Matthew Kiley
Kyle Matthew Killebrew
Hong Kyu Kim
Nairobi Kim
Sun Kim
Tae-Gyu Kim
James Kirwan
Patcharapa Kitapanich
William Aaron Pillsbury Kletter
John Klocke
Neha Koul
Alexander Scott Kovalevich
Caryn M. Kravovec
Andrea Alejandra Kraus
Joshua Lee Kraus
Joseph Vincent Kraut
Nachiket Krishnamurti
Johannes G. Kristinsson
Richard Krout
Kathryn Cecelia Krug
Justin Kubasek
Ankit Kumar
Mrinalini Kumar
Samir Kumar
Sharan Kumar
Vimal Kumar
Nandakishore R. Kushalnagar
Anna Kwawer
Steven Elsworth La Chance
Srvantha Labhala
Jeanine Laible
Preetha Lakshmi Narayanan
Sundeh Lal
Aly Lalan
Brandon Michael LaMar
Andrew Lamkay
Zhu Lan
Carolyn Robin Lanam
Caroline Cass Landau
Weston Burkinshaw Lander
Benedikt Langer
Mark L. LaVine
Cameron S. Lawrie
Andrea F. Lee
Seung Pyo Lee
Stephen Lee
Tae Kyong Lee
Lanlan Lei
Laura Leonard
Artur Leonel Gushiken
Samantha Rose Lerner
Anne-Sophie Leroux
Alexandra Levison
Sydney Lewis
Yao Li
Tingting Liang
Germain Linder
Alexa Likens
Neal Marques Lima
Chang Liu
Yilin Liu
Aleksandr Loiko
Joseph Lombardo
Justin Longworth
Kirk Edward Loveless
Ashley Evonne Lucas
Ricardo Francisco Mayorga Lugo
Shukun Ma
Scott Kevin MacArthur
David Madej
Sruthi Madhavan
Abigail Maglaris
Patrick Magno
Ian Makowske
Dhruv Malhotra
Kunal Malhotra
Melanie Sue Manary
Kamlesh Mandal
Vivek Manoharan
Anisha Mappat
Anand Markande
Adam H. Martin
Whitney Martin
Craig Maser
Trevor Mason
Manoy George Mathew
Andrea Mautner
Thomas Jared Mazula
David Jonathon Mazur
Shea P. McAdaragh
Michael McCormick
Tracy L. McCullough
Brendan Danahy McDonald
John McGowan
Ryan McGreal-Miller
Brian D. McMillan
Stephane Laurent Mead
Christian Meade Vargas
Partha Mehra
Marissa Meyer
Adam Miller
Leah Nicole Miller
Robert Milos
Sarah Mineau
Gabriela Miraglia Ribeiro
Anjali Mishra
Ankur Modi
Asif Mohammad
Naren Mohan
Giancarlo Moise
Franklin Mora
Kamal N. Morar
Bryan Morel
Jack Hollis Musser
Bharat Nagda
Karl Nagy
Elan Nahari
Paul R. Nahra
Sinaph Namboorimadathil
Flavio Namura Macari
Sneha Narang
Master of Business Administration

Unnikrishnan Narayanan
Imad Nassar
Mikita S. Navitski
Saurabh Nayyar
Rodrigo Neubern Cazelato Papetti
Annelise Regina Neubern de Toledo
Lan N. Nguyen
Quang Jason Nguyen
Jordan S. Nichols
William J. Nievesma
David Nistler
Andrew Jay Nollar
Yoshimi Nomura
David Edward Nowak
Christian Axel Ocana Vargas
Chiedozie Okafor
Chijioke Anthony Okafor
Markus Orlitsch
Toyosi Orunmuyi
Sofia Pailhe Staffordini
Jasen Panchal
Amit Anil Pandya
Nibha Parihar
Anurag Parikh
Mayha Parikh
Matthew Parin
Jae Young Park
Alan Joseph Partridge
Rob J. Passinault
Kevin Pastorello
Kaitlin Elizabeth Paulson
Abhishek Pennetta
William Peters
Anne Pfuntner
Chi-Dao Huy Phan
Laura Sider Pierce
Bhavana Rishi Pinnamaneni
Michael W. Podelnyk
Alex Polonsky
Eric Popke
Giridhar Pothula
Patrick Powell
Ronald Pratt
Nikhil Prem
Sajeevanan Prescott
Joseph Price
Ishita Priyal
Molly Puga
Colin Pulit
Divya Pusapati
Weiyun Qiao
Luiz Roberto Queiroz De Abreu
Sodre
Mangatni R. Radhakrishnan
Aaron Rajda
Jitendra Rakhe
Vijay Ramanavarapu
Paola Ramirez
Priya Ranjita
Sonia Rao
Pooja Prakash Raorane
Alexander Rasmussen
Brian Joseph Rassel
Murali Rathinasamy
Christopher Patrick Rausch
Donald Joseph Rauscher
Ilene Rose Rauscher
Matthew Reardon
Manuel Recalde
Stephen Y. Reed
William Richards
Francesco Rocchi
Rodrigo Rodenburg Magalhaes
Andrew Patrick Rolph
Walter Roman Mendivil
Matthew Ross
Erika V. Rubino-Corineles
David Rucker
Christopher Ruckert
Daniel Rufo
Jürgen Gernot Runschke
Daniel Sacher
Joshua Sackler
Tanvi Sahni
Yuji Sakatoku
Angelica Gabriela Salazar Chiu
Sriram Salem Kannan
Julia Landon Samo
Oscar B. Santa Maria Lazo
Aswin Kumar Saravanam
Sandev Sarna
Darius Shannon Sarosh
Ashwin Sathe
Shambhavi Sathyanarayana Rao
Andrew Satkowiak
Ryan Sasu
Rosalie Flora Schachter
Daniel Sclaefer
Robin Schaffer
Kristine R. Schantz
Nicholas Dean Scherer
Andrew H. Schiff
Michael James Schmidt
Stephen Douglas Schmier
Stephen Schoenberger
Adam Scott
John Scrudato IV
Dror Y. Segal
Karl William Seibert
Aniruddha Sengupta
Jonathan Carlo Serra
John MacFarland Serron
Joseph Sfera
Jacob Shafer
Bipin K. Shah
Sachiv Shah
Sidharth Ranjit Shah
Kenneth Shaheen
Kushtrim Shaqiri
Apurv Sharma
Sarthak Sharma
Vijay Sharma
Robert Shaw
Mukul Shekhar
Aditya Kumar Singh Shekhawat
John Sheenan
Rohan C. Shetty
Ziyuan Shi
Eric Jacob Shiffman
Gaurang Shukla
Nancy M. Sidrak
Aditya Sikka
Marina Silva da Andrade
Casey Simchik
Angeline Simonovich
Apoorva Singh
Arjun Singh
Najot Singh
Raghav Sinha
Michael Siracusa
Shreyas Sirsi
Erica Anne Silverson
Scott M. Skelton
Ivan Slobodyan
Aiden Smith
Caroline Snyder
Ethan Snyder
Schuyler Softy
William Solomon
Joseph Somers
Shivrajiv Somisetty
Noam Pinchas Sosnovitch
Audrey R. Spalding
Danielle Spencer
Jake Spiering
Pooja Srinivas
Jeffrey P. Stachowiak
Michael Stampfler
Darren G. Stavros
Robert Steck
Ryan Steele
Gordon James Stein
Benjamin Stickel
Laura Beth Stojan
Matthew Stone
Archit Subramanian
Mohammad Suleiman
Hao Ting Sun
Lu Sun
Yi Sun
GilRim Sung
Anirudh Reddy Suré
Bahrain Reghabi Sutorius
Aaron Sutter
Paul Sutton
Swetha Salunke
Anshul Tandon
Alexander Santo Tarantillo
William Granville Taylor
Zeki Emre Teken
Master of Business Administration

Margaret Tellier
Hrishikesh Tendulkar
Gautam Thapar
Srikanth Thiyagarajan
Jody L. Thompson
John Thompson
Carrie L. Thorpe
Nikita D. Tipnis
Shalaka Tipnis
William Thomas Tobin III
Linda Tom
David Toper
Jordan Harrison Toplitzky
Ajay Tosnhiwal
Matthew Townsend
Qanh X. Tran
Kurtis Trevan
Darryl Rashad Trickey
Oliver Hien Truong
Wacey Turner
Luis Ubillas Door
James Underwood
Fernando Arturo Valverde Flores
Eric Van Dam
Richard Vander Heide
Matthew Edward Vanderkin
Eric Vandernoot
Sravan Prasad Vankina
Rodrigo Varela de Souza Boscariol
Edgaras Varnelis
Vamshi Vivek Chandra Vasireddy
Dejan Velichkov
Sneha Venkatachalam
Sara Venn

Fabio Ventura Fernandes
Summy Fabiola Ventura Wong
Richa Verma
Andrew James Visger
Daniel Volkema
Emery Volz
Brett Von Bergen
Moti Vortman
Andrea Robyn Waghelstein
Melanie Wagner
Jason Wallace
Yi Wan
Yinjuaan Wan
Haixu Wang
James C. Wang
Natalie Wang
Yaping Wang
Megan E. Ward
Thomas James Waters
Elizabeth Kay Watson
Adam Weightman
Stephanie Weir
Natalie Weng
Richard Lee Wetherhold, Jr.
Scott Whaley
Katherine White Walters
Brian White
Maurice Marcell White
Joseph Michael Wicks
Trevor Steven Wild
Perry Williams
Brian Wilson
Michael Wilson
Gina Wolf

Stephen James Worthy
Kevin Dwight Wrench
Chun-Yi Wu
Di Wu
George Wu
Ho Chich Wu
Wei Wu
Monica Wyant
Steven Wybo
Qian Xie
Hua Yan
Cheng-Huan Yang
Yu Yao
Phanindra Yarlagadda
Hui Ye
Narae Yoon
Tony Yu
Christopher Ming Gwong Yun
Hilary Zak
Chenzia Zhang
Hang Zhang
Jiaxuan Zhang
Lan Zhang
Peng Zhang
Yifan Zhang
Zhongkai Zhang
Feng Zhou
Menglin Zhou
Andy Zhu
Fred Haitong Zhu
Xiaoxi Zhu
Colin Zuber

Master of Management

Charles Arentzen
Robbie Elizabeth Austin
Connor Baker
Catherine Elizabeth Bernard
Madeline Rae Berse
Erin Nicole Berube
Meghan Elizabeth Bond
Wentao Cheng
Alexander Robert Chessin
William Aaron Cooney
Alexandra Elyse Corwin
Ujwal Damani
Brian Eustace Doull
Kyle Dudzinski
Mackenzie Margarete Ellis
Sumit Garg
Emily Jane Gordy
Brook Cahill Handler
Bryce Franklin Henney
Devon Elizabeth Hoppe
Connor Lee Jaeger
Federica Ines Jonas Vaccari
Yasmin Mary Kasmikha
Garrett Douglas Kessler
Abhishek Lakhotia
Dominick Lentine
Gautham Vyas Mohan Krishna
Madhira
Ana Clara Malaquias de Araujo
Craig Woodman Mulhinch
Sara Mullan
Devon Patrick Mulry
Samuel Arthur Muslin
Kevin Nesline
Yijun Pan
Rajanikanth Rohan Prasad

John Jun-Yong Rhee
Jacob Ethan Rubin
Kelly Mackenzie Schultz
Ian Andrew Skitzki
Mingheng Song
Emily Anne Steffen
Michael Winston Steiger
Daniel Tadros
Tianning Tan
Heidi Lai Yee Terpstra
Maxwell Kenneth Unger
Mitchell John Vermet
Paige Ariana Bernice Wood
Jiyon Yu
Kunxu Zhao
Yuxiao Zhouzheng
# School of Natural Resources and Environment

Founded in 1927, Daniel G. Brown, Interim Dean

## Bachelor of Arts

### Environment
- Leonard Gerard Poh Kim Ang
- Christopher James Biggs
- Elizabeth Anne Burns
- Meredith Noel Burke
- Tanner James Depriest
- Trevor Clark Dolan
- Erin Megan Figley
- Colette Ruth Gaenssle
- Spencer Matthew Gold
- Karen Olivia Graves
- Kimberly Abbott Higgins
- Brian Richard Hopkinson
- David Campbell Hornback
- Daniel Adrian Jauregui-Volpe
- Kori Ashely Johnson-Lane
- Kristin Elizabeth Keese
- Rachael Kathleen Fields Lacey
- Margaret Lynn Lefanowicz
- Garen Kawan Leung
- Sarah Elizabeth Marshall
- Joseph Hall Murray
- McKenzie Suzanne Myers
- Jessica Lynn Petrovski
- Olivia Rollins Rath
- Claire Smith Roos
- Lucas Andrew Schulman
- Shelby Elizabeth Senna
- Kerrel Eric Spivey
- Madison Alexandra Togrul

## Bachelor of Science

### Environment
- Laura Elizabeth Addison
- Elizabeth Tina Bertan
- Gregory Donald Boehm
- Rebecca Kathryn Brewster
- Amelia Claire Brown
- Allison Therese Cain
- Crystal Ann Cole
- Anna Naomi Dewey
- Claire Kathleen Dijak
- Mira Lynne Fishman
- Michelle Elaine Gleason
- Julia Marie Goodhart
- Irene Emily Hochgraf-Cameron
- Dara Holliday
- Samuel Holtzman
- Whitney Marie Hubbell
- Andrea Jeanne Coyne Hylant
- Nicholas Alan Jansen
- Chelsey Ann Lang
- Katherene Ann Laramie
- Emily Anne Laske
- Robert Arthur Luzynski
- Malika Amatullah Malik
- Alyssa Marie Mandlik
- Megan Ann McConnell
- Emily Lauren McDonald
- Rachel Susan Miller
- AnneMarie Mueller
- Carly Rae Peyton
- Samantha N. Pilon
- Alison Jean Rentschler
- Sarah Anne Rice
- Rachel Caroline Richman
- Alexandra Alison Risius
- Paul Joseph Rodriguez, Jr.
- Amelia Katherine Runco
- Abijah El-Fakah Simon
- Sarah Edwards Sloan
- Steven Eric Smitka
- Natasha Sood
- Alicia Christine Stowe
- Kristen Marie Thut
- Anne Elizabeth Trachsel
- Derek Hayes Updegrove
- Louise Ling Wang
- Sydney Marie Watkins
- Andrienne Rae Watts
- Matthew Ryan Wilson
- Alexa Michelle Wutt
- Yasmine Zein-Phillipson

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

## Master of Landscape Architecture

### Landscape Architecture
- Megan Wynne Barnes
- Qiuling Chen
- John DeRuiter
- Jeffrey Roland Dube
- Bradford Charles Kasberg
- Yoshihiko Kubota
- Yiqin Wang
- Zhuyun Wu
- Yuye Zhang

## Master of Science

### Natural Resources and Environment
- Richard Eric Ackerman
- Christopher John Affeldt
- Stefania Tizziana Almazan Casali
- Pavel Azgaldov
- Kelsea Michelle Ballantyne
- Dominic Jermaine Bednar
- Brittany Bennett
- Karl Bosse
- Michael Bienz Burbidge
- Geoffrey David Burmeister
- David Neil Carruthers
- Katherine Joyce Chapel
- Lu Chen
- Xi Chen
- Shelley Mahajan Chinnan
- Jason Christopher Coleman
- Adithya Dahagama
- Socorro Martha Vergel De Dios
- Daupan
- Nalin Deshpande
- John Joseph Dooley III
- Elizabeth Anne Dorgay
- Emily Goodwin Durand
- Camila Isabel Espana
- Brian Thomas Fadie
- Jordan Burr Fischer
- Kaleigh Ann Fisher
- Kate Freeman
- Miriam Sara Fuchs
- Juan Pablo Garcia Romero
- Zachery Sean Gizicki
- Caitlin Marie Harrington
- Amanda Elizabeth Harvanek
- Joanna Lynn Herrmann
- Jiawei Huang
- Elena Pilar Huisman
- Qingxu Jin
SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Master of Science
Whitney Knoerl Johnson
Marianna E. Kerppola
William Aaron Pillsbury Kletter
Andrew Michael Klooster
Andrea Alejandra Kraus
Joseph Vincent Kraut
Rashmi Krishnan
Montana James Krukowski
Divyesh Kumar
Benjamin Emil Kunstman
Brian La Shier
Geneva Dawn Langeland
Ryan David Leclerc
Bo Li
Junhong Liang
Yun Liang
Brandon Thomas List
Wenjuan Liu
Yuqiao Liu
Remy Long
Nicolas Caulfield Louis
Vitor Machado Lira
Nicholas James Machinski
Ian Makowske
David Reuben Markowitz
Teegan Ariel McClung
Grace Marie McGinnis
Kathryn Alexandra Meyer
Stevia Davis Morawski
Jonathan Richard Morris
Rachel Martin Muelle
Nicole Rousseau Muench
Xi Nan
Elliot Karl Nelson
David Edward Nowak
Selin M. Nurgun
Kari Kathryn Paine
Chayatcha Pasawongse
Kaitlin Elizabeth Paulson
Kevin James Peterson
Gianna Petito
Brian Joseph Rassel
Elizabeth Katherine Ratzloff
Meredith Gray Reisfield
Alexis Leigh Sakas
Jefferson Gustavo Sanchez
Christina M. Sauer
Kristine Rebecca Schantz
John MacFarland Serron
Lauren Elizabeth Silver
Joshua David Silverblatt
Whitney Imani Smith
Ellen Spooner
Jana Elizabeth Stewart
Nathan Ezekiel Suhadolnik
Vanessa Marie Tamez
Zu Dienne Tan
Natalie Alyssa Nicole Tonn
Denva Mahesh Trivedi
Nate Underwood
Shreyas Vangala
Kaitlyn Fenno Vaux
Mayank Vikas
Andrea Robyn Waghelstein
Dana Kimberly Wail
Angela Wan
Nathaniel William Wells
Sarah Jane Wightman
Allegra Ann Wrocklage
Monica Wyatt
Mengjie Yang
Yuanyuan Yang
Cody R. Yarbrough
Xiajun Zhang
Zeqi Zhu

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Founded in 1940, Aaron P. Dworkin, Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance
Kiri Chapman
Maeve Elise McEwen
Ayana Monique McPherson
Riley Lane O’Donnell
Lena Frieda Oren
Irene Julia Vandenberghe

Interarts
Gabrielle Marie DeCaro
Brian Antonio Garcia
Daniel James Ghastin
Nikki Horowitz
Rebecca Julianne Kephart

Jazz and Contemplative Studies
Adrian Louis Koch

Jazz and Contemporary Improvisation
Nicole Erin Patrick

Jazz Studies
Evan Raphael Dahan
Ian Alexander Gold
Andrew Parker Hintzen
Lex Samuel Korten
Elliot Todd McConnell
William Chapman Rachofsky
Gabriel Wilk Mizrahi

Musical Theatre
Jordan Edwin Andre
David Michael Barnes
Benjamin Michael Bogen
William Arthur Branner IV
Liesl Sabina Collazo
Sophia Grace Deery
Eric James Fegan
Hannah Marie Flam
Wonza J. Johnson
Cameron Amand Jones
Tyler George Leahy
Christina Renee Maxwell
Kalina Leinani Brianne Medeiros
Keaton Marie Micucci
Alexander Hayden Miller
Kaitlin Grace Paschetto
Solea Nyelete Pfeiffer
Aaquil Khalid Rowe
John-Alexander Matthew Sakelos
Nora Marie Schell
Jillian Margaret Slade
Luke Steinhauser
Ross David Yoder

Performing Arts Technology: Media Concentration
Rachel Christine Apsey
Elliot Maxwell Krasny
Isaac Levine
Gabriel Wilk Mizrahi
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Performing Arts Technology: Music Concentration
Kevin Christopher Allswede
Emily Elizabeth Eicher
Ian H. Petrarca
Brennan Matthew Quinn
Ryan Patrick Shea

Theatre Performance: Acting
Katherine Edna Berg
Daisy Marie Bishop
Caleb Martin Foote
Rebecca Jeanette Gordon
Ian Hahn Johnston
Regan Elizabeth Moro
Eric M. Myrick II
Robert Michael O’Brien
Blair I. Prince

Theatre Design and Production
Lindsay Elaine Balaka
Jessica Nicole Browning
Sarah Anne Frank

Bachelor of Music

Composition
Nelson Thomas Gast
Lucas Alexander Grant
Tanner Rose Porter

Music Education: Choral
Jessica Catherine Barno King
Adam Zachary Schwartz

Music Education: Instrumental
Regan Renee Chuhran
Rachel Grace Paxton
Mackenzie Mariko Sato

Music Theory
Nelson Thomas Gast
Morgan Rae Wynne

Performance: Cello
Isabel Monica Kwon

Performance: Clarinet
Sole Chang
Thomas Reynolds Stephenson
Emily Susann Wangler

Performance: French Horn
Morgan Greer LaMonica
Luis Alberto Torres
Benjamin Daniel Wulfman
Morgan Rae Wynne

Performance: Piano
Ahyoung Cho

Performance: Saxophone
Jonathan David Scott

Performance: Trumpet
Christopher Colin O’Brien

Performance: Harp
Catherine DeWitte Miller

Performance: Oboe
Lindsay Kathleen Laird
Belinda Gabrielle Rosen
Kelsey Nicole Stewart

Performance: Organ
Mary Elizabeth Zelinski

Performance: Percussion
Anthony Michael DeMartinis
David William Newton
August McPhee Pappas
Nicole Erin Patrick
Evan Daniel Saddler

Performance: Piano
Sofia Andreyevna Belaya
Jason Lian Gong
Hidemi Minagawa
Kai Talim

Performance: Saxophone
Katherine Sara von Bernthal

Performance: Voice
Achilles Leonidas Bezanis
Breanna Marie Ghostone
Alexander Jared Greenzeig
Shenika Arielle Devonna John
Jordan
Daniel Robert Kitzman
Michael Charles Miller
Christabel Ama Nunoo
Claire Elizabeth Pegram
Khris Cary Sanchez
Alexandria Lore Struther
Christina Josephine Swanson
Madeline Paul Thibault

Performance: Tuba
Nicholas George Beltchev
Evan Joseph Zegiel

Performance: Viola
Abigail Jiyoung Choi
Katelyn Suzanne Hoag

Performance: Violin
Daniel James Clegg
Bram Kaspar Margoles
Claire Marie Niederberger
Sandra Sue Zupanski

Performance: Voice
Achilles Leonidas Bezanis
Breanna Marie Ghostone
Alexander Jared Greenzeig
Shenika Arielle Devonna John
Jordan
Daniel Robert Kitzman
Michael Charles Miller
Christabel Ama Nunoo
Claire Elizabeth Pegram
Khris Cary Sanchez
Alexandria Lore Struther
Christina Josephine Swanson
Madeline Paul Thibault

Bachelor of Musical Arts

Multidisciplinary Studies: Artist and Scholar Honors Program
Kevin Henry Goldberg

Performance: Bassoon
Alex Steven Brown

Performance: Piano
Ahyoung Cho
Paul Shen

Performance: Saxophone
Jonathan David Scott

Performance: Voice
Alexander Vincent Bonoff
Catherine Marie Borland
Caroline Ann Kagan
Christine M. Masell
Alexa Michelle Wutt
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Bachelor of Science

**Sound Engineering**
William Edward Cedar III
Shamik Luthra Ganguly
Andrew Parker Hintzen
Joel Lim
Takumi Ogata
Landon Scott Orr
Christopher Michael Schaublin
Veniece Michele Session

**Bachelor of Theatre Arts**

**Performing Arts Management**
Carolyn Joan Alam
Alexis Margaret Breese
Steven Rands Colburn
Emily Joan Fischer
Allyssa Marie Powell
Janin Cristina Rosas

**Master of Music**

**Chamber Music**
Nicholas Pasquale Castellano
Laura Crytzer
Yue Fan
Wesley Hornpetrie
Hsiu-Jung Hou
Brendan Orion Kahelemauna Ige
Garret Ray Jones
Kyle Anthony Mallari
Andreas Oeste
Lauren Pulcipher
Jocelyn Louise Schendel
Theven Brice Smith
Ashley Stanley
Pin-Chia Su
Ce Sun
Edward F. Sundra
Chelsea Alexandra Tinsler

**Improvisation**
Gil Scott Chapman
Malcolm Xavier Dean
Morgan McMillon
Andrew Thomas Peck

**Music Education**
Christopher John Campbell
Josephine Louise Cover
Anna Marie Jane Napier
Iain Novoselich
William Steward Pitts
Ingrid Pylvainen

**Performance: Cello**
Andrew Bader
Wesley Hornpetrie
Jocelyn Louise Schendel
Christopher Samuel Young

**Performance: Clarinet**
Alexander Michael Bullard
Stephen Jeremy Chow
Mathieu Alexandre Girardet
Garret Ray Jones
Daniel Alexander Martinec
Rina Sugawara
Edward F. Sundra

**Performance: Flute**
Shun-Tien Hsu
Taya König-Tarasevich
Theven Brice Smith
Ashley Stanley

**Performance: Harp**
Megan Barrett

**Performance: Oboe**
John Christopher Fujiwara
Andreas Oeste

**Performance: Percussion**
Christopher Scott Floyd
Chelsea Alexandra Tinsler

**Performance: Piano**
Melissa Coppola
Shanshan Ding
Hsiu-Jung Hou
Ce Sun
Lucy Anne Williams

**Performance: Saxophone**
David Bradford Foley
Lisa Lou Keeney
Brendan William Kelly
Andrea Voulgaris

**Performance: Trombone**
Laura Crytzer
Joshua David Stover

**Performance: Trumpet**
Kyle Anthony Mallari

**Performance: Tuba**
Brendan Orion Kahelemauna Ige

**Performance: Viola**
Lindzy Marie Volk

**Performance: Violin**
Michael Robert Bechtel
Yue Fan
Lauren Pulcipher
Cara Rose Schlecker
Pin-Chia Su

**Church Music**
Sherri Jo Brown
Phillip Martin Radtke

**Collaborative Piano**
Nathan Edward Harris
Brock Jacob Tjosvold

**Composition**
James G. Anderson
John Tyler Arnold
Jung Yoon Wie

**Conducting: Band**
Joel William Bein

**Conducting: Choral**
Matthew Brian Abernathy

**Conducting: Orchestral**
Todd William Craven
Jacobsen Woollen

**Performance: Fortepiano**
Ariadna Elisa Jossaya Mendoza

**Performance: French Horn**
Nicholas Pasquale Castellano
Mary E. Garza
Laura Elizabeth Jacobs
Daniel Salera
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

**Master of Music**

**Performance: Voice**
- Paul George Lawrence Grosvenor
- Glenn Louis Healy
- Kaswanna Kanyinda
- Allyssa Brianne Kemp
- Carlos Enrique Santelli
- Rehanna Thelwell

**Piano Pedagogy and Performance**
- Claudio David Espejo Araneda

**Specialist in Music**

**Performance: Saxophone**
- Lucas Taylor Hopkins

**Performance: Violin**
- Zachary Lev Ragent

**Performance: Voice**
- Rose Mannino

SCHOOL OF NURSING

Founded in 1941, Kathleen Potempa, Dean

**Bachelor of Science in Nursing**

Kathryn Nicole Abramoski
Alexandra Maria Agapiou
Siobhan Bridget Aldridge
Hayley Jo Althshuler
Kaitlyn Elaine Auzy
Erika Morgan Bade
Kristina Rose Ballough
Emily Anne Beecher
Michelle Ann Black
Brandy Elizabeth Bleau
Holland Terase Boertje
Hannah Grace Boley
Emily Mae Boltey
Danielle Lee Bosagraf
Olivia Kathryn Carbone
Chelsea Cendrowski
Jennifer Kimberly Lynne Chang
Olivia Marie Cholewa
Sarah Elizabeth Christ
Justine Marie Ciarcavino
Kelsey Lynn Ciszewski
Nichole Lorraine Constine
Courtney Elizabeth Deitzen
Madeline Virginia Dahl
Veronica Davalos
Alexander Scott Davis
Kristin Elizabeth Davis
Courtney Elizabeth Deitzen
Briana Noel Ebner
Ellen McMillan Eggers
Nicholas Anthony Faber
Eleanor Elizabeth Fine
Monique Laine Fiscelli
Taylor Jane Flynn
Kathleen Marie Fry
Jennifer Razon Gabo

Kathryn Michelle Groechel
Kimberly Anne Guido
Madison Rae Haase
Ruthanne Marie Havlichek
Ava Irene Healy
Carly Johannah Hedemark
Madison M. Henry
Stephanie Lauren Hicklin
Haley Lynn Hodder
Sarah E. Holley
Moriah Gabrielle Hovey
Elizabeth Hoyt
Ferdousi Hussain
Marla Ariella Jacobson
Melanie Rose Janson
Danielle Lynn Johnson
Kayla Jade Jones
Allison Marie Jung
Christin Karl
Whitney Marie Kelley
Kelsey Lynn Kippe
Katherine Michele Kochler
Anna Katherine Koenigsdorf
Melissa E. Kucukarslan
Julia Caitlyn Lange
Kayce Lapp
Aubrey Jane LaVasseur
Sydney Marie Liedel
Bradley Steven Lienstenfeltz
Austin Scott MacDonald
Maija Annikki Manninen
Natalie Jeanne Martin
Chelsea Emma McGuire
Lucia Michelazzo Ceroni
Kendra Elizabeth Mikatarian
Emily Ann Miller

Jessica G. Miller
Stephanie Lynne Miller
Krista Kathryn Myers
Montana Rae Nash
Taylor Devon Nicholson
Michelle Elizabeth Nieboer
Bailey Elizabeth Nocella
Elise Nicole Norton
Samantha Aven Olmstead
Jennifer Marie Overholt
Danielle Nicole Pfeifer
Anne Elizabeth Picking
Katelyn Sara Pitcher
Chad William Picket
Chris Plampin
Paiton Ashley Podojil
Anna Maria Pokriefka
Madeleine Nicole Prechtel
Jennifer Lynn Ramsey
Carrie Leigh Ramseyer
Karen Lynn Rappaport
Tobey Krista Ratoff
Heather Nicole Raymond
Victoria Joan Rose
Haley Jordan Rosenberg
Kelli C. Roth
Lindsey Jane Rumler
Alyssa Marie Russ
Rachel Ellen Sabbath
Houda Jamal Saghir
Megan Rose Satterfield
Abigail Mary Scheske
Andrew James Schmitz
Ashley Lauren Selleke
Jeffrey Adam Sims
Laura Marie Sinko
SCHOOL OF NURSING

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Asa Benjamin Smith  Maya Nicole Strange  AnnaJane Ward
Danielle Elise Smith  Sophia Flora Tapper  Lily Wells
Rebecca Lee Speiran  Cassandra Renee Thelen  Bethany Bachleda Werme
Danielle Marie Spicuzzi  Tracey Nicole Thiel  Grace E. Yang
Casey Anne Steensen  Alexander Nicole Vogel  Aaron Michael Zalewski

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Carol A. Dwyer  Pawilai Pitakwong
Cynthia Ann Farina  Bernadette Mary White

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Acute Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Catherine Corwin  Amanda Lynn Kalinsky  Kristen Virginia Dib
Rachael Elizabeth Crowe  Edward Kraksa  Amanda Leigh-Reynolds Ezekiel
Elizabeth Lineback  John Mark Madison  Mollie Gilbert Brody
Max David Pizzo  Amanda Renee Richhart  Taya Hamilton
Felicia Strong  Torri Len Rogers  Katherine Johnson
Samantha Lynne Wylie  Jennifer Lynn Sharrard  Sara Michelle Lebovic

Adult-Gerontology Primary Care Nurse Practitioner
Aaron Thomas Collins  Anna Elizabeth Vandecaveye  Lisa Renee Neumann
Anthony Crescenzo Fazi  Cristina Woyack  Nicole Marie Reinker
Robert Flood  Ashley Victoria Yono  Nicole M. Sekulich
Sharon Elizabeth Knotts  Brittany Alice Vargas
Mary Elizabeth Kuebrich  Kristen Virginia Dib
Lazarus Udeh Okammor  Amanda Leigh-Reynolds Ezekiel
Kristen Esther Olex  Amande Brianna-Douthat Douglas
Hanna Michelle Olsen  Bernadette Mary White
Diana Celeste Ziser Rego
Jessica A. Vettraino

Health Systems, Nursing Leadership and Effectiveness Science
Shannon Marie Fearday

Nurse Midwife

Amanda Lynn Karins
Edward Kraksa
John Mark Madison
Amanda Renee Richhart
Torri Len Rogers
Jennifer Lynn Sharrard
Cameron Turner
Kaitlin Mary Vance
Anna Elizabeth Vandecaveye
Cristina Woyack
Ashley Victoria Yono

Nurse Midwife and Family Nurse Practitioner
Ola Abol Hosn
Song I. Baek
Kimberly Cook
Emily Johnson
Stephanie Michele Johnson
Julie Ketterling
Nicole Elizabeth Kremer
Inhyung Lee
Jason Eugene Roberts
Jennifer Frances Smith-Grady

Nurse Midwife and Primary Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Clare M. Hall

Primary Care Pediatric Nurse Practitioner
Danielle Prince
Jennifer Renay Salander
Amanda Lynn Schab
Kayleigh Marie Schwartz
Tara Renee Valentine
Tyler Waite
Brooke Wanshon
Katalin Marianna Woods

Lisa Anderson
Christie Sherin Carlson
Paloma Dessiere Fernandez-Trung
# SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Founded in 1941, Martin Philbert, Dean

## Master of Health Informatics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Erin Atwood</td>
<td>Nancy K. Hammond</td>
<td>Anna Victoria Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Elaine Bene</td>
<td>Naomi Rachel Hernandez</td>
<td>Djordje Petrovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pritika Dasgupta</td>
<td>Yin Yu Lam</td>
<td>Shruthi Sanjeevi Reddy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean William Doolan</td>
<td>Lucia Lee</td>
<td>Steven Scott Talsma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Marie Fontaine</td>
<td>Yang Li</td>
<td>Abir Samad Vtqar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Paul Gilliam</td>
<td>Molly Maher</td>
<td>Melissa Wu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Philip Godlew</td>
<td>Kathleen Eleanor Marinan</td>
<td>Hanwenbo Yang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Master of Health Services Administration

### Health Management and Policy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yingda Bi</td>
<td>Christina Ann Huang</td>
<td>Shekinah Hawkins Singletery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avery Caldwell</td>
<td>Maxwell Holden Jones</td>
<td>Ryan James Stillion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy Childers</td>
<td>Elizabeth Anne Kunkle</td>
<td>Sarah Marie Szollari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Bryant Chin</td>
<td>Rory Landis</td>
<td>Angela Wan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Nicole Dingle</td>
<td>Christopher Lee</td>
<td>Gregory Michael Wnuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Vivian Do</td>
<td>Xinyue Liu</td>
<td>Louisa Marie Wolcott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathleen Teresa Ellero</td>
<td>Snigdha Venkata Paruchuri</td>
<td>Alex Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Fischer</td>
<td>John Mason Prutting</td>
<td>Ye Zhang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Trent Golman</td>
<td>Bright Raveendran</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vahe Grigoryan</td>
<td>Michelle Rizor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elizabeth Ann Scarola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amanda Carey Seltzer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Master of Public Health

### Biostatistics

- Guangmei Mao

### Environmental Health Sciences

- Rachel Marie Forche
- John Philip Lee
- Karla Renee Luketic

### Environmental Health Sciences: Environmental Quality and Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Bator</td>
<td>Anqian Chen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fengyao Li</td>
<td>Jianfeng Wang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel Saulles</td>
<td>Naoshita Suresh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Environmental Health Sciences: Human Nutrition

- Elizabeth Catherine Timoszyk

### Environmental Health Sciences: Industrial Hygiene

- Andrew Dyer
- Kristin Hosfeld
- Christopher Mills
- William Weichsel

### Environmental Health Sciences: Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology

- Tun Aung

### Environmental Health Sciences: Toxicology

- Matthew Savidge
- Anthony Su

### Epidemiology Methods and Applications

- Ilona Argirion
- Ankita Badhwar
- Samantha Jean Batdorf
- Lisa Beacher
- Julee Anne Campbell
- Pianpian Cao
- Kylie Blue Carpenter
- Lyle Chrzaszcz
- Christine Michelle Convery
- Ning Ding
- Farah J. Erzouki
- Katrina Espiritu
- Carmen Fernandez
- Caitlin Finan
- Elizabeth Frame
- Dan Frechting
- Sarah Gillette
- Cole Grabow
- Alyssa Hartsell
- Rebecca Greenberg Hazan
- Osama Kashlan
- Amanda Kogowski
- Chengwei Li
- Nan Lin
- Michael Aaron Lourie
- Erin MacDougal
- Elise Suzanne Mara
- Claire McMenamy
- Anne Messer
- Ashley Miller
- Siri Helene Peterson
- Ila Sruti
- Rena Steiger
- Kaitlyn Justine Sykes
- Zsuzsanna Szabo
- Elizabeth Tuma
- Jaspreet Uppal
- Dongqing Wang
- Xi Wang
- Xin Wang
- Kalyan Yasutake
- Marc Zughaib

### Global Health Epidemiology

- Kartik Vikram Bhatt
- Jesse Contreras
- Mari Cousan
- Nicole Frances Dear
- Gregory John Foakes
- Aparna Ghosh
- Anna Pollack Gottschlich
- Pooja Middha
- Cara Marie Nordberg
- Talya Rose Peltzman
- Yiqing Qian
- Emma Self-Goodhand
- Megan Slowey
- Abigail Thomas
- Arielle Shoshana Weiss
Master of Public Health

Global Health Management and Policy
Michael Fortunato
Kristin Maurer
Tejasi Patel
Thilo Rattay
Alana Sharp
Jifang Zhou

Health Behavior and Health Education
Grace Portia Adofoli
Ashleigh Brooke Bemis
Bhumika Bhakta
Archana Dhatreecharan Bharadwaj
Sarah Anne Buranskas
Peter Joseph Drummond Ceglarek
Anum Chaudhry
Jessica Chee
Adrienne Cocci
Courtney Coleman
Daniel Connochie
Mavamarie Monahan Cooper
Erica Rose Dancik
Anjuli Dasika
Margaret Dowling
Leah Dunkel
Mercedez Deanna Dunn
Megan Christina Edmonds
Adam Bruce Eickmeyer
Caroline Grace Ewasyshyn
Matthew Fillare
Hannah Eve White Gordon
Samantha Elizabeth Greenberg
Michelle Grohe
Rachel Hackett
Amaal Haimout
Kristin Jane Harden
Megan Anoush Hogikyan
Kristine Ellen Jacobsen
Sona Haresh Jani
Munmun A. Khan
Diane Renee Koeller
Peggy Korpela
Kathleen Marie Koviac
Marie Therese Kumerow
Jessica Sophia Lai
Stacey Cara Matlen
Matthew Mellon
Selamawit Nurri Misgano
Rebecca Lynn Mueller
Emma Murray
Jill Paladino
Kenneth Pass
Surabhi Rajaram
Steven Carl Richards
Laney Rupp
Kristin Marie Ryder
Lizelle Salazar
Abigail Schachter
Erin Renee Schulten
Victoria Seffren
Sarah Shaw
Dana Simms
Alyssa Nicole Smith
Jana Elizabeth Stewart
Anna Rebecca Strong
Lindsay Terhaar
Sophia Tenaye Tessema
Carly Thanhouser
Teresa Tran
Jennifer Vichich
Bei Wang
Jane Wong
Jhordan Oleaandria Wynne
Erzhan Xu
Emily Zafiroff

Hospital and Molecular Epidemiology
Sarah S. Bassiouni
Amy Callear
Allison Chan
Khalil Jimmy Chedid
Marissa Cloutier
Patrick Coit
Courtney McAlear Dewart
Dustin Farr
Nicole Haug
Jennifer Lerose
Kathryn Sutcliffe
Aaron Andrew Vanderboegh
Ebony Marie White
Hee-Won Yoon

Nutritional Sciences
Tahia Alam
Suzanna Al-Bacha
Jennifer Lynn Labarre
Jillian Lee Shotwell

Nutritional Sciences-Dietetics
Rebecca Marie Addison
Ashley Baumohl
Kelley Borton
Rachel Caty
Nicolette Gabriella Fata
Phoebe Harpainter
Charity Haynes
Ellen Deborah Huefner
Amanda Wright Izquierdo
Ujwala Kulkarni
Mindy Lee
Molly Macdonald
Marissa Mafteiu
Haley Marguerite Mullins
Monica Petersen
Claire Roess
Julia Slesinski
Viviane Marie Swart
Stephanie Ann Williams
Allison Renee Wrage

Occupational and Environmental Epidemiology
Bailey Anderson
Karin Lynne Dove
Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

**Master of Science**

**Biostatistics**
- Youssef Mahmoud Ajami
- Michael Steven Bazydlo
- Andrew Thomas Beck
- Nathan Joseph Cohen
- Irina Degtiar
- Linda Yuemiao Ding
- Patrick Drake
- Michelle Jeanne Earley
- Richard Ryan Evans
- Weichen Feng
- Weixuan He
- Emily Charlotte Hector
- Michelle Marie Hood
- Adam Dean Jacob
- Michelle Rae Kleckner
- Pin Li
- Gang Liu
- Lan Luo
- Marshall Chandler McLeod
- Lauren Anne Opsasnick
- Anita Pandit
- Rose Putler
- Ariana Tang
- Ming Tang
- Vasily Vladimirovich Trubetskoy
- Xiao Xie
- Jingshu Xu
- Yuan Yang
- Zezhi Zac Zhang

**Environmental Health Sciences**
- Stephanie Kay Sayler
- Gan Wang

**Epidemiological Science**
- Michelle Jeanne Earley

**Health Services Research**
- Rekar Karwan Taymour

**Nutritional Sciences**
- Ya-Wen Chang
- Carly McCabe
- Yue Wu

**Clinical Research**
- Zhe Guan

**Toxicology**
- Evan Michael Hill

---

**SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK**

Founded in 1951, Laura Lein, Dean

**Master of Social Work**

- Abagael Lynn Bowden Adair
- Grace Portia Adofoli
- Nadia Aggour
- Jillian Albert
- Abagail Susann Anderson
- Daniel Anderson
- Nkemka Anyiwo
- Preethi Bandri
- Dara Justine Barlett
- Rhonda Darlene Barley
- Jaime Elizabeth Bean
- Erin Marie Bianco
- Lauren Grace Caldwell
- Cari Elizabeth Carson
- Shu-Han Chang
- Natalie Rose Christian
- Meagan Patricia Collins
- Colleen Renee Crowley
- Julie Emerine
- Emily May Fisher
- Megan Martha Fisher
- Makenzie Braid Flynn
- Nicholas Gallagher
- Lexie Danielle Garfield-Turner
- Rachel Leigh Gibson
- Jenee Denise Graham
- Dan Haynes Green
- Nadeen Hachem
- Tarah Lynn Hears
- Emily Caitlin Hellenberg
- Mayan Batya Herman
- Loretta Skye Hillier
- Meghan Elizabeth Pitts Hilton
- Priscilla Hohmann
- Colleen Margaret Huysman
- Jordan Alexander Jackson
- Michon Marie Johnson
- Natasha C. Johnson
- Brett William Jones
- Kelli Lyn Kerbawy
- Jesse Lee Kerstetter
- Alana Beth Kivowitz
- Mina Lee
- Nina Jackson Levin
- Chelsea Low
- Frania Mendoza Lua
- Jennifer Rose Lyons
- Katherine Malekoff
- Jessie Allison McShane
- Chelsea Marie Mills
- Brian Joseph Minalga
- Ferdinando C. Palumbo
- Marcie Mae Peterson
- Victoria Richayne Raymond
- Sarah Richards
- Steven Carl Richards
- Caitlyn Mae Rize
- Allison Marie Rosen
- Christopher Frank Russo
- Emma Catherine Schaff
- Sara Morgan Schreiber-Rose
- Aubree D. Sepler
- Kimberly Christine Sheaffer
- Lloyd Edward Shelton
- Hannah Danielle Shier
- Frederik Siewertsz van Reesema
- Aubrey Chase Sitler
- Bryan Smothers
- Jessica Elizabeth Soja
- Gina Kristine Steffey
- Melissa Lynn Stek
- Kelsey Anne Tajer
- Amy Kathleen Van Bonn
- Jonathan Lee Vanderbeck
- Rachael Anne Vaughn
- Laura Christine Weir
- Amit Sharon Weitzer
- Jingjing Xia
- Erzhan Xu
- Laura Joy Jamie Connie Yakas
- Emily Zafiroff
- Emily Joy Zussman
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT
Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Applied Science
Jaquetta L. Bailey  
Terrence A. Blackmer  
Amanda D. Crum  
Kristina J. Garcia  
Priscilla Goff  
Darragh S. Grier  
Jaime R. Hare  
Abbey L. Harrison  
Kellie D. Jackson  
Linda B. Kachelski  
Stacey M. Kraner  
Glenda F. Lang  
Sandy A. Lee  
Jeremy M. Lucas  
Amanda L. Mankowski  
Christopher R. Metropoulos  
Kristopher T. Mindlin  
Angela M. Mosure  
Ronnie L. Wiggins  
Ashley E. Willis  
Erica A. Woodruff

Bachelor of Arts
Ahmed I. Abdulhay  
Majd Abufarha  
Kali N. Allen  
Joseph D. Anderson  
Ryan M. Arrowood  
Elesha N. Aubrey  
Noura Awad  
Ibrahim H. Awad  
Amanda C. Barros  
Bethany L. Baryo  
Laura J. Bates  
Ashlyn N. Beck  
Shantell M. Bennett  
Alexander B. Berger  
Janette A. Berish  
Emily E. Bertossi  
Jason A. Botz  
Ashley N. Bower  
Tyerica V. Boyd  
Emily C. Breder  
John Q. Brewster  
Natalie K. Broda  
Mariah M. Brown  
Savanna L. Burnett  
Katie M. Cawood  
Tara L. Chapin  
Lindsay M. Chase  
Sarenah L. Chatman  
Samantha J. Cole  
Timothy W. Costello  
Keith Crawford  
Lexi C. Cucchiara  
Ariel M. Cuthpert  
Erin J. Dagenais  
Jaime L. Davidson  
Margaret M. Dikos  
Carolyn A. Dixon  
Earlexus J. Dixon  
Casey W. Dobek  
Brandon A. DuBois-Jones  
Anastasia K. Dula  
Ashley L. Edgette  
Amged H. Eidseljsafy  
Alison A. Ellsworth  
Matthew A. Florida  
Taylor P. Fritz  
Nubwa N. Gadzama  
Brittany S. Galloway  
Nicole D. George  
Karlee K. Gertz  
Traci A. Gibson  
Rachel B. Gilles  
Jocelyn C. Grabowski  
Jasmine N. Grant  
ShaRhonda A. Green  
Jordan A. Grover  
Stephanie L. Hackney  
Taylor M. Haibel  
Shikari L. Hairston  
Abdul G. Hammoud  
Stephanie D. Hare  
Callie A. Hart  
Tamasha R. Hart  
Cynthia C. Herron  
Daniel S. Hicks  
Holly M. Hiltz  
Rebecca R. Hlavaty  
Tera L. Hopkins  
Jacob B. Huber  
Tiffany N. Hurley  
Barbara J. Hyrman  
Malissa M. Ingram  
Glo A. Ivory  
Todd J. Jankowski  
Ciara C. Jones  
Zachary T. Kemp  
Iaman K. Khrais  
Alexis R. Klebba  
Cheyenne C. Knox  
Kelsey L. Koch  
Kylie A. Korastinsky  
Kyle M. Kowalski  
Jaron C. Lakey  
Andrew A. Lay  
Timothy P. LeBlanc  
Tyler M. Legato  
Meranda M. Lentz  
Dre L. Leslie  
Elizabeth D. Liedel  
Jacinta M. Logan  
Gina P. Mafteiu  
Samantha A. Malmquist  
David S. Manges  
Kelley B. Manns  
Drew E. Marsh  
Adam M. Mayle  
Kyle J. Maziarz  
James C. McIlhargie  
Shakeda A. Mitchell  
Ammar M. Mohan  
Wolfgang M. Moorhouse  
Marcus A. Mora  
Owen W. Nash  
Lacy R. Nelson  
Mitchell N. Neumann  
Emily E. Nordman  
Megan A. Ockert  
Joseph P. Owczarski  
Alexander C. Palmer  
Katherine L. Panduren-Simms  
Maxine E. Paraventi  
Alixendra K. Parkinson  
Kevin S. Passmore  
Jacob J. Pelzer  
Ashley N. Pifer  
Christy M. Provan  
Azmi S. Qubty-Kandalaft  
Donald M. Rady  
Kevin C. Reed  
Aaron T. Rickabaugh  
Karlee M. Ringle  
Shannon N. Ritzman  
Brent E. Rocheleau  
Justin M. Rodda  
Jason M. Sackett  
Ryan P. Salich  
Randy P. Salich  
Abdul-Allah J. Salman  
Shelby A. Sanborn  
Ashley M. Sanders  
Joseph J. Schipani  
Tory D. Schultz  
Lyndsey G. Schulze  
Christopher R. Schwartz  
Amanda M. Schwarzberg
Bachelor of Arts

Lindsay M. Sensoli
Nikoyia S. Shahid
Thomas C. Shalla
Ahmad O. Sheikh-Khalil
Amy L. Simpson
Ricky L. Slade
Keysa M. Smith
Joshua P. Somerville
Tricia A. Soper
Austin R. Speer
Megan E. St George
Krystal E. Starr-Perry
Thomas G. Steele
Matthew R. Stevens
Nicholas K. Stevenson
Rachel M. Stock
Emily M. Stringer
Kellie C. Struck
Mujtaba A. Syed
Marcella L. Taylor
Zachary D. Throop
Paige M. Tiedeman
Tara J. True
Taney C. Turner
Beaukett C. Van Schalkwyk
Jamie L. VanDeWiele
Ryan D. Vohwinkle
Melissa L. Walker
Jordan C. Wallace
Jason J. Warczynski
Lauren B. Watkins
Melvin L. Webster
Whitney C. Wellman
Justin D. Wettenhall
Kimberly L. Weymers
Monica S. Wielichowski
Nicole K. Wilkinson
Brittany Y. Willingham
Anna C. Winglemire
Kayla Wood
Anita L. Wynn
Ethan B. Zeigler
Arely M. Zimmermann

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Jessica M. Adams
Christopher J. Allen
William K. Alston
Jared A. Atherton
Sarah C. Clark
Sara K. Ertel
Timothy J. Fent
Andrea J. Foley
Symantha P. Foreman
Heidi Hals
Madaline M. Harkema
Cassandra L. Karas
Zhiqi Liu
Helen M. Lund
Andrew R. Madar
Bradley R. Schmelzer
Anna M. Schuller
Alicia C. Shaver
Kathleen E. Sheldon
Emily R. Slezak
Rachel N. Stoolmaker
Ashley M. Thornton
Mark A. Vukelic
Archie S. Walker
Jordan C. Wallace
Kimberly L. Weymers

Bachelor of Music Education

Eduardo R. Guerra
Andre N. Linden

Bachelor of Science

Suha E. Abuaita
Yara T. Abuaita
Ayham A. Abuaita
Rawan Abufarha
Zafrir A. Abutalib
Mohammad A. Alfozan
Ibrahim Othman Alnafisah
Amber L. Anger
Kayla N. Bailey
Jeremy A. Baker
Samantha A. Ballou
Haley A. Beckman
Erica J. Benfield
Dana E. Bentley
Dallas M. Blank
Mellissa A. Boan
Patrick L. Bodell
Francesca X. Brothers
Nicole C. Bundy
Kristen M. Campbell
Dana R. Cardinal
Ashley E. Chalut
Xingyu Chen
Xingyu Chen
Matthew D. Cheney
Shawn N. Coffeen
Chelsea M. Collias
Sarah K. Coulter
Jerry L. Craney
Amanda J. Cribley
Joshua L. Csapo
Ashley N. Curtis
Andrew S. Cymbalski
David R. DeCooman
Christopher M. Dimich
Ross T. Domke
Brittany N. Douglas
Anastasia K. Dula
Dalia Duzdar
Sarah M. Dyszlewska
Amged H. Eidelsafy
Timothy W. Elliott
Stephanie H. Forstall
Hannah R. Freedman
Holly N. Freeman
Alexandra C. French
Derek A. Garbarino
Daniel W. Gavette
Lena H. Gayar
Brian D. Gibbons
Desiree A. Gillespie
Kyle A. Gosciniak
Jennifer L. Groat
Bei Guo
Kathryn E. Hackett
Katlyn J. Haist
Michael D. Hammond
Marilyn B. Harris
JeCorey D. Hawkins
Christian B. Heiney
Matthew H. Hemric
Joshua B. Hendrickson
Annalicia Hernandez
John S. Heuninck
Lindsey S. Hieber
Wai Chun Hohmann
Krista M. Hughes
Kala M. Jackson
Devin A. Janke
Ragheda R. Jawhari
Alexandra N. Johnson
Erin K. Johnston
Bachelor of Science

Neil J. Jones
William R. Keegan
Justin R. Keeler
Ashley M. Kehn
Emilee L. Khair
Khaled A. Khirfan
Afelete K. Kita
Alexander S. Klosowski
Kyle T. Knight
George E. Koskela
Matthew M. Krellwitz
Dylan E. Krupp
Jeremy J. LaBelle
Jenna J. LaBelle
Steven D. Landis
Alicia A. Latimer
Timothy P. LeBlanc
Tiffany M. Lee
Youa Lee
Kenzie R. Lemieux-Potter
Jeremy W. Lively
Tyler W. Long
Rachele A. Lubeckyj
Rashonda Y. Magee
Praneeth M. Manam
Nicholas P. Manley
Grace A. Martin
Paul G. Mattern
Shonda D. May
Megan M. McCarty
Erin N. McLaughlin
Laura E. McPherson
Colleen K. Minard
Jared A. Missentzis
Wolfegang M. Moorhouse
Jared M. Moreau
Erin A. Nowaczyk
Maria E. Oakley
Chelsea E. O’Connell
Brooke E. Olney
Tony R. Palacios
David C. Pless
Brenton A. Poke
David L. Poole
Kevin J. Ranke
Stephen D. Rath
Carlin D. Retberg
Michelle A. Ridley
Alexandrea N. Rizo
Christopher M. Roelandt
Troy B. Sage
Jordan P. Seath
Adit Shah
Ashley L. Shaub
Mohammad K. Shukairiy
Dalton E. Sink
Angela S. Sintery
Hannah F. Slade
Deja L. Snodgrass
Michaela S. Speckmann
Ann M. St John
Michael T. Stafford
Jamie N. Staudacher
Andrew D. Sutter
Matthew A. Sutter
Matthew A. Swain
Tichanti M. Sweeney
Brooke E. Taskila
Regeka O. Thomas
Samantha K. Turner
Matthew C. Valenti
Jacklyn J. Wallace
Jason J. Warczinsky
Kevin D. Waring
Brie A. Warner
Jordan M. White
Candice R. Woodfield
Vin W. Wysinger
David T. Yeoman
Kayleigh M. Zudel

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Nathan J. Calvert
Yufei Fan
William C. Farquharson
Johnathon L. Gagnon
Donte D. Graham
Daniel D. Larson
Erik A. Leaske
Kenneth J. O’Brien
Corynn C. Odea
Aleah Z. Pavlicek
James T. Pung
Drew D. Snyder
Sandeep Solanki
Joshua K. Wakefield
Brandon N. Walker
Liwei Zhao
Yang Zhou
Andrew F. Ziehm

Master of Arts

Paige E. Anderson Knott
Anthony R. Brey
Grace H. Grigg
Dave M. Linden
Katie L. Martelle
LaPreisha S. McPike
Rebecca J. Miller
Ashley M. O’Brien
Lyndsa E. Raleigh
Stacie E. Scherman
Tony E. Underwood
Marc B. Vickers

Master of Science

Pradeep Kumar Akula
Anvitha Akurathi
Sumanth Akurathi
Rama Krishna Ala
Jon B. Alexander
Zahra Alvarsh
Zahra Alyaseen
Sandeep Arvapalli
Kirthi Bade
Thirupathi Reddy Badikela
Sarvan Rao Banala
Gopi Bandlamudi
Ramy Bandlaranja
Suresh Boddey
Sumanth Bodhuluri
Sai Prasanna Boju
Chandrasek D. Borkar
Pradeep Chapala
Singiaiah Chenkikala
Ramulu Chilukuri
Divya Dayam
Akhilla Deva Kumar
Viswanath Devaran
Vijay Kumar Dharmaji
Bindu Rekha Dodda
Abhishek Kumar Dottineni
Mikel G. Frank
Pujitha Gallu
Sharat C. Girayya
Shiva Kumar Godasu
Haritha Gollapudi
Anulekha Govrishankar
Akash Vamsi Vardhan Gundlapalli
Karthik Gutta
Carrie A. Hamilton
Sai C. Hanumara
Joel W. Howard
Ajaykumar Inampudi
Anusha Jaladi
Master of Science

Poojitha Jaya
Miyako T. Jones
Sriharsha Kankati
Satish Chandra Kasula
Mahesh C. Katineedi
Santosh Kumar Katkuri
Ravinder Katla
Kowshik Reddy Kesara
Alexander M. Khobeir
Vasudha Kilaru
Venkata N. Kolluri
Nagendra Kumar Kosaraju
Pranavi Gopal Kotharu
Cibichakaravarthi Krishnan
SaiKrishna Kududula
Bhanu Chander Kukkala
Pranaya Kunamneni
Richard C. Leahey
Teesta M. Lieber
Vinod Kumar Lingampally
Rajesh Madala
Raghava Mahankali
Khaled Malhas
Avinash Mallavarapu
Rambabu Mandadapu
Naveen Mandapelli
Roopalatha Mangalaseth Budda
Hemantha Reddy Mareddy
Dheeraj Dass Karneni
Housam Eldin A. Mohamed
Nicholas W. Moore
Joseph T. Morris
Suman G. Mothukula
Phanindra Mothukuri
Venu Nalamothu
Vinod Kumar Nannapaneni
Sumanth Kumar Narra
Prashanth Kumar Narwade
Srujana Nulu
Nikhil P. Palaskar
Narasimha Rao Palla
Ramesh Pendela
Sridhar Pentam
Rama Samitha Penumaka
Surendra Kumar K. Potla
Santhosh Kumar Poturaju
Vikram Kumar Reddy Puli
Gopala Krishna Putchakayala
Venkata Vishwa Teja Ragala
Manikanta Ragi
Shreya Rangamapally
Rajesh Repala
Adam E. Robinson
Vinay Kumar Rudra
Arjun R. Sareddy
Padma Soma
Steven T. Steinbacher
Avinash Sukumaran
Anjela R. Sullenger
Nikhil Chandra-Manas Sura
Lavanya Syamala
Melissa D. Zymanski
Lokeswar Reddy Tatimakula
Priyanka Thum
Anvesh Vajrapu
Sai Sachin Vemula
Venkat R. Vennamalla
Preeti Yadav
Hanish Yerramsetty

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Jessica M. Balazovich
Trina J. Downer
Misti L. Frank
Michael L. Sartor
Jessica A. Schatko
Jennifer A. Spanny
Kevin A. Starnes
Elizabeth Thompson
Phillip J. Thompson
Vagios Young

Master of Public Administration

Ali I. Ahmed
VonSarah I. Bean
Michael Caldwell
Melanie Chladny
Malin A. Clark
Sara Cyrus
Samantha M. Foren
Jennifer D. Johnson
Anissa L. Jones
Jessica A. Kitchner
Courtney M. Knox-Edwards
Jaclyn D. Koresh
Tonja J. Petrella
Carrie L. Taylor
Janessa A. Thayer
Michel N. Valkoun
Robert S. Watters

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Science

Jennifer A. Bollinger
Hollie R. Everett
Alyssa L. Hayes
Anneke M. Hoogenstryld
Kara A. Larsen
Michelle M. Lynch
Jaimie L. Martinbianco
Jennifer J. McDaniell
Sara A. McMurray
Melissa L. Miller
Eboney N. Reid
Hana Sankari
Brian D. Seymour
Stacie L. Stewart
Elise S. VanBuskirk
Devon L. Wheatley
Bachelor of Social Work

Katherine E. Allen
Sarah E. Aurand
Charles L. Banks, Jr.
Tessa R. Bean
Derelle S. Blake
Reginald W. Brandon
Paula J. Brooks
Kevin D. Brown
Samantha L. Buchanan
Robert A. Cannoy
Vicki L. Carter
Sheryl L. Cronenhvit
Kayla R. Cross
April M. Davis
Sabrina R. Deloney
Rachel E. Demoines
Brianne L. Distefano
Andrea L. Eads
William A. Echols, Sr.
Jennifer R. Edwards
Tracy M. Frazier
Jenna L. Freeman
Melinda A. French
Anthony M. Funsh
Meaghan M. George
Stephanie R. Hagstrom
Amy E. Harris
Shaquita L. Harrison
Marjorie J. Helzer
Felicia A. James
Briana M. Kelepouris
Kimberly A. Knickerbocker
Kyle C. Laustriat
Karisa K. Lesniak
Brittany M. Mancogna
Samantha M. McCullough
Molly M. Moerman
Adria R. Moore
Danielle M. Novotny
Sara F. Olson
Beth A. Petitt
Valencia M. Pullom
Tomeshia L. Quinn
Kimberly M. Redmond
Saydee L. Robinson
Lauren A. Rowan
Brandie J. Sanders
Jerrad R. Savage
Jamesia S. Shepherd
Carrie L. Snyder
Amanda J. Stout
Nora Suarez Sanders
Sarah E. Taylor
Kerry L. Thomas
Egypt S. Tramble
Sarah G. Tryon
Courtney D. Vogt
Samantha J. Vondeling
Tyler J. White
Elena M. Woodward
Felicia S. Wynn

Education Specialist

Crystal D. Barnes
Scott M. Bednarski
Melissa A. Bellinger
Barbara R. Bennett
Albert J. Bertram
Geoffrey Clark
Michele R. Corbat
David Enz
Chad Fulkerson
Karri L. Grob
Margaret E. Haagen
Amy J. Henry
Johnelle E. Hershberger
Kimberley S. Hewitt
Janel Hoskins
Jennifer A. Howard
Jason J. Kiss
Kelly L. Kiss
Angeline N. McArthur
Cynthia A. Mitchell
Jodie A. Morgan
Katherine V. Palmeter
David Pass
Lori Pearson
Catherine R. Pfander
Martha J. Piechowski
Stefan R. Pitoff
Brian D. Reattoir
Rebecca Renner
Akua Saulsbury-Marshall
Sandra L. Sawyer
DeLynn A. Smith
Jamie A. Strauss
Latoya P. Sumney
Katherine A. Tassier
Tanya R. White
Samantha S. Wiens-Wice
Etta G. Willis
Kathleen A. Xenakis-Makowski

Master of Arts

Anjelica D. Bascom
Monica Buckley
Allyn J. Cameron
Dominic D. Cascarelli
Michelle L. Coeman
Freddie L. DeRamus, Jr.
Kelly R. Ethier
Jermaine C. Guerrero
Ron H. Jaster
Rebecca R. Mattison
Porter Mays III
Jennifer M. Pierce
Daniel L. Schneider
Lori L. Shea

Doctor of Education

Joyce A. Brasington
Dallas J. Lintner
Kristy L. Walters

SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Bachelor of Science

Mohammed A. Alazman
Meteb S. Alghamdi
Mohammed A. Alghamdi
Ali M. Alghawi
Rawan A. Alhazmi
Bayan M. Alnajjar
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Bachelor of Science

Juri M. Alsaghyyer  Wai Chun Hohmann  Amanda N. Phillips
Nael A. Alshahrany  Katelin M. Howell  Jacquelyn M. Prince
Susan K. Baade  Travis A. Hugan  Sarah L. Quinn
Rachel A. Badr  Nidal G. Ishaq  Justin D. Reckner
Brianna D. Banowski  Yasmine M. Issa  Alyssa R. Rogers
Amy S. Bates  Brianna E. Johnson  Jennifer K. Ryan
Shelby C. Becker  Lindsay E. Kile  Jennifer M. Sexton
Danielle D. Blasdel  Bailey M. Kish  Tareq I. Shamieh
Michael A. Bouchard, Jr.  Brianna M. Konsez  Alejandro R. Sexton
Ashley P. Brown  Edona Kovani  Vikki L. Fant
Kanday R. Campbell  Brittany N. Lehman  Jade K. Fellows
Kathryn D. Childress  Ryan D. Mason  Valerie V. Forrest
Tea Cipi  Allison M. McDonough  Joe S. Denslow
Jamie N. Cole  Megan M. McKenna  Damarah N. Densmore
Lisa A. Croze  Ciera M. Mitchell  Jordan E. Marcotte
Jessica R. Denny  Kyle S. Moore  Eddy Y. Elkassis
Joe S. Denslow  Ashley M. Morse  Emily K. Fairchild
Damarah N. Densmore  Abrar R. Morsi  Brannon D. Gates
Juwan R. Deselle  Terry D. Nickson  Don G. Gorbutt III
Anged H. Eidselsaify  Erin A. Nowaczyk  Haley A. Groves
Diana Y. EL-Kassis Miss  Chiedozie C. Okafor  Kacie M. Harris
Eddy Y. Elkassis  Jacob M. Parker  Nicholas A. Hauxwell
Emily K. Fairchild  Matthew K. Persails  Amanda N. Phillips
Brannon D. Gates  Sadie A. Phillips  Jacqueylon M. Prince
Don G. Gorbutt III  Sarah L. Quinn  Justin D. Reckner
Haley A. Groves  Morgan E. Gossely  Alyssa R. Rogers
Kacie M. Harris  Angela M. Bengel  Jennifer K. Ryan
Nicholas A. Hauxwell  Alison J. Bennett  Jennifer M. Sexton

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Joanna M. Abud  Vikki L. Fant  Sara L. Marquardt
Ashley G. Adams  Jade K. Fellows  Jeremy R. McKinstry
Sara M. Alexander  Valerie V. Forrest  Shannon M. Meiner
Mari Lee Anderson  John P. Giroux  Lindsay J. Messing
Bina K. Babinsky  Morgan E. Gossely  Ceci-Anna Miller
Tifani A. Baisden  Michelle R. Greenlee  Amber L. Moerland
Sarah R. Barnes  Taylor L. Gross  Deborah G. Morey
Danielle M. Bengel  Tina M. Hanson  Phillip J. Murray
Alison J. Bennett  Patrick V. Hayes  Francoise K. Mwepu
Karen L. Berger  Rebecca M. Heemstra  Leigha M. Nichols
Chelsea L. Blackmore  Ruth Anne N. Hightower  Kyle J. Nordstrom
Kimberly A. Blaisdell  George F. Hislop  Hannah D. Noothlief
Angela C. Bogan  Mary E. Holloway  Angela A. Paremskaya
Jamie M. Booms  Michelle D. Husband  Christina M. Peltier
Andrea M. Brown  Ali O. Ibrahim  Jennifer L. Pierce
Kayla S. Brown  Kristi E. Isrow  Ashley D. Plemens
Nikki J. Bukovich  Jenny N. Jarnot  Deborah S. Popilek
Ashley R. Bush  Lindsey P. Jenkins  Diana L. Powers
Cristine M. Butzin  Laura J. Jokimaki  Alyssa T. Purcell
Kayla R. Carroll  Jamie L. Kannowski  Meaghan M. Quigley
Mark A. Chapiewski  Lindsey K. Kerr  Emily A. Radtke
Joseph A. Chapman  Melissa M. Klein  Tom L. Reed
Julianne M. Chubb  Harold L. Knight  Melissa L. Reichelt
Donald E. Crane  Jane E. Koole  Amanda M. Richardson
Jessa R. Crotty  Alysia I. Kretschmar  Meri A. Robinson
Joshua D. Curl  Tara L. Lanz  Tiffany L. Rose
Shelia M. Dekalita  Ashley M. Leman  Shawn W. Rotondo
Anthony G. Delegato  Barbara L. Love  Jennifer A. Ryan
Camilla L. Dunn  Lori A. Maldonado  Mike B. Salinas
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Tatiana M. Schultz  Lauren N. Stemmer  Andrea L. Underhill
Ana M. Scott  Felicia E. Swaton  Daniel A. VanWingerden
Jessica L. Shannon  Melissa L. Swenson  Angela S. Walling
Tiffany A. Sheldon  Amy E. Sykes  Olivia R. Walters
Nicole N. Silvestri  Joanna L. Szejbach  Tyler L. Walters
Jay C. Singletary  Nicole I. Szymski  Christine M. Welch
Evonne S. Smith  Jessie K. Tingley  Ryan T. West
Tanya F. Soli  Raychelle A. Todd  Tara L. Winters
NaTanya L. Stanley  Jessica L. Tuckey  Amber M. Withers
Jisha Stanley  Kathy L. Ulloam  Eileen C. Wolf-Sartor

Graduate Certificate

Larissa Barclay  Mary C. Kosman  Doresea Lewis
David Becker

Master of Public Health

Dana M. Banks  Ashley Edwards  Mohammed A. Shahin
Korbyn S. Callaway  Shelby M. Miller  Molly White
Jasmine S. Clark  Lauryn A. Muma
Taylor T. Dunn  Cara M. Rawa

Master of Science

Tabitha Donald  Jamie L. Florida  Alicia E. Jones
Rand Duzdar  Willard M. Hatfield  Christine M. Rosillo

Master of Science in Nursing

Andrea C. Binkowski  Erika D’Aoust  Katherine T. Wilkinson

Doctor of Anesthesia Practice

Kathleen A. Chardenet  Karla L. Maldonado  David Mwaura
Heather H. Eidson  Brett A. Martin  Toni L. Schmittling
Timothy Flint  Linda A. McDonald  Todd Walter
Kevin R. Hamilton  Carlos X. Moreno

Doctor of Nursing Practice

Adeola O. Akindana  Cindy R. Gustafson  Katherine E. Pruss
Stephanie N. Allers  Valeriah A. Holmon  Angela D. Sonon
Mary K. Beljan  Heather M. Jones  Lydia J. Sutton
Lyndsey R. Bohnard  Amy J. Kjeldahl  Kaitlin N. Trentacost
Karen M. Chase  Kimberly M. Marino  Kerry J. Wulpern
Katherine M. Crampton  Sharon J. Martin  Chunling Zhang
Jaime Durante  Jennifer E. McBride
Yau I. Gofan  Christopher J. Naismith

Doctor of Physical Therapy

Lea N. Dauz  Kathleen K. Davis  Patricia B. Willmarth
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Bachelor of Business Administration

Rahnuma I. Ahmad
Abdulrahman F. Alameel
Saleh M. Alamzi
Omar A. Alekresh
Haitham A. Alghamdi
Hussain A. Alghanim
Abdullah A. Alhammadi
Ronald J. Allen
Khalid Y. Almagboul
Fahad A. Almatawa
Fahad M. Alminqash
Adel A. Almuqbil
Mshari A. Alotaibi
Naif M. Alqahtani
Abdullah S. Alquraini
Hassan A. Alradhwan
Abdullah F. Alrooq
Ali J. Alsaleh
Saad K. Alshahrani
Ahmed E. Alshammari
William S. Alvord II
Faisal M. Alzahrani
Adrienne Azzoli
Abdullah H. Bahwal
Abdorhman Balkadr
Nicholas M. Barden
Kyle D. Barriger
Holli A. Beckett
Laura E. Bell
Michael E. Bender
Devon L. Benner
Jennifer S. Betts
Bryce E. Bischer
Mitchell N. Blackburn
Mark A. Blaine
Alexandria B. Bolinger
Kelsey N. Brady
Andrew P. Brower
Robyn M. Brown
Devin M. Butts
Michelle A. Captain
Anthony C. Cookenmaster
Michelle E. Cottrell
Jonathan R. Cummings

Dismond T. Darrough
Meredith F. Davis
Joshua A. Eggleton
Ryan J. Elder
Sigrid Ewers
Melissa A. Farmer
Eric M. Fellows
Zachary B. Flaishans
Robert M. Galer
Robert E. Gantz
David R. Garcia
Megan A. Gavagan
Chelsea R. Gibson
Alisha E. Glass
Lauren A. Gluck
Shelby L. Griffin
Hadiil Habbas
Laconica D. Harper
Benjamin H. Hartsuff
Matthew H. Hemric
Aaron J. Johnson
Alex J. Karas
Chloe A. Kas-Mikha
Holly N. Kilburn
Dylan P. King
Taylor P. Kost
Matthew S. Kraemer
Cong Liao
Rachel J. Logan
Makenna C. Lumley
Christopher L. Martin
Amanda R. McIntosh
Quaeunda T. McMillan
Michael S. Milkiewicz
Kayla M. Miller
Sarah S. Mitchell
Prateek Mithal
Nicholas K. Modlin
Ashley J. Papatheodore
George M. Parker
TJ M. Patton, Jr.
Jamie E. Pemberton
Alisha M. Petz
Geoffrey J. Petz
Angela N. Ploucha
Alexander M. Quinn
Allie M. Reeves
Mark A. Retka
Ashley N. Rocha
Sonny J. Rodriguez
Emily A. Rogers
Julius M. Rogers
Denise J. Russell
Saeed H. Sahwan
Taylor N. Salomon
Michelle V. Sanders
Joseph M. Scanlon
Ashley N. Schram
Benjamin J. Selvig
Alexander J. Shemes
Edwin K. Siegner
Edward A. Sinclair
Averi L. Skop
Caryn A. Snuske
Lisa M. Sprague
Milton Straham III
Jonathan E. Toomey
Jonathan R. Unsworth
Jennifer L. Vansickle
Janelle A. VanWagoner
Ronald P. VanWagoner
Sarah E. Wagner
Erick L. Walker
Alisha M. Wells
Erin B. Williams
Jacob M. Wilson
Jessica L. Winowski
Kristen R. Wood
Yulin Xiao
Boxin Xie
Zijie Yang
Crystal L. Yenglin
Kehao Zhang

Master of Business Administration

Joshua L. Burge
Genevieve-Nicole T. Fischre
Tara L. Griffith
Andrew S. Hartman

David M. Heidtman
Nicolas H. Hodge
Gregory B. Liebman
Lisa L. Selden

Laura M. Smith
Ramswamy Srinivasan
Edward J. Yaklin

Master of Science in Accounting

Jarrod M. Berkey
Yihan Deng

Jared M. Kaczmarczyk
Elliot B. Lemley

Mitchel A. Woods
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN
Founded in 1958, Daniel Little, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts

Nadine Hassan Abdallah  Andrew Paul Coletta  Ranna Faisal Kassem
Mustafa F. Abdullah      Nicole Kathleen Corso     Sonya Marie Kassiss
Santos A. Aceves          Evelyn Elizabeth Crampton  Aya H. Kayed
Abdallah Adel Almad       Marwah H. Dabaja      Cody Russell King
Zahra Taklif Al Arithy     Ramsen Eddie Dadisho  Winston Kirtley, Jr.
Siham O. Al-Ali           Dania J. Dakroub       Francina T. Knall
Rima Alame                Miranda Dakroub        Devon Ryan Kroeys
Ghadeer O. Alaradi        Benjamin John Dakpues   Angela Christine Krueger
Sara Raad Allassani       Taylor V. Davis       Elizabeth Marie Kubera
Layla N. Alhussain        Jacob Alexander Derrick  Brian Kudron
Hazim Ali                 Barbara Jeanne Divizio  Christopher Winfield Land
Atheer Sadiq Aljabiri     Jacqueline Elizabeth Donnelly  Alexa Alayn Larimore
Najah Salim Allaham       Scott Brandon Dorchak  Taylor Ann Lenze
Zainab J. Almawla         Cody A. Draper        Michael Francis Lieder
Sean Thomas Anthony       Batool Najib Eid      Ricky William Lindsay
Soumaya Chahine Arabi     Souhad A. Elachkar    Amanda Meline Lott
Jeffrey Michael Arlen     Rebecca Ann Elliott    Danielle Lucaj
Mariam F. Asadullah       Shelby Marie Eschker    Rachel N. Mackie
Kirstie Lynn Asfour       Kristi J. Estelle     Michael Mady
Enas A. Askar             Zeinab Ali Farhat    Kayla Ann Maes
Zachary J. Atanasovski    Connor Rayburn Ferguson  Julie-Ann Marie Magdowski
Maya Imad Awada           Steven Michael Flagg    Karin Ghazi Mahfouz
Emmanuel De Jesus Ayala   Joshua Paul Gahan     Rachel Elizabeth Martin
Jonathan Babb             Taras Garapiak       Mariah Marie Martinez
Derek James Baggot        Jessica Lee Gaskin     Sadaf Marzban Sarnaghi
Kristopher Ryan Baker     Megan Michelle Gawlik    Kimberly A. Mazzola
Jessica N. Bartnicki     Melissa Ann Gerkman     Rachel Marie McDonough
Eric John Basner          Kaci Madison Girard    Samantha Marie McDonough
Husain H. Bazzi            Kortni Lynn Girdley  Bryan Ray McCurran
Alexander E. Bedz          Nicole Marie Glowacki  Seth A. McRobb
Brittany Elizabeth Bejma  Alejandra Gomez       Sara Beth Millward
Samantha Lee Belcher      Michelle Elizabeth Gordon  Sameerah Mohiuddin
Ned Berri                Kayleigh Virginia Greener  Melissa Anais Monier
Francisca Heyiam Berry   Kristy Lynn Greer       Anna Lisa Morgan
Alisha D. Beyor           Nicholas S. Gregory    Ryan W. Moschetta
Katrina Ann Bomgren       Jennifer Marie Griffin  Sahara Storm Mott
Karen Vega Bonanno        Dakota Lee Gronski     Theresa Marie Mullins
Kamel Jamal Boussey, Jr.  Terrence Groom       Nadene Anwar Nagi
Danielle Kathleen Brand   Jennifer Therea Groulx  Marlee Renee Nalecz
Navilla Casquejo Britt    Hina Haider          Sara Nasser
Jacqueline Andrea Brown   Lena Adnan Haidous     Susie R. Newton
Jennifer Brown            Chasidy P. Hall       Diana Hiu Ng
Makenzie Ann Brown       Lavon Miles Hall      Delianise Susana Olivo
Jeffrey Alan Bryant      Natasha Clarissa Hampton  Alison Michele Osborn
Allison Ruth Bulbuk       Ashley Elizabeth Handly  Jasmina Osmanovic
Sarah Ashley Burger       Marc Frank Hanosh     Marimara Oumarou Smith
Marshall Tyrone Burns    Kelly Victorica Harper  Melissa Elizabeth Pardi
Andrew Scott Cantor      Lonie Edwin Harris     Samuel Lee Parks
Willie Darnell Carter, Jr. Keith Edward Hemenway  Erica Renee Parsons
Verona Centko            Alexander J. Hess       Samantha Jo Patrizi
Madeline Chavez          Samantha Glory Holland  Emily Rose Pauling
Elaina A. Chebbani       Erin Kennedy Horne     Adam James Perlaki
Fatima Hassan Choucair   Saad Bin Huq           Ryan Jeffrey Petru
Maryann A. Choucair       Sarah M. Idriss       Noah-Jon Steven Piggot
Zachary Steven Ciborowski  Muna Ghassan Ismail  Jessica Nicole Pinto
Anthony Joseph Cipolla, Jr.  Nora Jabor         Bradley Stafford Pischea
Brent Dalton Clark       Ines Jakupovic
Alexandra J. Coleman      


Bachelor of Arts

Ashley Marie Prusakiewicz
Denis Raznik
Andrea Marie Reilly
Rachel Elizabeth Riley
Charles Cody Robbins
Alexis Renee Robert
Alexis Royce Roehling
Lindsay Ann Rogan
Jonathon Allen Ross
Kristiana Alexandra Roxin
Lames M. Saab
Hussein K. Saad
Kayla Khadige Saad
Monica Rose Sabella
Sara I. Salim
Laura Cristina Sanchez
Cameron E. Sawyer
Erika A. Saylor
Keara Elizabeth Scannell
Joshua Allen Scarchrough
Nicole Rachelle Scott
Jeffrey Joseph Sebastian
Stephanie L. Seelye
Daniel Vincent Selman
Alicia Mary Sevon
Christine Nicole Sheppard
Ahmed A. Shulaiba
Heather Leilani Simpson
Mary Elizabeth Smith
Marissa Hope Sobetski
Merritt Kay Solomon
Matthew Michael Spehar
Lesia Ann Steeples
Peggy Ann Stevens
Spenzer Thomas Stevenson
Brittany Joann Stewart
Jamiel K. Strickland
Salwan Mazin Taila
Gina Marie Tarducci
Brittany Ann Teets
William Edward Toms
Marco Ray Tonarelli
Adriana Troka
Makenzie Suzanne Trowbridge
Victoria Tsai
Kelly A. Turner
Scott Turner
Eric Richard Tyler
Christopher Paul Urbanik
Destinee Monique Valenzuela
Andrew J. Vanboven
Sarah Coleta Vander
Shannon Destree Vaughn
Jacqueline Elizabeth Vidosh
Richard R. Villarruel
Tyasha Chante Vinson
Danielle Renee Warren
Sara Ann Watson
Maya Wazni
Leslie Ann Wendolowsky
Roseanne S. Wholihan
Katherine Theresa Wilchynski
Dakota James Willard
Bartlomiej Woinski
Jenna Elizabeth Wos
Jasmine Renee Wright
Megan E. Ynclan
Breana Zakalowski
Zachary Travis Ziolkowski

Bachelor of General Studies

Danielle Deuby
Michelle Renee Fuller
Deborah Sue Gaber
Benjamin D. Goraj
Christine Ann Jackson
Evelyn Lukasik
Ashwin Maganty
Kevin Martin McNamara
Gordon Edward Morse
Melissa Joy Nemeth
Lauren Nyx
Valerie Renee’ Parker
Paige Schaffstall
Malak Hassan Sobh
Mary Louise Weislo

Bachelor of Science

Egl Agolli
Roa Ahmed Aldhalemi
Ali Hussein Alhourani
Hassan Ibrahim Alkhalil
Mohammed Talib Al-Kheihani
Cole James Anusbigian
Ali Abdul-Karim Assi
Dominic Anthony Azzopardi
Heba A. Basha
Michael A. Basner II
Hussein F. Bazzy
Sarah Elizabeth Bellaire
Marlene Aurora Berry
Gihan Yaafan Beydoun
Mona Ali Beydoun
Alaisha D. Beyer
Anisa Bici
Edmund M. Bosas, Jr.
Laura Margaret Bossio
Chelsea Renee Brockway
Bridgette Burgett
Jennifer Lynn Byk
Kaylin Marlene Carey
Christina Louise Ceci
Ali Wafic Chamoun
Rhonda Radwan Charara
Wassim Mohammad Chehouri
Maryann A. Choucair
Kristen Marie Conner
Sarah Fawzi Dabaja
Monia A. Daher
Mohamad Ali Dakallah
Dalaya Soraya Darwish
Sara M. Dorra
Yousef Farhat
Isha Tanzy Gabriel
Joshua Paul Gahan
Rachana Gali
Ryan B. Ghannam
Marina Ghazar
Katherine Lynn Gillies
Renée L. Gismondi
Rachael Lynn Griffin
Kelli Elizabeth Gutmann
Joshua Steven Hales
Farah F. Hamade
Hawraa H. Hammoud
Kamran Ul Haq
Bethany Ann Hawkins
Fjoralba Hoxha
Mohamad Faisal Hussein
Suleman Zareef Ismail
Abdulhaseeb Khan Jameel
Zeinab Mohammad Ali Jamil
Mohammed Albaker Jefar
Rachel Ann Karacson
Beshar Kashlan
Jaspreet Kaur
Rafa Khansa
Winston Kirtley, Jr.
Elizabeth Nicole Kmita
Jason Sean Lerner
Katlin Anne Macari
Jonathon Joseph Anthony McMahan
Jaafar M. Mokalled
Majd Ali Mokbel
Rebecca Ann Moore
Yara Emile Moussaed
Samar A. Mustafa
Hassan Khalil Nasser
Zeinab A. Nasser
Mallory Elizabeth Nemeth
Bachelor of Science

Hussein N. Noureddine
Samuel Lee Parks
Drashti Ashishkumar Patel
Corey Dennison Peters
Marissa Lynne Petitpas
Abdel-Rahman Kamel Qunais
David Ryan Reid
Hannah Christine Reister
Fatima Rizk
Chase Stefan Rosenthal
Nancy Ali Saleh
Zachary Michael Saleh
Jacob Allen Sawecki
Bonnie Lynn Shreve
Fatima Mohamad Shukr
Alexandra Holly Slonina
Melissa Ann Smith
Jessica Ashley Snow
Hussein A. Sobh
Lucas David Stahl
Stacey Marie Stewart
Ana Maria Sutac
Marinela Tupa
Jacqueline Elizabeth Vidosh
Janaki B. Vyas
Courtney Lynn Wagner
Kristina Jo Weaver
David L. Wendt
Dorothy Wong
Sarah Oday Yahfoufi
Zeina Yahfoufi
Mahmoud Ali Zeidan

Master of Public Policy

Jonathan E. Gonzalez

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Liberal Studies
JoAnn Harrington

Master of Public Administration

Diane Marie Gulyas
Jayshona Hicks
Arevik Khachatrian
Simonne Elaine Searles
Danielle Skonieski
Leilani Genece Vance

Master of Science

Applied and Computational Mathematics
Denis L. Johnson
Junxuan Li
Scott Michael Yanak
Shi Bo
Benjamin J. Prowse
Monica Ann Shihadeh

Environmental Science

COlLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business Administration

Batoul Ali Abdallah
Hibah A. Ahmad
Ishraq Nasser Masoud Al Jahdhami
Mansoor Abid Aldilfi
Omar Rashed Ali
Cameron Anderson Allan
Cody Michael Allison
Zaid Alyasry
Hissah Saad Alzeer
Reda Adnan Aoun
Joseph Michael Astephan
Alen Bajramovic
Raul Viorel Barbat
Jennifer Marie Barile
John Paul Basmajian
Branden W. Bilicki
Arlen Michael Bohr
Ava Theresa Brandimore
Donna Maria Brown
Daniela Laura Carlesimo
Anne Kathleen Collins
Molly M. Copple
Calla M. Cretney
Zolok Datta
Alan Mark Deleka II
Adeet Nishith Desai
Sara M. Dorrà
Alexander Pavlovich Drioupine
Lynda Lorie Drumsta
Ryan Daniel Ducharme
Jana S. Elherchi
Nabil Elmawari
Malak Walid El-Sayed
Ryan Joseph Eriksson
Alexandra Mariah Gontarski
Jacalyn Dahl Griffin
Aimee Anu Gupta
Richard Hamilton
Khadije Hussein Harb
Kyle Martin Hegarty
Christopher Hnatuk
Matthew Earl Hoag
Max Xinxin Huang
Sarah M. Idriss
Lashanna Janet Jackson
Bachelor of Business Administration

TyJuan Deheon Jackson
Andrew David Jeter
Curtis Allen Jones
Madelyn Jennifer Kerby
Myles M. Kessler
Ki Eung Kim
Bethany Jean Kowalczyk
Juhi Luthra
Kayla Jabrae Mason
Klaudio Mata
Christopher C. McGarrett
Kielee Grey McNally
Sara Mehmedovic
Gleiciane Fabiola Mendes
Jake Benjamin Miller
Jessica M. Miller
Harini Miryala
Majd Mohsin
Evan Andrew Mollenkamp
Bradley Robert Morley
Ola Salim Mourad
Adam R. Mourtada
Flavia Munta

Mbanefo C. Nwangwu
Steven J. Nyceck
Connor Ellis Osborn
Joshua M. Pavlica
Jordan Arthur Petro
Joshua Robert Pettovello
Jacob Paul Piekarski
Christopher David Pierce
Jonathan F. Pierce
Matthew Thomas Piotrowski
Kristen Lynn Podczervinski
Grant A. Pomaville
Millhaa Rafiq
Jessica Lynn Rich
Robert Jaime Riche
Ashley Elizabeth Rose
Rochelle Marie Rutledge
Kevin Antonio Rygiel
Boulos Henry Saba
Cirilo Salinas
Tamara Abdallah Salloum
Anji Santacroce
Kathleen Elizabeth Schmidt

Jasmin George Shamoun
Abhaydeep Singh
Stephen Edward Solis
Erika Lauren Southworth
Blake A. Speck
Richard Cislo Stretnarsi
Hana Ruwaydah Sulayman
Ellen Marie Symonds
Hanaa H. Tekko
Vincent Truxton
Dontae Rashad Tucker
Jacob John Turchan
Marsel E. Usmanov
Adrien Vazquez-Garcia
Zayde B. Wagner
Xiaoci Wang
Caitlyn Mary Wilhelm
Alexander Pascal Willer
Jessica Lynn Wood
Jonathon Matthew Ydrogo, Jr.
Sandup Singh Yonzon

Master of Business Administration

Trenton Buycks
Calan Michael DePotter
Luisa Maria Dunlap
Michael Kenneth Fifelski
Mira Slava Gertzwulf
Sarah Elizabeth Grigg

Jessica Lynne Hermenitt-Faath
Craig Steven Jackson II
Brian Richard Kemeter
Reiko Toyo Kikuchi
Erik J. Martowt
Jason Matthew McIndoe

Amelia R. Peer
Tiffany Cathleen Roberts
Andrew John Seiter
Thomas Clinton Stroud
Gordon Meredith Thomas
Stephen M. Thurmon

Master of Science

Business Analytics
Sujit Kumar Reddy Ambavarapu
Dev Kurmar Balasundaram
Erik M. Black
Navshree Chaudhry
Yunxi Chen
Brian Hou
Parnay Jayoo
Yadagiri Mallipaddi
Radha Krishna Siseer Mylavarapu
Skuntala Ovatlarnpor

Smitha Surathkal Shenoy
Juhi Anil Tadkod
Brian Anthony Tam

Information Systems
Timothy Shawn Baron
Swaroopra Rajendra Goturkar
Sonia John
Nader Alfred Kishik
Richa Rajendra Runwal
Kelly Lynne Turner

Supply Chain Management
Lu Chen
Tannay S. Khasnis
Ling Han Ma
Odinakachi Stacy Nwadikeh
Artem Aleksandrovich Petrunin
Nandita Sharma
Kailee Jeanette Sosnowski

Master of Science in Accounting

Christopher Roy Allen
Lisa Cousino
Ryan Michael Koscielny

Yinqing Liu
Margareta Schell
Shuang Zhang

Mengying Zhu

Master of Science in Finance

Abdullah Mohammed Alibrahim
Christopher Roy Allen
John Elia Arabi

Qian Chen
Eli A. Kartunen
Rachel Naemi

Nethrie N. Prasoody
Kevin Scott Sullivan
Bachelor of Arts

Zahra A. Ahmed
Aycheh Umar Al Koni
Fatima Jamal Al Raishouni
Jihan Abdaziz Al-Husaini
Nada A. Almadhagi
Sina M. Aoun
Malak Mahmoud Bazzi
Diana R. Chamalia
Adell D. Coleman
Samantha L. Cooley
Nataira Rochelle Cuyler
Fatme M. Dabajeh
Malak Imad Daher
Brianna Sue German
Lesley Ann Grignon
Diane S. Guthrie
Mouna Hammoud
Audra Christina Hight
Samantha A. Hurley
Naheda M. Ilayn
Amal Adhan Ismail
Manal Ismail
Helana I. Jumaa
Fatima Mustapha Karaky
Margaret D. Kelley
Rebecca Florence Lawton
Michelle Christine Linderman
Amani Hassan Mahmoud
Natali A. Malki
Kayla Amber Mazur
Natalie Justine Mrukowicz
Lisa Renee Murray
Lindsay Nichols
Zeinab I. Nouredine
Melynda B. Praznik
Kristine L. Rosenberry
Kelly A. Roth
Sarah S. Sandakli
Brenna Ann Sexton
Ebony Michelle Shaw
Kelly Linsey Szajnecki
Bethany Lynn Taylor
Audrey Lynne Tessmer
Shannon Taylor Walsh
Abeer Nizar Yassine
Hajer Ali Yehia
Jenan Zeghir

Bachelor of General Studies

Chelsea Renee Armstrong
Laura Kathleen Barker
Bianca Prentissa Bronson
Manal Najib Eid
Brittany Maire Farson
Kayla Rose Goodwin
Hadijja Hamadi
Raya Wail Hammoudeh
Dashnae Joan-Evette Husak
Hayley Marie Mazzei
Lysa Rose Goodwin
Hadijja Hamadi
Raya Wail Hammoudeh
Dashnae Joan-Evette Husak
Hayley Marie Mazzei
Kelsey Marie McHugh
Juliann Faye Ruelle
Elizabeth Ashley Tosto

Bachelor of Science

Phyllis D. Artis
Karlene Michelle Koos
Dennell Marie Morgan
Megan Elizabeth Nelson

Master of Arts

Early Childhood Education
Kristen Nicole Chateau
Jessica Kathryn Richardson
Amy Buchler
Cathy E. Cherico
Jeanette Shih-Shen Chu
Marijke Helena Cotton
Jeanette Angelique Hokett
Khadija Kourani
Michael Edward Oyston
Amy Parten
Shalaunda Monet Reeves

Educational Technology

Amy Buchler
Cathy E. Cherico
Jeanette Shih-Shen Chu
Marijke Helena Cotton
Jeanette Angelique Hokett
Khadija Kourani
Michael Edward Oyston
Amy Parten
Shalaunda Monet Reeves

Master of Arts in Educational Leadership

Mustafa Noman Ali
Osama Yehia Bazzi
David Brooks
Lindsey Nicole Becker Pignatiello
David Russell Sarns
Ashley E. Thomas

Master of Arts in Teaching

Stephanie Theresa Belcher
Justin M. Currie
Mouna Fouad El-Saghir
Erin M. O’Donnell
Ali S. Salamey
Deborah Alane Spradley

Master of Education

Telva L. Elwell
Patricia Gray
Dana Levy
Lisa Marie Pappas
Master of Science
Zahra I. Al-Sayag
Nancy L. McMahon

Doctor of Education
K. Page Boyer
Anne Meredith Morris
Kristian D. Stewart

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Education
Samah A. Abdulaziz
Kelly M. Consiglio
Hala Issam Farhat
Ghada H. Hammoud
Cheri A. Hoffman
Iman A. Hussein
Kimberly C. Landess
Alexandra Elizabeth Velez

Bachelor of Science

Computer and Information Science Mathematics
Chisom O. Osuji
Eric C. Ditmore
Daniel Hassan Pawaz
Andrew Mark Kuelbs
Marina Lucaj
Chisom O. Osuji
Kyle Matthew Robertson
Kyle Robert Schafer
Allison E. Scherr
Jeffrey Jonathan Yackley
Digital Forensics
Joel Mangao

Computer and Information Science
Zachary Thomas Adams
Nathan Alexander Bustamante
Matthew Joseph Cezat
Sammy Dagher

Software Engineering
Kawthar Alrayyashi
Anna Patricia Gebara
Daniel Joseph Heintzel
Ryan Howell
Waleed Numan Mohsen
Adam Robert Woitulewicz

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Bioengineering
Mary Catherine Ballew
Josiah David Brandel
Kylie L. Campbell
Hichem El-Mohri
Randall Patrick Favot
Tania Mounir Ismail
Jordan Alexander Mazurek

Jeffrey Edward Taylor
Edgardo Daniel Torres-Villa

Electrical Engineering
Joseph Micah Benczarski
Hussein Hassan Berry
Steven R. Brehrimer
Ryan A. Cleveland
Justin Daniel Dow
Anthony Fox
Patrick Delaney Hebda
Bilal Hijazi
Robert Juhasz
Patrick Joseph Korona
Matthew John Lee
Jay Lindland
Jeffrey T. Lusardi
Fadi Jamal Matti
Parham Moassessi
Scott Allen Peets
Matthew Michael Pettit
Jordan Anthony Rathwell
Aaron Gregory Romain

Grant C. Senkbeil
Aalisah Sharma
Keith Anthony Shinn
Vladyslav A. Slyusar
Todd William Tatar
Jeffrey Edward Taylor
Patrick James Wagner
Aaron Charles Ward
Matthew Ray Wetzel
Xiaohui Zhao
Jackson Zhu

Engineering Mathematics
Matthew Charles Bustamante

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Peter Joseph Karolyi
Connor J. Lopez
Theodore Palemon Santistevan, Jr.
Joshua Matthew Suchy
## Bachelor of Science in Engineering

**Manufacturing Engineering**
- Peter Joseph Karolyi
- Ahmad Kassem Abdallah
- Philip Matthew Anders
- Alpana Baijayee
- Mary Catherine Ballew
- David Joseph Brish
- Bryan Thomas Buchanan
- Matthew Charles Bustamante
- Taylor Cach
- Rachel Jessica Cleveland
- Matthew David Clum
- William Davidson
- Aidan Christoffer Doyle
- Jackson Alexander Elliott
- Douglas Edmond Giroux
- Cuong Xuan Ho
- Tania Mounir Ismail
- Austin M. Joyce
- John Joseph Laxton, Jr.
- Jordan Alexander Mazurek
- Christopher Scott Nelson
- Alexander Martin Nickert
- Mitchell Albert Nickert
- Michael Henry O’Leary III
- Sang Wook Park

**Mechanical Engineering**
- Ahmad Kassem Abdallah
- Philip Matthew Anders
- Alpana Baijayee
- Mary Catherine Ballew
- David Joseph Brish
- Bryan Thomas Buchanan
- Matthew Charles Bustamante
- Taylor Cach
- Rachel Jessica Cleveland
- Matthew David Clum
- William Davidson
- Aidan Christoffer Doyle
- Jackson Alexander Elliott
- Douglas Edmond Giroux
- Cuong Xuan Ho
- Tania Mounir Ismail
- Austin M. Joyce
- John Joseph Laxton, Jr.
- Jordan Alexander Mazurek
- Christopher Scott Nelson
- Alexander Martin Nickert
- Mitchell Albert Nickert
- Michael Henry O’Leary III
- Sang Wook Park

## Doctor of Philosophy

**Automotive Systems Engineering**
- Jinghai Xu

*Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School*

## Master of Science

**Computer and Information Science**
- Amer Ahmed
- Haytham B. Almawla
- Pramod Kumar Budde
- Satya Bhagyasree Chebrolu
- Erzhuo Chen
- Srivallli Gade
- Shreyas R. Hirekhan
- Rithvik Reddy Jitta
- Jonathan William Joyce
- Sravya Kalluri
- Lakshmi Malati Kambhapati
- Ratheesh Kumar Kamoor
- Krishna Konda
- Fatme Abdul Karim Mustapha
- Eric M. Ulicny
- Linxi Zhang
- Zheng Zhang

**Engineering Management**
- Nausheen Amir
- Huizhu Chen
- Michael Godlew
- Stephen Meinschein
- Alireza Mohammadi
- Armand T. Tchonang

**Information Systems and Technology**
- Evan M. Henri
- Urvi Aakash Patel
- Oluwaseun Oluwajare Rufus
- Mohammad Shehab

**Program and Project Management**
- Haider AL Jumaili
- Kimberly Ann Bologna

**Software Engineering**
- Srinivasa Srinivasa Duvvuri
- Udit Amit Gami
- Thomas Dylan Green
- Francisco Carlos Sandoval Zazueta
- Eric Mathew Smith
- Jose Luis Solis-Marquez
- Ali M. Suleiman
- Anthony A. Walker

## Master of Science in Engineering

**Automotive Systems Engineering**
- Nehal Ahmad
- Naveen Kumar Reddy Alla
- Satya Sirish Anala
- Manoj Kumar Reddy Balanolla
- Raunak Singh Bindra
- Pradeep Prakash Borate
- Jyothi Venkata Vivek Challagulla
- Kevin Robert Chauvin
- Hemanthkumar Cheluvaiah
- Fengyi Chen
- Vijay Kumar Chenegarapu
- Meghna Dara
- Madhusudana Darinayakanapalya
- Sudheendra
- Sagarashok Dhond
- Naveen Kumar Reddy Dokuru
- Neelsh Ganesh
- Sushant Sunil Ghase
- Rahul Anir Gowda
- Srivatsa Ravishankar Gollapinny
- Branden Philip Holmes
- Devi Vishnu Teja Indukuri

**Mechanical Engineering**
- William Davidson
- Aidan Christoffer Doyle
- Jackson Alexander Elliott
- Douglas Edmond Giroux
- Cuong Xuan Ho
- Tania Mounir Ismail
- Austin M. Joyce
- John Joseph Laxton, Jr.
- Jordan Alexander Mazurek
- Christopher Scott Nelson
- Alexander Martin Nickert
- Mitchell Albert Nickert
- Michael Henry O’Leary III
- Sang Wook Park

**Manufacturing Engineering**
- Peter Joseph Karolyi
- Ahmad Kassem Abdallah
- Philip Matthew Anders
- Alpana Baijayee
- Mary Catherine Ballew
- David Joseph Brish
- Bryan Thomas Buchanan
- Matthew Charles Bustamante
- Taylor Cach
- Rachel Jessica Cleveland
- Matthew David Clum
- William Davidson
- Aidan Christoffer Doyle
- Jackson Alexander Elliott
- Douglas Edmond Giroux
- Cuong Xuan Ho
- Tania Mounir Ismail
- Austin M. Joyce
- John Joseph Laxton, Jr.
- Jordan Alexander Mazurek
- Christopher Scott Nelson
- Alexander Martin Nickert
- Mitchell Albert Nickert
- Michael Henry O’Leary III
- Sang Wook Park
Master of Science in Engineering

Aditya Reddy Maram Reddy
Ayaz-Ahmed Mohammed
Sahil Nagpal
Bhushan Shirish Naik
Harish-Kumar-Reddy Nandikonda
Sriharsha Narayanamurthy
Vijay Narayanaswamy
Aakarsh Manoj Nilagiri
Amit Vasant Pandarkar
Santhosh Pasupathi
Kota Siddi Thatwik Pasupuleti
Shyam Ketanbhai Patel
Manu Prateek Pavuluri
Snehit Peddi
Shreyas Prasad
Vinoth Raman
Abhiram Ramesh
Vikram Rao Byndoor
Akhilesh Ravichandran
Sachin Revadal
Nadish Roy
Krishna Kumar Sadula
Ankit Saini
Naveen Kumar Sama
Aditya Anant Sawant
Suhas Chandrashekhar Shastry
Neeraj Shyamasunder
Sainath Venkata Gopala Phanindhar
Sripathi
Jaya Krishna Reddy Syamala
Varun Thontadarya
Harshavardhan Upendram
Pradeep Varadharaju

Computer Engineering
Husein Mohammed Dakroub
Pavan Kumar Dasari
Nevrus Kaja
Changlin Li
Sandhi Primayudi

Electrical Engineering
Iman M. Aboutaleb
Beulah C. Anne
Lingxiu Chen
Padma Sai Mounika Dalavayi
Teja Damcherla
Satbir Singh Dhillon

Manufacturing System Engineering
Narayanan Thekke Chandramana
Namboodiri
Abhishek Varma Pachunuri
Sai Bhushan Pitta

NISTED 2013-2014

Mechanical Engineering
Lakshmi Kanth Allamsetty
Kalyan Chandra Armudha
Alexandra Marie Aquila
Gabriel Thomas Arroyo, Jr.
Murtaza Mohammed Attar

Rong Fu
Aswath Reddy Gangireddy
Bhanu Tejaswini Gopisetty
Ajay Kongara
Michael Joseph Lepkowski
Sorin Z. Mihaltan
Mohamed Mohamed Nasser
Ryan E. Peer
Kyle Stuart Racer
Donald A. Restauri III
Joseph Laith Sara
Drishti Dilip Trivedi
Heting Wei
Wessen Zari
Yuneng Zhou
Shaoyu Zhu

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Yucong Chang
Wen Feng
Sri Havisha Gudapati
Yao Hong
Junxuan Li
Timothy Craig Maes
Andrew John Pinch
Prerana Rachamalla
Amir Riyes
Jeremy Allen Senyk
Aditya Thiruvengadam
Brian Patrick Weiss
Gopi Chandu Yanda
Xiangxue Zhao

Rashmi Jayaram Bhatt
Naga Vijay Bhargav Chandu
Praveen Choudhury
Sai Krishna Davuluri
Vishal Laxman Dhyagonde
Monica Ann DuBois
Khaled El-Nagi
Erzabeth Julia Fekete
Valerie Roxanne Feliciano-Atra
Souri Gadepalli
Ricardo David Garcia
Aditya Sai Gundu
Yashwanth Gurram
Christian Johan Owen Handley
Catherine Elise Herringer
John Everett Hilliker
Yueheng Huang
Abdul Qadir Iliyas
Mayank Kumar Jaiswal
Nikhil Krishna Kanchan
Xu Kang
Praharshith Kumar Komaragiri
Akash Ladha
Ubaldo Borja Martinez
Praneeth Medikonda
Abdul Shoab Mohammed
Sharan Kumar Nagendirar
Ranjit Singh Nagi
Bhavana Kennedy Naidu
Vinay Kumar Reddy Palle
Rushi Ashokbhai Patel
Igor V. Radzyuk
Akash Chikkadlur Ravi Shankar
Alex John Rojas
Chetan Shivalingappa
Dushyanthappa
Aleksandar Spasovski
Suhas Gupta Thunuguntla
Sagar Trehan
Drew Mendola Vechell
Binghao Wang
Mian Wang
Zhuoran Wang
Daniel Keith Watson
Sandeep Reddy Yellu
Yikai Yin
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
Founded in 1969, Thomas A. Finholt, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Science
Aaron Philip Accurso
Ayomide Michael Akinokun
Bryce Ellen Beckwith
Evan Arnold Blitzer
Joshua Evan Blumberg
Kevin Ji Cai
Joseph Patrick Carron
Nicholas William Chin
Andrew Cho
Madeleine Chone
Samantha Anne Coffman
Cassidy Blair Cohen
Susannah Kendyl DeRoss
Meera B. Desai
John Alexander Dickinson
Sonia Dipak Doshi
Andrew Stevens Dyer, Jr.
Blake Falanga
Ellery Wagner Faller
David Michael Ferruggiario
Sheila Marie Flood
Samuel Ellis Franklin
Emma Elizabeth Koch Gardiner
Madison Ashley Garver
Michelle Rikki Gooel
Mark Joseph Gurman
Samantha Blake Herman
Alexander Andreas Horak
Angela Enjia Huang
Risa Michelle Israeloff
Madeline Lindsay Jursek
Rebecca Louise Lawson
Alexis Patricia Leftakes
Connie Liu
Tiffany Tien Luong
Grace Elaine Merrick
Colleen Marie Miller
Matthew Benjamin Montalto
Jennifer Lee Morton
Aaron Frederick Nussbaum
Courtney Rose Quell
Emily Rose Reitzel
Alexander Jacob Quell
Jayson B. Samaan
Joshua Matthew Stern
Wu Wang
Jake Harrison Wayne
Tierney Love Wixted
Brandon Ga-Ming Wong
Seung Joo Yang
Kelly Amber Yuen
Zachary Zasuwa
Jeffery Jia-Jun Zhang

Master of Health Informatics
Rachel Erin Atwood
Jessica Elaine Bene
Pritika Dasgupta
Sean William Doolan
Jacqueline Marie Fontaine
Justin Paul Gilliam
Joseph P. Godlew
Nancy K. Hammond
Naomi Rachel Hernandez
Yin Yu Lam
Lucia Lee
Yang Li
Molly Maher
Kathleen Eleanor Marinar
Anna Victoria Myers
Djordje Petrovic
Shruthi Sanjeevi Reddy
Steven Scott Talsma
Abir Samad Viqar
Melissa Wu
Hanwenbo Yang

Master of Science in Information
Amy Afonso
Daina Catherine Andries
Mathias Arkyain
Haoyang Bai
Ayeshwayra Balasubramanian
Matthew David Barry
Vijeta Vittal Belandor
Paul Belser
Jeffrey Christopher Bennett
Henan Bo
Mojolaoluwa Faith Bolaji
Mitchell Donald Boldin
Vispan Phiroz Boocha
Nishan Bose
John Joseph Brodsky
Hannah Meghan Brookhart
Izhar Andres Buendia
Kuan-Chun Cheng
Suk Min Chuah
Elena Martina Colón-Marrero
Kyle David Cozad
Erin Elizabeth Curtis
Christina M. Czuhajewski
Meagan Lisa Daniels
Matthew James Dashner
Claire Castle De Witt
Noureen N. Dharani
Da Ding
Jakob Walter Dopp
Katelynn Rachel Dreeze
Peter Lavern Eldred
Karen Alexandra Fernandez
Roxana Galusca
Verena Tesfa Getahun
Armanda Marie Gonzalez
Anne Elise Grady
Yutong Gu
Samarth Gulati
Manu Gupta
Alexa N. Hagen
Tsai-Yu Han
Alyssa Jo Hanson
Christanna Hemmingsway
Fengmin Hu
Lu Huang
Percy Huang
Audrey Lauren Huggett
Brittany Simone Hutson
Prashant Rajendran Iyer
Michelle Sinclair Jackson
Selwyn Jacob Kanchlar
Sharon Kazianas
Charles Patrick Kelley
Robert Enrique Ketcham
Mayank Khanna
Kevin Anthony Kinney
Joseph Armen Klein
Perie Joann Kline
Kathy Kosinski
Ram Kumarasubramanian
Hertina Ritsky Kurnia
Aaron Michael Kwolek
Je Seok Lee
Vicente Lee
Troy Anthony Leonard
Bin Li
Shuang Liang
Wan-Ting Lin
Adam Brian Lott
Amber C. Lovett
Fan Luo
Lili Marlene Marchak
Sarah Parker McLusky
Louis Miller
Caitlin Elizabeth Moriarty
Rashelle Mazal Nagar
Sandy Ng
Mingue Ni
Riley Joseph O’Brien
Amanda Ruth Palomino
Sangeun Park
Nicholas Benjamin Piontek
Elisabeth Parkin Pittman
Allix Newcomb Plymale
Fiona Miyoko Potter
Shannon H. Powers
Devon Proudfoot
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION

Master of Science in Information

Yuting Pu Tierney Carmen Steelberg Chang Yan
Rebecca Marie Rasmussen Shelby Anne Stuart Jingzhu Yan
Alice Rhee Martha Stuit Purva Yardi
Emily Jane Rippa Nan Tang Natalie Nicole Yee
Marissa Nicole Rivas Joanna Elizabeth Thielen Kaipeng Yu
Nick Sands Arun J Varghese Difei Zhang
Anubhav Saxena Peter Murray Vlahakis Mengtian Zhang
Xinyu Sheng Hengjing Wang Weikai Zhang
Kristen Hazel Sheppard Shao-Chi Wang Xin Zhang
Jason Matthew Smith David Walter Williams Fangwen Zhao
Tamara Lynn Sofia-Cerilli Heidi Wong Xinyan Zhao
Lauren Elizabeth Stamm Hsin-Ying Wu
James Thomas Stanhope Tao Wu

PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN

Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Zoe Lee Andersen Elana Nicole Katz Arielle Constantia Sanders
Michael Addison Belt Da Yeon Kim Jacob Dean Saphier
Brianna Marlene Broderick Soon Ju Kim Jordana Rose Schrager
Raj Brueggemann Jean Yuanjing Lin Abijah El-Fakah Simon
Shannon Deirdre Burt John Joseph McInerney Anastasia Marie Skelkoff
Sydney Catherine Cavanagh Kristine Elizabeth Monhollon Rose Elizabeth Stacey
Kaelynn Rose Clolinger So Ye Oh Eli Stirling
Eli Alexander Davis Youn Ha Paik Martha Elizabeth Strong
Emily Rose Dibble Dustin Jong Kyu Park Y-Nhi Hoai Tran
Monty Mae Etzcorn Nicolette Helen Robinson Emma Elizabeth Whipple
Jessica Halsey French Peter Sun Rogers Jane Corlett Wiley
Ciara Monique Griggs Eva D Roos Annie Zisk
Georgia Ruth Hampton Michelle Rose Rusinek
Sophia Graydon Kaplan Jared Daniel Salinger

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Michael Anthony Abboreno Andrew McIntosh Fuller Constanza Natalia McKinstry
Kara Ann Argue Gina Rose Garavalia Morgan Samantha Nelson
Connor Louis Bade Rebecca Gina Garber Bianca Kim Ng
Eryn Paige Baker Brian Antonio Garcia Hayden Ashley Nickel
Michael Jacob Benkarski Daniel James Ghastin Jadzia Ravyn Parker
Christina Margaret Bennett Linh-Yen Hoang Elizabeth Rita Pearlman
Danielle Rae Buffa Sean Joseph Horner Sarah Jane Post
Julia Firestone Callis Nikki Horowitz Michelina Angelina Risbeck
Western Ethan Chase Dillon James Irwin Carolyn Kay Rodgers
Nicole Leigh Cischke Catherine Patricia Jung Natalie Ann Schwartz
Emma Jane Covode Rebecca Julianne Kephart Zoe Sarah Schwartz
Maya Elise Crosman Doo Hyun Kim Orlando Jamil Shaw
Carla Ann Denton Sarah Elisabeth Knoll Emily Catherine Laura Sneideman
Gabrielle Marie DeCaro Sidney Elizabeth Krandall Carly Ellis Strauss
Jacob Ryan Dwyer Colin Thanh Leach Sonia Catherine Tagari
Hannah Jean Ervin Sang Hyun Lee Elise Charlotte Wescom
Marc Andrew Ferraro Beatriz Carolina Lozano Zoe Brendan Widmer
Elizabeth Louisa Fine Laura Dorothy Maier Beatriz Hilbert Wink
Carly Nash Fishman Ellen Eileen Manson
Mariisa Nora Franz Manami Jo Maxted
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Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Fine Arts
Carolyn Elena Clayton  Emily Schiffer  Sanghun Yoo
Nathan Alan Morgan  Alisa Yuhfen Yang

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Ronald F. Zernicke, Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Sport Management
Michael J. Adsit
Sung Mo An
Jill Emily Ashinsky
Emily Alice Ashken
Brett Tyler Bachelis
Morgan Haley Bartelstein
Jenna Elizabeth Beaugrand
Joshua Craig Belt
Drew Berube
Harley Michael Borish
Dylan Bosch
Emma Paige Burke
Connelly Camille Cadarette
David Jacob Carlson
Travis Alan Chaffee
Jacob Louis Charlip
Lillian Francis Clifford
Daniel Steven Costa
Adena Liza Coste
Jacob D. Cox
Katelyn Rose Dwyer
Krister Samuel Edmark
Samantha Chloe Finkel
Ellen Elizabeth Frank
Brett Mitchell Friedman
Gabriel David Gelbard
Stephen Andrew Girard, Jr.
Samantha Annette Gosman
Samuel Matthew Grill
Richard Lester Grimshaw IV
Jordan F. Gruber
Timothy James Herrmann
Michael Francis Hillery, Jr.
Brielle Olivia Howley
Vivian Yura Hu
David McDermott Huston
Nicholas Michael Iacobellis
Erica Michelle Joseph
Capri’Nara Mova Kendall
Sarah Elizabeth Kuhnhanek
Lindsey Anne Lerg
Cory Jordan Lester
Alexander Jonh Ronne Linkner
Jordan Gabriel Magenta
Zachary Harrison Marentay
Ryan Michael Thomas McGovern
Aaron James McNeill
Victoria Rose Natoli
Nolan Patrick Novak
Emily Catherine Orrico
Trevor James Osburn
Brett Harris Perlstein
Stephanie Renee Pleifer
Michael Trevor Pisciotta
Sarah Ann Prybys
Sydney Jane Raguse
Kori Reblin
Natan Matthew Reches
Austin Alexander Reed
Zachary James Roland
Macauley Keith Rybar
Aaron Christopher Sauer
Eric Benjamin Scharner
Rebecca Lindsey Schuba
Justin Hunter Selman
Jordan Shalom
Katherine Anne Slaughter
Cory Greyhame Smith
Alexander James Stephanak
Tanner Michael Truscott
Cody James VanderHagen
Robert Lincoln Vanderzyppe
Karl Joseph Weber
Holly Marie West
Troy Michael Westerhof
Madeleine Winer
Andrew Wolfe
Yilei Yang
Ronit M. Yurovsky
Michael Robert Zanto
Timothy Mark Zobir
Mackenzie Paige Zondlak
Bradley Maxwell Zucker

Sport Management and
Communications
Michael R. Komisarek

Bachelor of Science

Athletic Training
Miranda Grace Boucard
Natalie Lyn Brown
Jeffrey Nelson Carpenter
Rebecca Crenshaw
Alexis Joanna Duff
Kourtnee Elisabeth Duff
Lizzy Henquinet
Michael Jacob Holmes
Scott Alan Kars
Arielle Christina Mauceri

Health and Fitness
Alexa Rae Beemer
Katelyn Marie Grunewald
Kathryn Leigh Mattei
Christopher Dreshaun Maye
Emily Grace Ritsema
Austin Lee Sheppard
Daniel Patrick Szuba

Movement Science
Anna Marijke Anthony
Nick Richard Benda
Kristen Marie Bleakley
Stephanie Catherine Bowers
Kelley Ann Burger
Mia Caminita
Rachel Helen Carlson
Benjamin Ranjeet Chander
Tung Chit Cheung
Genevieve Ann Chiminski
Bachelor of Science

Zachary Mitchell Crespi
Leah Delores Cronce-Solano
Andra Marie Davidson
Alexis Diaz
Rylee Christina Doyle
Benjamin Levi Drumright
Quinn Leah Fricker
Sydney Elizabeth Franko
Emma Elise Friedman
Madison Nicholle Fringer
Alexandra Michelle Galel
Fernando Miguel Garcia
Jared Evan Gershowitz
Nicole Catherine Gervasi
Mallory Anne Gmeiner
Seth Aron Goldman
Denny Ellison Goltra
Karla Theresa Graves
Jessica Erin Gross
Kathryn Anne Handley
Kayla Laurina Hanses
Deyanco Brusean Hardwick
Rebecca Zoe Harris
Lauren Nicole Henderson
Hannah G. Henkin
Lauren Patricia Hensick
Max L. Hill
Nicole Erin Honey
Samantha Maryann Jackson
Alexa Jane Jarman
Lauren Elizabeth Juliano
Nishi Jatin Kadakia
Mackenzie Renee Kaiser
Griffin Ian Katz
Geena Marie Kerr
Constantin Fernando Ketter
Jeremy Laurence Klapper
Jennifer Danielle Klei
Alexa Janelle Knopf
Nathan Michael Kossey
Penelope Christine Koulou
Aleks Robert Kowalick
Tyler Joseph Kristoff
Jennifer Marie Lebedzma
Alex Michael Lettner
Nathan Reed Loosemore
Sara Harper Lutz
Austin Michael William Maas
Blair Rachel Mack
Alyssa Marie Mandilk
Sierra Jayne Mansfield
Matthew Lee Margol
Marrielle Nichol May
Lauren Nicole Mazin
Anthony Michael McKeiver
Antonette Nicole Mediati
Jonathan Mendicelli
Matthew Ryan Metzler
Devyn McKenzie Millican
Sharaynn Elizabeth Jane Misuina
Iris Anne Mustich
Marissa Joy Nazareno
Maycee Ann Marie Nicholas
Katelyn Elizabeth Omachi
Makena Jane Owen
Rayen Patnaik
Jessica Marie Pfister
Alexander J. Pisiker
Emily Katherine Plumley
Zachary William Prenkert
Kathryn Michelle Quaglia
Benjamin Lee Reed
Bryan Oyong Ren
Anthony Joseph Reyes
Logan Danielle Ridge
Danielle Shauna Rittman
Emily Patricia Sahagian
Olivia Ann Samoray
Tyler Kenneth Samuels
Wesley Stiles Schermer
Stephanie Lauren Schwartz
Claire Victoria Shabet
Rebecca Lynn Sigourney
Abigail Nicole Simone
Shelby Karen Smith
Emily Kathryn Southern
Nicholas Robert Stevens
Jenna Rachel Sugar
Kathryn Christina Thomas
Kelsey Mac Thorne
Amanda Michelle Tobin
Kyle James Walenta
Abby Wang
Emily Kay Wee
Kenneth Eng Wee
Alison Nicole Wexler
Bailey Danielle Winans
Angelique Wu
Grace Lynne Wurst
Nicki Sani
Brett Spencer Zebelain
Arika Chillingworth Kahauakiao
Ziker
Nicole Zochowski

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Kinesiology
Yingyin Chen
Ashley Cae Gardner
Yuanliu Hu
Soobum Jun
Robert John Keedy
Zikun Li
Merjournie O’Tavia Muskin
Blake William O’Neill
Matthew Thomas Ramsay
Andrew Kenneth Robeson
Siru Wang
Xianda Ye
Xialin Zou

Master of Science

Kinesiology
Leelai Mandela Abrah</code></pre>

Michael Allen Bowles

Tyler M. Cronin

Kyla Anne Cross

Alexa Keneen Johnson

Sarah Elizabeth Kessler
Bachelor of Arts

Jennifer Nicole Arnold
Caroline Alice Baron
Nicholas James Boyd
Erin Mae Bozek-Jarvis
Fatematur Zohara Chamak
Marcus Joseph Cho
Tanner Michael Cooper
Nathan William Crockett
Kevin Martin Dickey
Jessica Kay Eller
Jill Lilyan Epstein
Alexis Kathleen Farmer
Sloane C. Forbach
Hilary Lauren Forrest
Eli Matthew Gerber
William Raymond Greenberg
Samuel Harrison Gringlas
Mohammed Adam Hamdan
Rebecca Alexandra Hart
Madeline Mollie Hartlieb
Thomas Doyle Hoyt
Jessica Rosa Johanson-Kubin
Harry Quinn Kammerman
Krista Lamont Landis
Hannah Rose Lee
Max Abraham Lerner
Robert A. Linden
Grace Elizabeth Lutfy
Sara Jaclyn Maggin
Rebecca Sidney Maher
Hannah Corinne Makowske
Marjory Anne Henderson Marquardt
Lindsey Rose Martin
Hattie Symone McKinney
Jonathan Richard Morse
David Oliver Nauheim
Micah Amdursky Nelson
Elizabeth Anne Oliva
Andrea Lee Paine
Brett Michael Palmer
Brooke Katherine Peary
Nina Catherine Peluso
Austin M. Raymond
Eric Vincent Riley, Jr.
Nicholas George Rinehart
Andrew James Rising
Gabriela Roman
Emily Anne Rosenthal
Matthew Joel Rosenthal
Sean Kishor Saint
Julie Rachel Sarne
Leo Gabriel Weissburg

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Science, Technology and Public Policy
Jeffrey Christopher Bennett
Michelle Sinclair Hindman
Hiroshi Matsushima
Joshua David Silverblatt
Jifang Zhou

Master of Public Administration

Zachary Blake Bloomfield
Jennifer Franca Mann
Sripriya Mohan

Master of Public Policy

Mohamed Elamin Abbadi
Corey Ella Ackerman
Jennie Alfaro
Sharolyn Marie Arnett
Jacqueline Barocio
Tabitha C. Bentley
Matthew Yandala Bishop
Megan Catriona Blair
Jennifer Noel Bohl
Grady Maloney Bridges
Alison E. Carey
Hunter S. Cox
Adithya Dahagama
Jeremy Francis D’Aloisio
Kamolika Das
Luis Alfonso De La Cruz
Catherine Antoinette Derbes
Brenda J. Duverce
Katherine Elizabeth Eddins
Maya Efrati
Matthew Charles Ericson
Ryan Robert Etzcorn
Grace Evans
Andrew Alton Floyd
Megan Elizabeth Foster Friedman
Brittney Leigh Foxhall
Rebecca Alexandra Hart
Madeline Mollie Hartlieb
Thomas Doyle Hoyt
Jessica Rosa Johanson-Kubin
Harry Quinn Kammerman
Krista Lamont Landis
Hannah Rose Lee
Max Abraham Lerner
Robert A. Linden
Grace Elizabeth Lutfy
Sara Jaclyn Maggin
Rebecca Sidney Maher
Hannah Corinne Makowske
Marjory Anne Henderson Marquardt
Lindsey Rose Martin
Hattie Symone McKinney
Jonathan Richard Morse
David Oliver Nauheim
Micah Amdursky Nelson
Elizabeth Anne Oliva
Andrea Lee Paine
Brett Michael Palmer
Brooke Katherine Peary
Nina Catherine Peluso
Austin M. Raymond
Eric Vincent Riley, Jr.
Nicholas George Rinehart
Andrew James Rising
Gabriela Roman
Emily Anne Rosenthal
Matthew Joel Rosenthal
Sean Kishor Saint
Julie Rachel Sarne
Leo Gabriel Weissburg

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School
The following is a preliminary list of the candidates for degrees to be granted upon completion of formal requirements.
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Founded in 1841, Andrew D. Martin, Dean

Bachelor in General Studies

Katherine Elizabeth Allison
Kevin Lowell Bechtel
Dillon Michael Dietz
Kevin Gillespie
Christopher Duane Jefferson

Kristi Marie Lewis
Steven Alexander Racine
Davis Love Lee Ransdell
William Arvell Royster
Benjamin Hy Schechter

Bachelor of Arts

Raliat Kofoworola Abiola
Jenna Susan Abraham
Darius N. Ajam
Noran Mohammed Alsabahi
Jacqueline Alvarez
Anna Frances Archeoy
Christopher Jay Arrington II
Julia Elizabeth Austin
Brianna Marie Autrey
Jesse Ballard
Riley Kathryn-Alyce Banks
Madeline Jean Baroli
Chelsea Baytemur
Mitchell Todd Beckman
Elizabeth Rose Benedict
Sarah Ann Bernard
Arthur Bonnouvrier
Jeremy Bryson
Eric Charles Capstick
Ahin Cho
Jae Eun Choi
Stephanie Daye Chung
Amber Marie Cicaco
Seth J. Cosier
Sarah Jane Crimmins
Delaney Briane Danca
Frances Lee DeFazio
Jean-Luc Raimond DeLadurantaye
Natasha Marie DeLine
Tedi Elyse Dorman
Jean-Philippe François Dubois
Lauren Elizabeth Ely
Marenda Paola Escobar
Dieni Forir
Erica Roslyn Fox
Sarah June Franklin
Annette Nichole Garza
Chloe Marie Gilbert
Mollie Ann Gordier
Daniel Zev Gordon
Ryan Joseph Goulet
Angela Louise Grahl
Dana Andre Greene, Jr.
Erin Elizabeth Gregoire
John Everett Groshko
Daniel John Hall
Angelique Mary Hamilton
Austin David Hamling
Logan Hansen
Jessica S. Hasper
Erica Taylor Hassien
Charlene Erika Hobbs

Cassandra Grace Holwerda
Alyssa Paige Honswetz
Jackson Samuel Howard
David Peter James Howson
Amanda Rae Humphich
John Hwang
Robert Michael Isho
Rochelle Kerken Jackson
Holly Shi Jiang
Vivian Liu Jiang
Areeba Ibril
Drake Anthony Johnson
Nicholas Martin Jonas
Iltae Kang
Simonne Navzer Kapadia
Kylieigh Elizabeth Karas
Brittni Ann-Marie Kellom
Andrew Kenety
Stephen Sean Krygier
Jessica Anne LaKind
Janet Lee
Sara Marie Lilley
Jeongbin Lim
Natalia Andrea Loaiza
William Dean Lobb
Graham George Low
Nancy Lucero-Altamirano
Kayleigh Rose Luttrel
Shannon Kimberlee Lynch
Nathaniel N. Macanian
Guy Madjar
Zari Evelina Mahoney-Johnson
Michael Robert Makled
Alicia Kay Mancio
Taryn Nicola Mark
Kimari Aleene Mc Coy
Daniel M. McAlindon
Annie Elizabeth McCloskey
Jack Mobley
Shineh Moon
Paxton Hamilton Moore
Imran Ali Moosvi
Dana Mosa-Basha
Marissa Dean Neeley
Alexandra Newton
Sean Ng
Courtney Dean-nae Norrell
Noah Richard Ongart
Lena Frieda Oren
Alan Ira Osiinoff
McKinley C. Owens
Asia Monique Paige

Chan Jun Park
Lucas Hunter Pergament
Amanda Leigh Peters
Alexandra Lauren Pew
Serenity McDaniel Powers
Summer Powers
Christopher J. Ransburg
Sarah A. Raoof
Heidy Marie Rauttiola
Keonia Nichelle Ridley
Anna Victoria Rizik
Lehman D. Robinson, Jr.
Ariel Nicole Rogan
Manisha S. Russell
Emma Eleanor Santangelo
Stephen Joseph Scheinberg
Anisa Hamdani Shaw
Mindy J. Shaw
Nia Morijah Shumake
Jared Matthew Simard
Max Gregory Simon
Robert Eric Simons
Courtney Ann Smeenge
Alexandria Kelly Smith
Brie Milan Starks
Kara Lee Stevens
Kelsey Nicole Susalla
Mackenzie Reba Swart
Sanjana U. Thaker
Jordan Vaughn Thomas
Khari Thorpe
Rachel Quynh Huong Tran
Wing Tung Tsoi
Yan Tsui
Swati Tyagi
Mallory Olga Uchalik
Michelle Grace Utykanski
Cassandra Marie Van Dam
Thomas Fredrik VanKuiken
Cherryl Joy Pasco Victuelles
Caitlyn Joan Wackrow
Kenlisha Sarah Julia Wade
Shelley Petersen Walker
Mackenzie L. Walz
Boonyakorn Wasusopon
Elliot Welch
Jasmine Wells
Christopher Charles White
Ryan Joseph Wier
Jean-Charles Serge Wilhelm
Kayla Meira Winer
Raynelle Michelle Witherspoon
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Bachelor of Arts

Shira Jordana Wolf
Grant Nolan Yarber
Naruka Yoshino
Amani Young
Conor Kyle Youtsey
Sydney Lorraine Zelenak
Yiyi Zhang
Matthew Lyman Zimmerman

Bachelor of Science

Sarah Tabassum Akhtar
Ghadeer Mohammed Alabbas
Ahmad Salah Allan
Zachary James Ambrose
Serge Alexander Andreou
Samantha Rose Beasley
McKenzi Bergmoser
Kimberly Eden Berke
Matthew Michael Berlin
David Carl Thomas Borgeson
Brittany Brown
Bryce Robert Brown
Sera Elizabeth Brown
Pui Sze Corina Chan
Neophytos Charalambides
William X. Chen
Xinyi Chen
Mi Mi Choi
Jerome Paul Ciarkowski
Nicholas Joseph Clayton
Elizabeth Jane Critchlow
Alexandra Allyn Darr
Jose Eduardo Davila
Spencer Katherine Denman
Nicholas Sheridan Denommé
Danielle L. DuLong
Bradley Edward Duski
Jessica Habaradas Eisma
Ryan Everett
Anthony R. Fastiggi
Lara Ali Fawaz
Christian Garrett Fritz
Maxwell James Geisendorfer
Jacob Scott Gerstler
Scott Alan Gillespie
Jacob Michael Gluski
Jacob Robert Hirschl
Yixin Jin
Amabel Helen Karoub
Lauren Ann Katz
Anthony Michael Keilani
Hee Sung Kim
Claire Elizabeth Kintner
Ricki Ann Kong
Ejona Korcari
Larissa Marie Christine Lamour
Brandon Philip Lee
Michelle Choi Hwayoung Lee
Xinhang Li
Mengdi Lin
A ravinda Madan
Jarrett Michael McFeters
Connor Douglas McNeely
Nohal A. Me kkaoui
Rita Ann Morris
Claire Lucia Morrison
Nor Ain Binti Muhamad Nor
Michael Lucas Musgrave
Mariam Ibrahim Nasrallah
Ann Elizabeth Noetzel
Jeremy Charles Orlando
Meredith A. Ostrowski
Sarah Park
Marissa M. Pawlowski
Nathan Gregory Peck
James Louis Perretta
Morgan Elizabeth Perry
Raven Nichelle Pillow
Samuel Martin Pressman
Jake Rainey
Kathryn Rose Ramey
Zachary Samuel Rane
Whitney Alexis Raska
Theresa M. Regan
Harold David Rice
Zachery Bruce Robinson
Hanna Schamis
Melissa Marie Scola
Max Curtiss Sergent
Paul Shen
Luke Matthew Shenton
Michelle Marie Sierant
Neena Singhal
Amrutha Sivakumar
Collin Ryan Smalley
Catrina Renae Smith
Alec Benjamin Stenzel
Taine Louise Stoll
Xiaoxue Sun
Varsha Swamy
Mike Szuma
Julian Elliot Tabron
Alexandra Marie Teodorescu
Hao Tian
Christine Vu Ton Nu
Nathan Iran
Shontinique LeChelle Uqdah
Kameron Shay VanBuren
Rachel Marie Varisco
Daniel Vushaj
Christopher Richard Walker
Xinyan Wang
Hillary Sarah Weiner
Thomas Kent West
Lindsay I. Williams
Tsz Kok Wong
Asha Wilamina Wright-Ford
Richard Yang
Won Seok Yoo
Josie Ann Zamarron
Xinyu Zhang

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE

Bachelor of Arts

Leah Jenna Mathis
Kara Ann Mullison
San Pham
Drew Leann Walker
Arielle Michelle Wisbaum

Bachelor of Science

Sameer Bhagavatula
Rebecca Anne Preib
Darion Rashad Twitty
COLLEGE OF LITERATURE, SCIENCE, AND THE ARTS

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Arabic Studies
Natalie M. Zink
Modern Middle Eastern and North African Studies
Anne Marie Desiderio
Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies
Alexandra Scott Jason

Master of Science

Earth and Environmental Sciences
Jeffrey Craig Bennett, Jr.
Forrest Galen Gilfoy
David Joseph Levine
Psychology
Sarah Huff

MEDICAL SCHOOL

Founded in 1850, Marschall S. Runge, Dean

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Certificate of Graduate Studies

Cellular Biotechnology
Allison Diane Matyas

Master of Science

Biological Chemistry
Mohamed Saleh Alrayyashi
Michael Gregory Miller
Valerie Michele Vaughn
Alina Krewing
Alexie Ann Larson
Andrew David McLeod
Alexander Mikhail
Elizabeth Norton
Christopher Gerard Schaitkin
Erin Elizabeth Spencer
Daniel Tanbakuchi

Genetic Counseling
Carol Ko
Pharmacology
Shen X. Cheng
Matthew Alexander Stanczyk

Genetic Counseling
Carol Ko
Pharmacology
Shen X. Cheng
Matthew Alexander Stanczyk

Physiology
Manell Aboutaleb
Carmen-Agnes Vea Bilbao
Brian Patrick Johnides

Health and Health Care Research
Danielle C. Horne

SCHOOL OF DENTISTRY

Founded in 1875, Laurie K. McCauley, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Dental Hygiene

Shayna R. Capen
Beth Ann Domagalski
Lindsey Hill
Jenna Korow
Sabrina Irene Kruger
Ahsen Malik
Lauren Marchand
Kaitlyn Kay McQueary
Madeline Soria
Stephanie Zigouras

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Dental Hygiene
Michelle Christine Arnett
Jerelyn Marie Champine
Lorene Rose Kline
Samantha Kay Mishler
Orthodontics
Brittany Hazard Fischer
Andrew Garrett Havron
Fouad-Hassan S. Karim
Ebrahim Mavani
Jessica Pongetti
Prosthodontics
Crystal Jillian Ammoni
Restorative Dentistry
Stephen Michael Wade
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Founded in 1895, David C. Munson, Robert J. Vlasic Dean of Engineering

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Aerospace Engineering
Brent Maxwell Ritter
Alec Benjamin Stenzel

Biomedical Engineering
Tasdiq Uddin Ahmed

Chemical Engineering
Erin Nycole Branton
Steven Robert Houtschilt
Mohammad Abdi Jama
Matthew Scott Riley
Alyssa Erin Woo
Wenchen Zou

Civil Engineering
Htet Myet Kyaw Thet

Computer Engineering
Cynthia Joyce Kreng
Jason Wai-Ming Leung
Andrew James O’Hara
Meredith A. Ostrowski
Blake Parker Smith
Dylan Westerhold

Computer Science
Agam Singh Batra
Eric J. Chen
Martina Elisa Lugo
Antonina Evgeniivna Malyarenko

Earth System Science and Engineering
Alana Margaret Noone

Electrical Engineering
Lauren Grey Bilbo
Benjamin Adam Burgess
Neophytos Charalambides
Kyle Edwin Gilbert
Ayyub Ahmed Khan
Joshua Grant McCready
Brenton Asher Pniewski

Engineering Physics
Chase Preuninger
Haonan Zhu

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Anuraag Sai Aekka
Jessica Arya
Susan Hopkins Biggart
Emily Carolina Bostelman
Maxwell Eric Boykin
Chhavi Chaudhry
Robert Thomas Greenfield IV
Reed James Haley
Ryan James Kennedy

Materials Science and Engineering
Adam M. Lundquist

Mechanical Engineering
Samuel James Dion
John Young-Ho Kim
Ben Lewis
Katherine Ann Lobaza
Sean Frederick Locke
David Joon-Kee Nang
Selina Emilia Thompson

Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Sciences
Andre Seton Degla

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Engineering

Energy Systems Engineering
Christopher John Landino
Daniel F. Witting

Global Automotive and Manufacturing Engineering
Andrew Joseph Drockton
Hillary Janczak
John Michael Maley
Kevin John McKay

Manufacturing
Anthony Gabriel Gonzalez

Master of Science

Design Science
Mary Nicole Molepske

Master of Science in Engineering

Civil Engineering
Yanet Zepeda

Industrial and Operations Engineering
Daniel Robert Adsit
Anthony Joseph Sciuto

Mechanical Engineering
Johanna Heureaux
Nicole Alyssa Ryan

Biomedical Engineering
Joseph Grady Letner
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A. ALFRED TAUBMAN
COLLEGE OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN PLANNING

Founded in 1913, Robert L. Fishman, Interim Dean

**Bachelor of Science**

Vassilissa G. Semouchkina
Taha Suhrwardy

**Master of Architecture**

Dean Feldhausen
Trevor Riley Kahsin
Steven Mikel Scharrer
Runye Jin

**Master of Urban Design**

Manasvi Ashok Bachhav
Mengyu Jiang
Luneoufall Vital Gallego
Travis Robert Crabtree
Shao-Chen Lu
Melia Jae West
Jonathan Adnan Hanna
Nishant Raman Mittal
Zhe Zhang

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

**Master of Science**

Architecture Design and Research
Yasaman Esfahlani

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Founded in 1921, Deborah Loewenberg Ball, Dean

**Bachelor of Arts in Education**

Corinne Marie Albrecht
Jeremiah Munce
Taylor Rene Roberts
Nasreen Munim Alhassan
Diana Elizabeth Pompey
Kathryn Elizabeth Stepnitz
Xochitl Molagros Calix-Ulloa
Anthony William Renwand
Megan Winter Mabee
Clint M. Robert

**Bachelor of Science in Education**

Jessica Ruth Smith

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

**Master of Arts**

**Educational Studies**

Audrey Lynn Akcasu
Andrew M. Coleman
Elizabeth Whitney Gore
Lisa Michelle Anderson
Kimberly Ruth Creswell
Kelly Christopher Grah
Joshua Davis Andrew
Christopher Carlos Rene Culbertson
Jessica Marie Gregory
Jazmin Akilah Barnett-Birdsong
Margaret Tena Curran
Alexander Robert Greschuk
Todd Basescu
Christina Lynn DeBianchi
Logan Joseph Harvey
Todd Basescu
Margot DiMuzio
Rebecca Nicole Huff
Katherine Rose Beck
Charity Lyn Donnelly
Matthew Jackson
Ellen Blanchard
Jamie Elizabeth Hatchard Dybdahl
Emily Elizabeth Jaffe
Joseph Patrick Bliven
Ashley Marie Fraley
Michecia Monique Jones
Susan Laura Marie Buza
Margaret DeBianchi
Peter Kaplan
Asha Canady
Margot DiMuzio
Eleni Ann Kastanis
Clifton Kwan-Ho Chan
Charity Lyn Donnelly
Amanda L. Kern

Zaina Marie Gennaoui
Dylan Thomas Gerrity
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Master of Arts

Ali Khalid
Brett Kilgore
Vydehi Krishnan
Elizabeth Anne Kur
Hang Dieu La
Vanessa Rae Logan
Dylan Michael Luna
Joel David Maidens
Lori Ann Mayer
Brandon George McDole
Alexander Medvedeff
Marc Geoffrey Mens
Benjamin Joel Meyers
Yvette Meza-Vega
Taylor Kimberly Miles
Naomi Eve Miller
Emile Marc Moacdieh
Leopoldo Andre Monney
Henry John Muller
Maureen Elizabeth Nalepa
Philip Leslie Nathanson
Elizabeth Anne Nelson
Melissa Anne Nuyda
Brian Cass Peck
Winifred Carlota Perla
Andrew Michael Peters
Craig Michael Remmers
Alexander Rigney
Nur Roohi-Nankali
Kaylie Lauren Rosenthal
Abby Christine Ruehlmann
Joshua Christopher Sabo
Jordan Sabolish
Reem Ameer Salman
James Adam Schilt
Risa Seidman
Emily Simon
Emily Rose Simpson
Jeremy Lee Singer
Sarah Elizabeth Smith
Kaitlyn Louise Solar
Casey Sweeney Stockton
Amanda Catherine Stowe
Jacob Robert Topp
Kevin Isaiah Trierweiler
Melissa Rose Villanueva
Jonathan Phinehas White
Joshua Alex Wiggins
Jason Kenneth Windes
Ellen Kathleen Zatkowski
Kun Zhao

STEPHEN M. ROSS SCHOOL OF BUSINESS

Founded in 1924, Alison Davis-Blake, Edward J. Frey Dean of Business

Bachelor of Business Administration

Mitchell Todd Beckman
Meghan Elizabeth Landeck
Trinity Lin
Amani Young

Master of Business Administration

Mochamad Ardie
Guan-Teng Chen
Yu-Chen Cheng
Yong W. Chung
Nicole Fellhauer
Woon-Seok Huh
Hiromi Ito
Angela Charisse Jones
Atsunori Kaneshige
Chihiro Kawai
Byung Jun Kim
Eun Bin Kim
Hyun Jeong Kim
Taegeun Kim
Corey James Kosch
Changhwan Kwon
Juhwan Lee
Liang-Yu Mao
David Terrence Matthews
Yasuaki Miyazaki
Nathan Christopher Nantais
Kihwan Oh
Keita Okagami
Syed Raza
Tsung-Ta Shen
Woo Shik Shin
Kasumi Takeuchi
Dhanapat Towiwat
Hsin-Hung Tsai
Kuan-Li Wang
Po-Jung Wang
Caven A. West
Yu Yamashita
Kozue Yuzawa

Master of Management

Wentao Cheng
Yijun Pan
Mingheng Song
Tianning Tan
SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT

Founded in 1927, Daniel G. Brown, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Arts

Environment
Madeline Jean Baroli
Chloe Marie Gilbert
Erin Elizabeth Gregoire
Drake Anthony Johnson
Mallory Olga Uchalik
Amani Young

Bachelor of Science

Environment
Sera Elizabeth Brown
Spencer Katherine Denman
Harold David Rice
Amelia Katherine Runco
Taine Louise Stoll
Alexandra M. Teodorescu
Caitlyn Joan Wackrow

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Natural Resources and Environment
Daniel Mark Buonaiuto
Dana K. Jackman
Julie Carol Jarvey
Christine Marie Knight
Zachery Everett Millbrand
Nicole Alyssa Ryan
Olivia Sage Spagnuolo

SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Founded in 1940, Aaron P. Dworkin, Dean

Bachelor of Fine Arts

Dance
Jarin Kulamanu Batangan

Jazz Studies
Allen Author Dennard, Jr.
Stephen Anthony Grady, Jr.
James Anthony Russell
Anthony Michael Wyatt, Jr.

Musical Theatre
Mallory Michaelann Brophy

Performing Arts Technology:
Music Concentration
James Samuel Vincent

Theatre Design and Production
Jean-Luc Raimond DeLadurantaye

Bachelor of Music

Composition
Maxwell Albert Karmazyn

Musicology
Cassidy Chey Goldblatt

Performance: Cello
James Louis Perretta

Performance: French Horn
Justin Paul Zak

Performance: Piano
Jiyao Li

Performance: Saxophone
Anthony Michael Wyatt, Jr.

Performance: Viola
Jack Mobley

Performance: Violin
Cassidy Chey Goldblatt
Maxwell Albert Karmazyn

Performance: Voice
Tomer Felix Eres

Bachelor of Musical Arts

Composition
Samuel Maxwell Saunders
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, THEATRE & DANCE

Bachelor of Theatre Arts
Michaela Jean-Estelle Burton
Madison Merlanti
Performing Arts Management
Shira Jordana Wolf

Master of Music
Music Education
Marta Dominguez
Genevieve Marie McDonald
Hannah Picasso-Hobin
Antony Watson

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Fine Arts
Dance
Anthony Michael Alterio
Amy Patricia Cadwallader
Charles Bernard Gushue
Michael Travis Parmelee

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Founded in 1941, Kathleen Potempa, Dean

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
Paige Marian Kelly

Doctor of Nursing Practice
Jason Wannemacher

SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Founded in 1941, Martin Philbert, Dean

Master of Health Services Administration
Health Management and Policy
Erin Brennan
Amy Childers
Courtney Davis
Linda Endres
Jennifer Frost
Jennifer Lynne Frost
Clare Gargaro
Mouhanad Hammami
Brianne Hanlon
Christina Haupt
Shelly Jones
Christine Juday
Veronica Marsich
Matt Miller
Glenn Ogletree
Andrew Scott
Carolyn Smith
Niranjan Thambythurai
Master of Public Health

Epidemiology Methods and Applications

Amit Vahia

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Clinical Research

Jonathan Awori

Bryan Kunkler

Stephen George Philip

Michael J. Pienta

SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Founded in 1951, Laura Lein, Dean

Master of Social Work

Trevor Ulas Balnaves
Jessica Gonzales Bautista
Elizabeth Anne Beemsterboer
Hollie Bellamy-Rodgers
Camille Denise Boone
Marianne Marjorie Caddy
Jennifer A. Cartier
Aaron Cheek
Casey Noel Cooper
Emerald-Teresa McManus Cronin
Lara Eugenea Dahlke
Abigail Kristine Dalton
Rebecca Louise Dean
Tara Michele Dearlove
Antoinette Marie Debose
Kendra Marie DeLoof
Crystal Ann Dussia
Olivia Marie Ehret
Kathleen Carol Enersen
Taylor Anna Ezikian
Beth Ann Feldkamp
Jaycie Giordano
Tasha T. Gore
Emily Nichole Halling
Marcie Harrington
Brianna Jean Henderson
Kayla Marie Hendrickson
Kayla Marie Hohlbein
Marisa Danielle Horn
Stephanie Nicole Indianer
Joshua Jerz
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Kapnick
Pamela Kezy
Hadley Rose Kleinschmidt
Molly Ann Klemkow
Kelly Anne Kokoszka
Jaimee Ilana Koss
Chelsea Rae Kuzmak
Samanta Linck
Chantelle Denae Loehner
Melissa Nicole Lubbers
Felicia Katarina Maura
Rachel Marie Mazzaro
Janet McCarty
KaLi Sharise McGrath
Megan Joy McLaren
Abigail Jane Michaels
Liliya Vladimirovna Mironova
Amy M. Mnich
Danica Michelle Morgan
Stacey H. Nguyen
Meaghan Julienne O’Bryant
Nicholas Alexander Ochler
Chynna Morine’ Ollison
Desiree’ Marie Peeper
Emily Catherine Judith Price
Pamela Sherrye Pruitt
Kayla Anne Publiski
Rebecca Rams
Christina Maria Ramsey
Daliesha Robinson
Sara Joy Rumbarger
Kara Charlene Samulak
Danielle Lynn Schihlanke
Katie Marie Schlund
Timothy Robert Schroeder
Ada Youpha Sengchannavong
Ayelet Shapiro
Kara Danielle Siedlik
Alyssa Jean Smith
Jacob Thomas Spellis
Britany Rose Stapelfeld
Hope Elizabeth Steiner
Jonathon Robert Sutherland
Kimberly Renee Varga
Ereck Brian Wheeler
Ashley Danielle Wilson
John Nigel Worthy
Alexa Victoria Wright
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Founded in 1956, Susan E. Borrego, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Bachelor of Applied Science

Monique C. Chatelain
Toyah N. Epperson

Steven L. Moshier
Jessica M. Tonkovich

Angela M. Whitcomb

Bachelor of Arts

Majed M. Al Dossary
Eric D. Anderson
Shannon M. Conover
Teddo Dooley
Maise S. Elian
Hannah L. Foley
Khloe R. Girard
Alissa Hall
Jamie L. Hendershott
Keosha S. Hull
Amanda M. Jack
Michael A. James
Gabriel R. Killion

Patricia M. Koroly
Alicia R. Lecz
Jessica M. McGrath
Carrie M. Miller
Katelyn M. Mills
Danielle R. Monroe
Brittany A. Newland
Julia N. Norris
Anthony M. Paxton
Lauren C. Racine
Megan D. Reed

Tyler N. Shamaly
Zachary E. Smith
Kelly A. Smyczynski
Richard A. Superczynski
Jessica G. Szikszay
Phillip V. Ward
Amy L. Wisel
Skye I. Whitcomb
Dinequa S. Williams
Samantha Winward-Maes
Lindsay L. Wiskur

Bachelor of Science

Deqresha D. Cox
Lexie M. Crisp
Matthew A. Davis

Amanda M. Kehoe
Eric R. Lopiccolo-Schmidt
Caley E. McCarthy

Tanya D. Rison
Theda K. Simmonds
Nikkia S. Smith

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Terence K. Staples, Jr.

Master of Arts

F. D. Beardslee

Shawil C. Daoud

Judy A. Naranjo

Master of Science

Harry J. Palmer II
Lakshmi Manasa Puli

Krishnakanth Samudrala
Radhika Vemula

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Xuanrong Lu

Angela R. Whitlock

Master of Public Administration

Mark E. Callahan
Jennifer J. Osborn

Cindi S. Plummer
Nadine C. Powell

Dawn Shanafelt
Carla R. Volante
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Science

Michele M. Henderson

Master of Arts

Lindsay Boswell
Beth Bottini
Sandra L. Carpenter
Jessica A. Fecher
Courtney L. Klagstad

Teresa M. Krawczyk
Leigh T. LaFave
Delane K. Luce
Kirstin L. Miller
Teneja M. Mosley

Syreeda D. Nix
Nilu S. Rajput
Sheryl L. Rose
Kristen M. Schoettle
Wendy S. Siemen

Doctor of Education

Peggy Yates

SCHOOL OF HEALTH PROFESSIONS AND STUDIES

Bachelor of Science

Zainab A. Almomen
Haidar A. Al Hussain
Ali A. Almosabeh
Mona M. Alqallaf
Marcella E. Anger
Eileen K. Archibald-Perkins
Maleehea Arshad
Brianne N. Bill
Catherine R. Brasher
Amanda M. Courtier
Kalli E. Domke
Heidi A. Droste
Carolyn A. Eklund
Erin M. Gray

Tiffany A. Haines
Jordyn R. Harris
Yahnya L. Hopkins
O’Livia O. Jiles
Kayla S. Johnson
Brooke T. Kelly
Komi B. Kilero
Shaun F. Lehr
Whitney J. Mankins
Kevin A. McNutt
Kalie L. Mendrek
Joseph C. Mosley
Tabitha K. Neff
Allen C. Overton

Megan L. Perkins
Cody M. Peterman
Mohamed A. Samman
Jacob C. Sierocki
Michelle A. Sluss
Stephanie M. Van Cleve
Carolyn S. Viera
Valencia D. Walker
Lorraine I. Walker-Reischling
Amanda M. Wilkins
Shinda Taye R. Williams
Ornisha S. Young

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Chona L. Adams
Olufunke G. Ajifolokun
Susan M. Allen
Brooke E. Bandokoudis
Patricia M. Bandy
Kathryn L. Bennett
Sherry L. Blais
Wendy L. Bush
Shawn G. Cane
Jessica G. Cox
Michael A. Crosby
Kevin W. Curtis
Christina L. Dudek
Matthew A. Fightmaster
Celia L. Garcia
Shane W. Gibson

Antionette C. Goodman
Ebony Gray
Denise Henry
Joseph R. Horetski
Stephanye M. Horne
Shannon M. Huber
Danitra L. Jackson
Jessica A. Kennedy
Benjamin W. Latoni-Sill
Jacqueline J. Martindale
Carol J. Martinez
Brian M. Matway
Cami L. Misak
Lady Y. Munoz-Toro
Lauren E. Nemeth
Kaleih A. Nichols

Roni S. Perkins
Brandi S. Purcell
Jacob A. Robinson
Marjorie J. Saulnier
Misty A. Skarb
Jolynne R. Smith
Bridget L. Thomas
Stephanie A. Toma
Jennifer L. White
Tammy J. Whitesell
Carla A. Wilder
Ashley A. Wolosonowich
Shannon L. Young
Yingyue Yu
Mary B. Zavicar
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

Master of Public Health
Maricela M. Gonzalez
Maha K. Khrais
Mazin M. Mahmoud
Sankar B. Majeti
Antione M. Martin
Lumba Moonga
Lin Ou
Ruth L. Webb

Master of Science
Matthew Ashley
Nicolas R. Bowers
Edward R. Capps
Kathryn D. Dillon
Karl P. Feuerstein
Ivy V. Fulgencio
Emmily E. Garcia
Derek Gelven
David D. Idzior
Angela E. Johnson
Audrey L. Kon
Gabriel J. Mullins
Marisa E. Novello
Dipti N. Patel
Brian J. Powell
Jordan L. Ratcliff
Caroline E. Roberts
Marla B. Winkler
Christina M. Woodbeck
Jing Zhang

Master of Science in Nursing
Whitney M. Birchmeier
Dawn E. Ebersole
Marcy A. Hatfield
Kimberly K. Knoll
Lisa N. Polley
Dayna R. Timmreck
Melinda S. Williams
Bianca M. Zdenek

Doctor of Anesthesia Practice
Alissa P. Blau
Amy S. Gnagey
Magdalene H. Hines
Christa I. Klyder
Lauryn E. Rametta
Mandy J. Thompson

Doctor of Physical Therapy
Mitchel R. Babcock
Kelly L. Baran
Michelle Baumgart
JoEllen E. Bender
Kelsey M. Blegen
Rachel C. Bolker
Katherine J. Bramble
Heather Breasbois
Courtney M. Brejnak
Alyssa K. Brennan
Kelly A. Brennan
Brittany N. Burns
Charlotte F. Cahill
Margarita A. Calata
Matthew D. Callahan
Justin M. Coffey
Debmina Deb
Ilio M. Di Mascio
Justin M. Diebold
Andrew J. Doubek
Sarah V. Fetzer
Nicholas Foy
Tucker J. Furbush
Adam S. Gilbertson
Gjon L. Gjeloshaj
Megan E. Hayes
Seth E. Hubbard
Mia H. Kaartinen
Mohamad A. Kasir
Mandy G. Kirk
Meghan R. Koivunan
Andrea K. Kouteter
Tom J. Krzysiak
Thomas J. LaClair
Kristen Linck
Jacob R. Lippert
Lauren Little
Ashley N. Loveland
Nathaniel B. Mancillas
Alison A. Martin
Tyler M. Martin
Adam M. McClafferty
Natalie McQuillan
Youssef Moussa
Elizabeth A. Padalino
Joseph W. Patino
Dana R. Pechumer
Rosa E. Pechumer
Alexander R. Pikunas
Daniel J. Ratkov
Shony L. Reuven
Austin Righter
Samantha L. Robinson
Emily M. Rodriguez
Lauren E. Russell
Joshua J. Schnell
Joshua M. Schultz
Taylor M. Schultz
Thomas L. Selter
Amber M. Smith
Audriana K. Spadaro
Sarah E. Steffens
Kayla A. Stockdale
Mariana Strickler
Karlyn M. Stroope
Samantha Underwood
Hannah L. Vanderweele
Samantha R. Waelde
Jolene Weesjes
Ricco A. Yaldo
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-FLINT

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Bachelor of Business Administration

Gaber H. Albaqmy  Benjamin A. Friesen  Kaleem A. Qazi
Khalid S. Alhadithi  Wei Guan  Dianna F. Robinson
Faez K. Alsahli  Saad F. Huwaymil  Marco A. Sauceda
Mohammed A. Alshaya  Darnesha R. Jones  Katherine M. Shirk
Amber A. Beach  Zachary A. Jones  Chinquay D. Sisson
Fahad A. Bin Muttrib  Crystal N. Meister  Jason A. Terry
Mary K. Blondin  Aaron W. Mills  Mark R. Tietz
Amberly M. Boucher  Kelly C. Murphy  Jaclyn D. Wamsley
Celina M. Christopher  Steven R. Myers, Jr.  Jennifer M. Wenzlick
Cody J. Duguid  Nicole J. Patridge  Brandon C. Willmon
Ursula M. Fialho  Jacqueline R. Phipps

Master of Business Administration

Stephen B. Anthony  Kristy L. Kidder  Chenchuan Shi
David P. Bunn  Christa I. Klyder  Ian T. Slaven
Gaurav Chawla  Christine E. Maser  Melissa S. Steller
James J. Chicosky, Jr.  Vivek Mehta  Katie L. Stevens
Christopher R. Crosby  Tiara T. Newton  Holly N. Vaughn
Angela M. DiBrito  Shelby P. Pfeifle  Yanjun Wang
Gabriel J. Faubert  Andrew J. Riker  Yucheng Wang
Benjamin M. Genser  David Selvaraj

Master of Science in Accounting

Brett A. Bigelow  Ding Li  Jed H. Winters
Dawn M. Hetherington  Tiara T. Newton
Robert B. Kelly II  Helga M. Szabo Hupcik
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

Founded in 1958, Daniel Little, Chancellor

COLLEGE OF ARTS, SCIENCES, AND LETTERS

Bachelor of Arts

Kathryn Adams  
Diana Ahmad  
Maryam Al-Aridhi  
Dua Al-Zayadi  
Brooke Loretta Bannon  
Rima Begum  
Bridget Buzanowski  
Andrea Chavez  
Stephen Colony  
Janea Cook  
Najada Dardha  
Daniel Dial  
Dylan Dottor  
David Drury  
Angel Estrada  
Marwhah Farhat  
Issa Fawaz  
Emily Ferguson  
Sarah A. Flynn  
Amber Foster  
Rosa Garibaldi  
Anna Granch  
Fatima Hammoud  
Farah Hamze  
Kayla Hilliard  
Jonathan D. Hole  
Dale Hudson, Jr.  
Araf Hamayun  
Aisa Hyska  
William Fuad Kheif  
Rashauna Mack  
Emmel Marini  
Magdalena Anna Marzec  
Bishoy Matta  
Victor Mattison  
Katie Michels  
Shanna Miller  
Maria Murguia  
Rena Mustafa  
Ali Najaf  
Abtahal Wisam Nasser  
Brittany Eugina Neal  
Zeinab Raishouni  
Armani Ray  
Miranda Rhodes  
Jason Robinson  
Soukeyna Diop Sambe  
Porscha Smith  
Sarah Stites  
Jennifer Syeda  
Yvonne Tomei  
Belinda Turner  
Sergio Walker  
Amber Webster  
Kelvin Wheeler  
Carolyn Whittico  
Jazz Williams  
Nour Zahr

Bachelor of Science

Ali Belal Abdallah  
Ahmad Ali Abdul Sater  
Sami Alqurneh  
Catherine Charniga  
Hanna Chehab  
Faye Collyer  
Ali Dabaja  
Jennifer Golida  
Erik Gorham  
Ali Hourani  
Lauren Kassab  
Amin Marini  
Victoria Mazer  
Anthonio McFadden  
Colleen McLean  
Thomas Mehall  
Jalen Robinson-Behn  
Rola Saab  
Mirna Salim  
Jamila Sareini  
Matthew Wilson  
Maryan Yousif

Master of Science

Psychology

Olesya Bachynska  
Annie Bashara  
Katherine Blasko  
Samantha Leigh Cook  
Farah W. Elsiss  
Jacqueline Fritts  
Maria Karimova  
Cassandra Kylonen  
Sarah Letang  
Onaisa Rizki  
Mallory Stankovich  
Paige Wanner  
Danielle Wesolowicz  
Mairy Yousif

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Public Administration

Radhika Desai

Master of Science

Environmental Science

Rosine Kubwimana
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business Administration

Tara Abraham  Jaleesa Hilliard  Kristina Nazarko
Baha Agassi  Janet Huong  Kara Norton
Areej Ahmed Said Al Touqi  Marah Jammal  Jessica Rayappan
Bashshar Al-Tawil  Rajesh Kadiyala  Christopher Sieradzki
Christopher Awad  Allison Leonhard  Gregory Stewart
Rayan Harajli  Katherine Lepage  Andrew Kenneth Weeks
Charles William Harris  Benedetto Manzella  Ting Yan

Master of Business Administration

Steve Paul DeMaagd

Master of Science

Business Analytics  Supply Chain Management
Renee Smiddy  Rami K. Alameddine

Master of Science in Accounting

Chelsea Barton  Ryan Schimm

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION, HEALTH, AND HUMAN SERVICES

Bachelor of Arts

Soumaya Beydoun

Bachelor of General Studies

Louren Bradfield  Alyson Ives  Caitlaine Livingston

Master of Arts

Early Childhood Education  Jessica Stafiej

Master of Arts in Educational Leadership

Amanda McCuean-Lough

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Arts

Education
Oula Bitar  Courtney Pusta
Ndieh Aun  Diana Salamey
Nancy El-Moussawel
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN-DEARBORN

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND COMPUTER SCIENCE

Bachelor of Science

Computer and Information Science
Ola Dagba
Tzetomir Todorov
Benjamin Walker

Software Engineering
Kawthar Alrayashi
Nicole Preye-Nkechi Ebiware
Jamal Hassan Jawad
Ferique Kothari

Bachelor of Science in Engineering

Bioengineering
Mohammed-Baker Habhab
Nicholas Schimmel

Electrical Engineering
Darnell Franklin
Peter Jett, Jr.
Timothy McQuillis
Kenneth Charles Ruffner
Damjan Stamenkovik

Mechanical Engineering
Rion Lynn Allen
Thomas Cullum
Mark Roland

Computer Engineering
Jordan Stepchuk

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science

Information Systems and Technology
Renugadevi Sreepathy

Program and Project Management
Murad Yousef

Software Engineering
Jose Luis Solis-Marquez

Master of Science in Engineering

Industrial and Systems Engineering
Steve Paul DeMaagd
SCHOOL OF INFORMATION
Founded in 1969, Thomas A. Finholt, Interim Dean

Bachelor of Science
Trinity Lin

Master of Science in Information
Lavanya Kumar

PENNY W. STAMPS SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Founded in 1974, Gunalan Nadarajan, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Anna Frances Archey
Erin Marie Sant
Vassilissa G. Semouchkina
Caroline Elizabeth Shaver
Mallory Olga Uchalik
Cheryll Joy Pasco Victuelles

Bachelor of Fine Arts
Derick John-Osby Adams
Carly Jane Roberts

SCHOOL OF KINESIOLOGY
Founded in 1984, Ronald F. Zernicke, Dean

Bachelor of Arts
Sport Management
Griffin Morgan Billups
Ally Futterman
Toby Sota

Bachelor of Science
Athletic Training
Konner James Ackerman
Health and Fitness
Caroline Marie Chromik
Movement Science
Sarah Fowler
Alvin Jalen Pearson IV

Recommended jointly by the school faculty and the Executive Board of the Graduate School

Master of Science
Kinesiology
Kun Zhao
GERALD R. FORD SCHOOL OF PUBLIC POLICY

Founded in 1995, Susan M. Collins, Joan and Sanford Weill Dean of Public Policy

Master of Public Administration

Jenna Renae Yandala Engquist
The Yellow and Blue

Sing to the colors that float in the light; Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!

Yellow the stars as they ride thro' the night, And reel in a rollicking crew

Yellow the fields where ripens the grain, And yellow the moon on the harvest wain; Hail!

Hail to the colors that float in the light; Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!
Dear Graduate:

On behalf of the Alumni Association of the University of Michigan, congratulations on your momentous achievement.

You may be leaving the University of Michigan, but the ties that bind alumni—across the miles and the years—are strong and enduring. Whether you are on the other side of the country or the other side of the world, you are part of something greater than yourself. You are now part of a community of more than 570,000+ Michigan alumni in 180 countries across the globe.

The Alumni Association is your connection to U-M. As a graduation gift, we give you a complimentary one-year membership to help you maintain the bonds you’ve created over the course of your time on campus. Use it to remind yourself of the place that you hail from, the place that has shaped you into the person you are today. Visit umalumni.com to keep the spirit of U-M close and connect to the powerful global network of U-M alumni.

So as you toss your mortarboard and venture out into the world, celebrate all that you have achieved and remember that you are never far from the University of Michigan.

Again, our congratulations and very best wishes for your future.

Sincerely,

Ralph Johnson, MBA ’92
Chair of the Board of Directors
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

Steve Grafton
President and CEO
Alumni Association of the University of Michigan

For those who leave Michigan, but for whom Michigan never leaves. This is where you belong.
Statement on Freedom of Speech and Artistic Expression

Thank you for attending this program. The University of Michigan strives to create a truly open forum, one in which diverse opinions can be expressed and heard.

It is the right of members of the University community, speakers, artists, and other invited guests to express their views and opinions at the University. We will protect the right of individuals to speak or perform, and the rights of those members of the University community who wish to hear and communicate with an invited speaker or artist.

Protesters also have a right to express their opposition to a speaker in appropriate ways, both within the confines of this building and outside the facility. However, protesters must not interfere unduly with communication between a speaker or artist and members of the audience.

If the hosts of this event or University representatives believe that protesters are interfering unduly with a speaker or performer’s freedom of expression, those protesters will be warned. If the warnings are not heeded and the interference continues, then the individual responsible may be removed from the building.

We reaffirm these policies in order to most fully protect the rights of free expression for speakers, performers, and protesters alike, as set forth by our Civil Liberties Board in our Student Handbook, and in accordance with the U-M Standard Practice Guide; Regents’ Ordinance Article XII, Section 1; and state statutes.

Nondiscrimination Policy Statement

The University of Michigan, as an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer, complies with all applicable federal and state laws regarding nondiscrimination and affirmative action. The University of Michigan is committed to a policy of equal opportunity for all persons and does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, age, marital status, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression, disability, religion, height, weight, or veteran status in employment, educational programs and activities, and admissions.

Inquiries or complaints may be addressed to the Senior Director for Institutional Equity, and Title IX/Section 504/ADA Coordinator, Office for Institutional Equity, 2072 Administrative Services Building, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48109-1432, 734-763-0235, TTY 734-647-1388, institutional.equity@umich.edu.
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The Yellow and Blue

Sing to the colors that float in the light;
    Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!
Yellow the stars as they ride through the night
    And reel in a rollicking crew;
Yellow the field where ripens the grain
    And yellow the moon on the harvest wain;
Hail!
Hail to the colors that float in the light
    Hurrah for the Yellow and Blue!

The Victors

Hail! to the victors valiant
    Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
    the leaders and best
Hail! to the victors valiant
    Hail! to the conqu’ring heroes
Hail! Hail! to Michigan
    the champions of the West